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INTRODUCTION

1. The St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers is constructing a
flood control system along the Minnesota and Bi. e Earth Rivers to
provide flood protection fcr the communities of Mankato, North
M4ankato and Le Hillier. The flood protection project requires
major alterations of existing conditions at three bridge sites
The alterations include raising and replacement of these bridges
and their approaches.

2. The three bridge sites are shown on Figure 1 and are described
as follows:

a. State bridges 9413 (steel) anI 4952 (concrete arch)
carrying U.S. Trunk Highway 169 and State Trunk High-
way 60 (TH 169/60) over the Blue Earth River between
Mankato and Le Hillier.

b. Chicago and North Western Transportation Company
(CNW) bridges M1605 and 423 over the Blue Earth
River between Mankato and Le Hillier.

C. State Trunk Highway 60 (Main Street) bridge 411
over the Minnesota River between Mankato and North
Mankato.

STUDY AUTHORITY

3. Public Law 85-500, 85th Congress approv-t 3 July 1958, author-
ized the development and construction of the Minnesota River,
Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier Flood Control Project. This
authority directed Standard Project Flood protection be provided
and that the required alterations to the CNW bridges across the
Blue Earth be effected at Federal expense. Section 104 of the
1976 Water Resources Development Act, P. L. 94-587, approved
22 October 1976, provided that alterations to the TH 169/60 highway
bridges over the Blue Earth River and the Main Street Bridge over
the Minnesota River, including rights-of-way, shall also be
accomplished at complete Federal expense.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

4. The bridge alterations are not covered in "Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) Minnesota River, Minnesota Mankato-North
Idankato-Le Hillier Flood Control: Phase 1', U.S. Army Engineer
District, St. Paul, 18 January 1972. This report is one of three
volumes prepared as the Design Memorandum (DM) No. 8 - Part I
(Location Study) and "Draft Supplement III' to the FEIS to cover
the proposed bridge alterations.

Nim1



S. Location studies for each of the three bridge sites were con-
ducted concurrently. However, during the course of these studies,
it became apparent that the three sites were physically and func-
tionally separate and the issues and area of concern were also
different. Therefore, three separate volumes have been prepared.

6. This volume investigates and evaluates the alternatives for
raising or replacing the Main Street bridge carrying Trunk Highway
60 over the Minnesota River between Mankato and North Mankato.
All alternatives studied, by necessity, are consistent with the
requirements of the flood control system in satisfying existing
Corps of Engineers standards.

7. The scope of significant issues and impacts addressed in this
volume are:

a. Traffic service and safety
b. Displacements, business and residential
C. Noise
d. Neighborhood land use, character and cohesion and

property value impacts
e. Business district and redevelopment area land use

and economic impacts
f. Aesthetics
g. Disruptions and hazards during construction
h. Capital cost

STUDY PARTICIPANTS A.ND COORDINATION

8. The study was conducted by the St. Paul District, Corps of
Engineers with the Minnesota Department of Transportation functioning
as a cooperating agency for the TH 169/60 and Main Street bridges.
An on-going, working cooperative arrangement was maintained with
the Cities of Mankato and North Mankato, and with the Chicago and
North Western Transportation Company. Coordination with the other
involved local, State and Federal agencies was maintained by cor-
respondence, briefings, and a project newsletter. Coordination was
also maintained with staff members of private utility companies
having facilities in the project area.

9. The views of the public were actively solicited throughout the
course of the study. Individuals, groups and civic organizations,
and governmental agencies were brought into the study process through
a broadly based public information program with regular and periodic
briefings on project matters. Specific elements of the public infor-
mation program included:

a. A local public information office
b. Periodic newsletters
C. News media coverage

2
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d. Public information meetings
e. Interviews with citizens directly affected by

potential property acquisitions
f. Presentations to interested civic organizations

The overall public information program covered the entire project,
i.e., all three bridge crossings to be altered. Press release and
public information bulletins were prepared and distributed for each
specific bridge location.

PRIOR STUDIES AND REPORTS

10. Other studies and reports significant to the entire project
were:

a. Bridge Location Study, Cities of Mankato and North Mankato,
Minnesota, May 15, 1974. Edwards and Kelcey, Inc.

b. Flood Control Report, Mankato-North Mankato, Minnesota,
October 1975. City Manager, Mankato, Minnesota.

C. Final Environmental Impact Statement for U.S. 14 Mankato
Bypass, March 13, 1975. Federal Highway Administration
and Minnesota Department of Highways.

d. Railroad Impact Study for Proposed Flood Control
Improvements, Mankato, Minnesota, October 1976. i
De Leuw, Gather and Company.

e. Design Memorandum No. 1 through 7, Flood Control Minnesota
River, Minnesota, Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier.

f. Final Enviromental Impact Statement, Minnesota River,
Minnesota, Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier, Flood Control,
Phase I.

tTHE REPORT AND STUDY PROCESS

I 11. This volume documents the planning studies conducted for the relo-
cation and alterations to the Main Street bridge over the MinnesotaI River. The studies were conducted under the Corps of Engineers' three
stage process to incrementally develop the precision of plans and
eliminate unfeasible or imprudent alternatives.

12. The following schedule summarizes the study process, the prepara-
tion of DM 8, and steps toward construction.

a. Stage 1, Development of a Plan of Study (Project Develop-
ment Report, September 1978)

b. Data collection
C. Public infornia.ion meeting, November 1978

CS



d. Stage 2, Development of intermediate plans
C. Public information meeting, January 1979
f. Stage 3, Development of detailed plans
g. Formulation, assessment and evaluation of detailed plans
h. Public information meeting, May 1979
i. Design Memorandum No. B - Part I (Location Study)

and Draft Supplement 11 to the Final Environmental
Impact Statement

j. Statutory review and public hearing
k. Final Environmental Impact Statement
1. Record of decisions
V.. Design study and hearings
n. Design Memorandum No. 8 -Part II (Design Study)
o. Construction plans and rights-of-way acquisition
p. Construction

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

13. The flood control project is being constructed to protect the
communities of Mankato, North Mankato and Le Hillier against the
Standard Project Flood (SPF). This volume is concerned with that
part of the project relating to raising or relocating the existing
Main Street bridge over the Minnesota River. The existing bridge
deck would be below the water surface during the SPF event. Con-
sequently, the bridge, if left in place, would cause detrimental
effects due to debris and ice jams. To clear the SPF and railroad
tracks located at the Mankato end of the bridge, a total raise of
about 30 feet will be required. 1
14. This section describes the present Main Street bridge crossing,
national objectives, existing conditions in the bridge relocation
study area, and conditions if no Federal action is taken. Planning
constraints, related problems, needs and opportunities, and objectives
with regard to the bridge are also identified and described.

DESCRIPT ION OF CROSSING, MAIN STREET BRIDGE

15. The Main Street bridge (No. 411) was constructed in 1916.
Originally, the 5-span concrete-arch bridge was designed to carry
streetcars and two lanes of vehicular traffic. It formerly served
as a crossing for U.S. Highway 14. With the recent construction
of a U.S. 14 bypass to the north, it has been redesignated as the
crossing for State Trunk Highway (TH) 60.

16. Two major remodeling projects have been performed on the bridge
since its original construction. At the present time, the bridge
carries three lanes of traffic with a width of 34 feet between
Minnesota Type J curb railings. There are 5-foot sidewalks and a

6



3.5-foot chain link fence outside of the barriers on both sides of the
bridge. It carries an 8-inch gas main under the vest side of the-deck
and formerly carried six 4-inch telephone conduits under the down-
stream (east) side of the deck.

17. The TH 169-Belgrade Street interchange is adjacent to the north-
west (North Mankato side) abutment of the bridge. Immediately adjoining
the southeast (Mankato side) abutment lie the railroad tracks of the
Chicago and North Western Transportation Company (CNW). Any raising
or replacing of the bridge would require adequate clearance above the
floodwalls presently under construction and these tracks.

18. The bridge meets neither present peak traffic needs or projected
needs for the year 2000. Further, the bridge constitutes a major
impediment to the Standard Project Flood f low. for the flood control
project.

19. Although the bridge is 63 years old and general deterioration
has occurred, the Minnesota Department of Transportation has estimated
that the residual life of the bridge is about 25 years. However,
since it is not feasible to increase its traffic capabilities, and
since it is impractical to raise a rigid concrete-arch bridge,
replacement is considered to be the only viable alternative.

20. The bridge and surrounding vicinity are pictured in the aerial
photographs (Figures IA to IC) on the following pages. L
NATIONAL OBJECTIVES

21. The overall flood control project was formulated to achieve
National Economic Development (NED) and EnvironiDontal Quality (EQ)
as equal national objectives. This integral portion of the pro-
ject will be developed to further these objectives.

22. NED is to be achieved by increasing the value of the nation's
output of goods and services and improving national economic
efficiency. EQ is to be achieved by the management, conservation,
preservation, creation, restoration, or improvement of the quality
of certain natural and cultural resources and ecological systems.

23. Local interests and various governmental agencies through
public meetings, by reports, and through correspondence, provided
their views of objectives of the project. For the Main Street
bridge, the following have been stated:

* Provide flood protection
" Minimize disruption of existing condi~tions in the

approach areas
" Maintain rail service on the Mankato side, but eliminate

grade crossings

* 7
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" Consider pedestrian safety and access on the river crossing
and between neighborhoods and businesses in the approach areas

* Improve street access and service capabilities to the Mankato
and North Mankato central business districts, Old Town,
Madison East Shopping Center, and Mankato State University

" Reduce or minimize traffic in residential neighborhoods and
on North Front Street

" Restrict property takings to a minimum
" Minimize adverse property value impacts
" Improve and enhance business districts in North Mankato and

Mankato
* Maintain integrity of neighborhoods
* Reduce traffic noise
* Design project elements for optimum capacity and safety
" Maintain continuity in highway systems
" Minimize traffic disruptions during construction
" Maintain Sioux Uprising historic site
* Give ample attention to aesthetic considerations in planning

and construction

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Available Planning Data

24. In addition to the reports listed under "Prior Studies and Reports"
above, the following are significant to the project planning process
and provide general background data:

a. "Flood Control, Minnesota River, Minnesota, Mankato-
North Mankato-Le Hillier, Design Memorandum No. 1,
General", Department of the Army, St. Paul District,
Corps of Engineers, St. Paul, Minnesota, April 1967.

b. "Final Environmental Statement, Minnesota River,
Minnesota, Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier, Flood
Control - Phase I Amended December 1971", U.S.
Army Engineer District, St. Paul, 18 January 1972.

C. "Special Flood Hazard Information, Minnesota River
and Tributaries, Mankato, North Mankato, Le Hillier".
Department of the Army, St. Paul District, Corps of
Engineers, St. Paul, Minnesota, October 1973.

Areawide Population and Economy

25. In 1978, Mankato and North Mankato had estimated populations of
34,430 and 9,780, respectively, and immediately adjacent townships
added another 6,700 persons for a total population of 50,910. The
area is expected to reach a population of nearly 66,000 by the year
2000. See Technical Report No. 4, "Social and Economic Resources".



26. Agriculture is highly significant to the economy of the immediate
area. Corn and soybeans are the principal crops, while oats and hay,
though still important, have been declining in importance in the last
20 years. Wheat production, which dominated the agriculture of the
region earlier, has declined to a level of minor importance in recent
years. Hogs, beef and dairy cattle are also raised in the area. The
size of farms and value of rural land have risen steadily. The
average farm size is now nearly 300 acres and farm land sales now
average about $2,100 per acre.

27. The manufacture of agricultural products in the area is dominated
by the loneymead soybean processing plant, the ADM Grain Company, and
the Hubbard Mill, all in Mankato. other industries include sales and
service outlets, concrete products, manufacturing and quarrying.

28. Trhe economic indicators demonstrate that the economy of the
Greater Mankato area is strong and appears to be expanding. Area
cash sales for crops and livestock, the number of building permits,
and bank deposits have all increased markedly in recent years.

29. Less than 10 percent of the area population is employed in agri-
culture. Trade and services, manufacturing, and construction account
for the major portion of the employment. The total number of jobs
has increased from approximately 17,500 in 1972 to over 20,000 in
1977.

Land Use and Neighborhood Characteristics

30. Eight identifiable "neighborhood" areas of Mankato and North
Mankato may be directly or indirectly affected as a result of
alterations to the Main Street bridge. They include the ilankato
and North Mankato Central Business Districts (CBD's); Maaikato's
Central, Tourtelotte Park and Lincoln neighborhoods; and North
Mankato's Nicollet-Sherman, Wheeler Park, and Range-Webster neigh-
borhoods. These areas are shown on Figure 2. Existing land use
and zoning for these areas are illustrated on Figures 3 and 4,
respectively. Major land use and social characteristics of each
neighborhood are described below. Additional details can be
found in Technical Report No. 4, "Social and Economic Resources".

31. Mankato CBD - Existing land use in the Mankato CBD is com-
prised of retail, service, and office facilities. The most intense
commercial development is located in Mankato's "downtown" shopping
district and the "Old Town" shopping area.

32. The "downtown" area is generally regarded as being encompassed
by Pike, Second, Main, and Warren Streets. The downtown area is
located within the larger-encompassing Key City Urban Renewal Area.
This renewal area contains 107 acres and includes the central portion
of the CBD neighborhood. The enclosed Mankato Mall shopping complex
redevelopment project contains approximately 76 businesses including

1w -W,
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Brett's Department Store, J.C. Penny Co., and assorted clothes stores,9 drug stores, restaurants and specialty shops. The success of the
Mankato Mall has spurred adjacent redevelopment, such as a one block
pedestrian mall just south of the enclosed mall, three large parking
ramps, and a major hotel complex (Holiday Inn) at the intersection of
Main and Pike Streets, adjoining the Main Street bridge. Continuing
effort to re-establish the area as the principal commercial sector of
the local economy is evidenced by numerous new Lind/or expanded
businesses in the renewal area.

33. The "Old Town" shopping area is generally considered to be in
an area bounded and adjacent to Front Street, Plum Street, Second
Street, and Madison Avenue. The "Old Town" area is bisected by a
major traffic artery (Front Street) connecting Madison Avenue and
North Front Street with the present Main Street bridge and the down-
town shopping district. The "Old Town" shopping area is distinctly
different in function from the downtown shopping area, being com-
prised mostly of specialty shops.

34. Old Town Neighborhood, Inc., a neighborhood association of
merchants and residents, has developed a "Concept Plan" for improve-
ment of the area. The primary element is renewal of the North
Front Street Commercial Core through concentrated improvements to
the streets and other public areas, and preservation and enhance-
ment of historic structures. Although the Concept Plan has not
been formally adopted by the Mankato City Council, it serves as
the basis for the City of Mankato's multi-year (1979-1981) community
development block grant program in the "Old Town" neighborhood.
However, not all of the Concept Plan proposals or recommended
changes are being implemented by the City of Mankato. In particular,
the City is not planning to reduce Front Street to two lanes on
the western half of the current street w-.Idth, with a landscaped
median separating the traffic from diagonal parking. However, to
reduce traffic congestion, the City does forcsee the eventual
elimination of parking along both sides of Front Street between
Plum and Rock, and the development of off-street parking areas to
serve the Front Street businesses. The City has not yet addressed
the Concept Plan's proposed development of a River-front recreation
area adjoining the "Old Town" area.

35. Between the downtown and "Old Town" shopping areas is the
Regional Library, a new Indian Memorial Monument, Ember's Restaurant,
the Burton Hotel, the National Bank of Commerce, Mathes Printing,
and some vacant urban renewal parcels. Although part of the
renewal area, development in this area has halted pending the
outcome of the bridge relocation project and possible significant
impacts.

36. One of Mankato's industrial areas is located adjacent to the
"Old Town" shopping area, between Front Street and the Minnesota
River. The Hubbard ki.41±ing Company, the Dotson Company and other
heavy industrial manufacturing firms are located here.

19



37. The Minnesota-Poplar Street Redevelopment Project, which is
virtually complete, has resulted in the clearance and reassemblage of
land for light industrial and commercial use in the southwestern portion
of the CBD. Several new businesses have already located in the area,
including Pfeiffers Plumbing and Heating and the Plumbery Home Center.
Considerably more redevelopment activity is anticipated in future
years. This area, plus an adjoining triangular tract to the north-
east between Pike Street and the CNW railroad tracks currently occu-
pied by a City parking lot and the railroad depot, has been designated
as the "Pike-Poplar" redevelopment area for the purpose of impact
analysis in subsequent sections of this report.

38. The current zoning in the CBD (Figure 4) is consistent with
existing land uses. The downtown and "Old Town" shopping areas exist
in commercial zones (CBD-I and CBD-2). Likewise, predominant office
and residential land uses in the eastern portions of the CBD exist in
a corresponding office/residential zone (OR-i). Industrial zoning
(M-2) exists immediately west of the "Old Town" area and in the
Minnesota-Poplar Street area (1-1) southwest of the downtown.

39. The compatible relationship of current zoning and existing land
uses indicates the city's intention to maintain a similar land use
pattern in the area in future years. Redevelopment of portions of
the CBD has taken place and will probably continue in the future. It
is anticipated that replacement land uses will be of the same general
nature as existing land uses.

40. Major community facilities in the CBD Neighborhood include the
YWCA located at the northeast corner of Second and Warren Streets,
and the YMCA located on Park Lane at its junction with T.H. 169.
The YMCA and YWCA both serve as Mankato Area Recreational Council
(MARC) community centers. Also in the CBD Neighborhood are Mankato
Commercial College on South Front Street at the south end of the
Mankato Mall, and the Multi-Center Church located at Second and
Cherry Streets.

41. The population of the CBD declined by 25 percent between 1970
and 1978 due to the removal of a substantial number of housing units
(mostly substandard) by the City of Mankato within the Minnesota-
Poplar Street Redevelopment Project and Key City Urban Renewal Pro-
ject areas. It is projected that the Mankato CBD Neighborhood will
show a slight gain in population by the year 2000 (to approximately
1300 persons). The Mankato CBD neighborhood has a very high proportion
of elderly residents, multi-family structures, renter-occupied housing
units, and one-person households, and a significantly low youth
population. Such housing and population characteristics are not
unusual for an inner-city neighborhood.

42. Second Street between Plum Street and Madison Avenue has been
identified as a sub-neighborhood that would be impacted due to
alterations in traffic flow under the various Main Street Bridge
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replacement alternatives. Examination of recent housing data for the
area indicates that there have not been any significant changes in

Second Street neighborhood character since 1973. Both the percentage
of owner occupied houses and the number of non-residential structures
have remained relatively constant. However, the mobility index (per-
cent of households in the same dwel ling unit for- I year or more)
suggests that this neighborhood is relatively unstable, due mainly to
the high percentage of renters (more than 50 percent) and the high
rate of annual renter turnover (more than 55 percent).

43. Central Neighborhood. The portion of the Central Neighborhood
subject to impact from the Main Street br~dge alterations lies to the
west of Fifth Street. The sub-neighborhood of greatest concern,
designated as the "Washington Park" neighborhood in the impact
assessment section of this report, extends along Broad and Fourth
Streets between Main and Madison Streets.

44. Residential development consisting of a mixture of single family
and multiple family residences is the predominant land use in the
Central neighborhood. This well established, primarily older neigh-
borhood has experienced some conversion of large, older homes into
both multiple family rental units and limited commercial activities.
This conversion has occurred primarily because of the proximity to

the former "Lower Campus" of Mankato State University. Since the
"Lower Campus" was vacated in the spring of 1979, some rental units
have converted back to single family structures. The residential
sector of the neighborhood is widespread and comprises a majority
of the eastern portion of the area. Some new multiple family develop-
ment of significant size has occurred throughout this neighborhood.
Scattered new apartment buildings are present along with major
apartment complexes or facilities. As existing older homes have
become blighted and deteriorated, replacement structures have
tended to be multiple-family living facilities.

45. The southern portion of the Central neighborhood contains a
complex of recently vacated buildings of the "Lower Campus" of
Mankato State University. Some of the buildings are currently
being converted to a variety of uses including multiple family
dwelling units, governmental offices, and professional offices.
Plans exist for the eventual total reuse of the "Lower Campus"
area.

46. Another vacated facility adapted for reuse is the Immanuel
Hospital building located on Fourth Street between Washington
and Spring Streets. Since being vacated by St. Joseph's Hospital,
part of the facility has been occupied by the Detoxification
Center. Rehabilitation of the strutture and conversion into sub-
sidized housing for the elderly (105 units) has recent])y been com-
pleted. This facility, now known as the ('us Johnson Home, is
currently operating at or near capacity (soorce: Mankato city staff).
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47'. Union School, located at Broad and Mulberry Streets, is used for
vocational classes and also houses the Community Services Office. Other
community facilities include three private schools, the National
Guard Armory, Blue Earth County Courthouse, five churches, two
government buildings and Washington Park, a primarily passive
recreational facility on Fourth Street.

48. T[he population of the Central neighborhood declined slightly
between 1970 and 1978 (from 4,598 to 4,500) due to removal of sub-
standard housing units by the City within the Key City Urban Renewal
area. A slight population increase is expected by the year 2000 due
to the addition of some 200 housing units (mostly new multi-family,
but with some conversions). Like the Mankato CBD neighborhood, the
potentially affected portion of the Central neighborhood has a high
proportion of -Iderly residents, multi-family structures, renter-
occupied housing units, and one-person households; and a low per-
centage of youth population.

49. Examination of recent housing data for the "Washi.ngton Park"
sub-neighborhood indicates that there have not been any significant
changes in neighborhood character since 1973. Both the percentage
of owner-occupied houses and the number of non-residential structures
have remained relatively constant. The mobility index for Broad
Street reflects a relatively transient neighborhood due to the high
percentage of renters and the high rate of annual renter turnover.
The mobility index for Fourth Street suggests that this portion of
the neighborhood is slightly less transient. Even though the per-
centage of renters on Fourth Street is as high or higher than the
percentage of renters on Broad, the average annual rate of turnover
among renters on Fourth Street is lower.

50. Two neighborhood organizations currently exist within the Central
Neighborhood: the Neighborhood Action Group and the Washington Park '
Group. The latter group is an ad hoc organizations composed of
residents (both property owners and renters) who either live alongH
Fourth Street or in the vicinity of Washington Park. The group has
emerged in response to the Main Street Bridge relocation, has
participated actively at the public information meetings, and is
particularly concerned with potential adverse traffic impacts on
Fourth Street. The Neighborhood Action Group is an ad hoc organi-
zation composed of residents and property owners who live near the
"lower campus" of Mankato State University. This group formed
primarily to counter proposals which would cause the ''lower campus'
to become a commercial center.

51. Tourtelotte Park Neighborhood. Existing land uses in the
Tourtelotte Park neighborhood are predominantly single and multiple
family residential toward the interior and eastern portions of the
neighborhood, with a variety of commercial uses along the western
and southern borders. Commercial activity has tended to locate
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along major transportation routes (Front Street and Madison Avenue),
which has promoted highway oriented businesses such as auto dealers,
service stations and drive-in restaurants. The potentially impacted
southwest corner of the neighborhood is primarily characterized by
this roadside commercial development. However, also existing in the

neighborhood are Franklin Elementary School, Franklin Middle School
(also a MARC Community Center), Good Council Hill School (K-12), Bethel
Baptist Church, Our Savior Lutheran Church, Fire Station No. 1, and
several homes.

52. Commercial zoning (B-2) currently exists along the southern
and western borders of the neighborhood, reflecting the predominant
land use (Figure 3). Remainder of the neighborhood contains R-2
and R-3 zoning. Little change in the overall character of the
neighborhood is anticipated.

53. The population of this neighborhood has remained stable between
1970 and 1978, although the number of housing units has increased by
nearly 20 percent due to declining household size. This trend is
expected to continue; as a result the Tourtelotte Park Neighborhood
is projected to decline in population by the year 2000 by about 10
percent, from 2,100 (1978) to 1,880.

54. Only about 12 percent of the residents of the Tourtelotte
Neighborhood live located within the potential impact area. The
area is characterized by predominantly single-unit housing, over
60 percent owner-occupied. The proportion of female-needed house-
holds, youth population and elderly population are all above
city-wide averages; one person households below the city-wide
average.

55. Lincoln Neighborhood. The Lincoln neighborhood is a predomi-
nantly residential neighborhood located south of the Manikato CBD.
The portion of the neighborhood which lies north of Pleasant Street
and Clark Street is subject to potential indirect traffic impacts
as a result of the Main Street bridge alterations.

56. The population of this neighborhood has Stabilized at about
3,300, although the number of housing units is increasing slightly.
This pattern is attributable to a combination of two factors:
(1) the area is fully developed and mature (additions to the housing
stock usually entail removing and replacing existing older single
family homes with new multi-family apartment complexes); (2) d
decline in household size.

57. About two-thirds of the residents of the Lincoln Park Neigh-
borhood are located within the potential impact area. A significant
proportion of these potentially affected residents live in group
quarters, mainly fraternity and sorority houses associated with
Mankato State University. Due to the presence of a large college
population, it is not -urprising to find that the affected area has
a low percentage of youths and an average number of elderly residents.
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The potential impact area has more renters than owners, a high inci-
dence of one-person households, and a high percentage of multi-unit
structures.

58. One established neighborhood organization, the Lincoln Park
Neighborhood Association, Inc. has been in existence for about five
years. Its primary concerns are the regeneration of the neighborhood,
which is recognized for its historically significant residences, and
the protection of its residential character. The group does not
meet regularly but rather responds to issues as they arise, such as
rezoning requests, development proposals, pedestrian safety, and
traffic.

5.North Mankato CBD. The CBD neighborhood is primarily commercial,
compisedof neighborhood businesses such as a hardware store, laundro-

mat, taverns, cafe and bank. The Century Club Restaurant located

feaureinthis area and serves a clientele from within a large
reginaltrade area.

60. Industrial facilities in the neighborhood include the Marigold
Dairy (sold in February 1981) on Belgrade Avenue, and Lindsay Sash

on River Drive. Both firms are low intensity operations and can be
considered light industrial activities. A major land use feature
in the neighborhood is T.H. 169. This elevated four lane highway
bisects the neighborhood and utilizes a considerable amount of land
for traffic lanes, median, and ramps.

61. Residential development in the neighborhood ranges from single-
family homes to multiple-family units (both in converted single-family
homes and in residential units above businesses). Residential units
are located one block north and one block south of Belgrade Avenue
and in an isolated pocket along River Drive between the Minnesota
River and T. H. 169.

62. Current zoning (Figure 3) provides for a continuation of business
development (CBD), industrial activities (I-1), and a variety of
residential types (R-2 and R-3). These zoning districts reflect
predominant existing land uses in the neighborhood, except for the
commercial designation along Nicollet Avenue east of Range Street
which is presently occupied by single-family residences. The zoning
reflects the long-term expectations of the City for its eventual

conversion to business use.

63. The North Mankato CBD neighborhood differs significantly from the
City of North Mankato as a whole in several ways. It has a relatively
high percentage of elderly residents and female-headed households.
It has a relatively low average household size, youth population and
percentage of single-unit residences. The total population is expected
to show a slight increase to approximately 200 by the year 2000, dis-
regarding potential displacements due to the bridge alterations.
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64. The River Drive sub-neighborhood, which is subject to total
acquisition for the bridge alterations, consists of a group of 10
single-family residences, eight of which are owner-occupied. Six
are one-person households, 3 low-income and 2 female-headed. The
total 24 current residents include three elderly and 10 youths.
North Mankato currently experiences problem.s in pc'idlng cit' services
(e.g. snow removal, emergency vehicles) to this isolated area and
City officials have indicated a desire to relocate: the residences
and extend the proposed Riverview Park inte the area.

65. The block of homes on Nicollet Avenue east of Range Street
has been included with Nicollet Avenue residence,; to the west for
purposes of impact assessment--see Nicollet-Sherman Neighborhood.

66. Nicollet-Sherman Neighborhood. Residential lan-d use character-
izes this well established and stable neighborhood. The majority of
residences are single family units. However, two family and multiple
family dwellings are interspersed.

67. The North Mankato central business district extends into the
Nicollet-Sherman neighborhood along Belgrade Avenue to Center Street.
Commercial uses include neighborhood and service type of businesses
such as the Kwik Trip Food Store, A-i Liquor Store, and a gas station.
Another small commercial area exists further west on Belgrade Avenue
at Park Avenue.

68. Within the Nicollet-Sherman neighborhood is the North Mankato
City Hall which includes city offices, a fire station, and a library.
Also in the area are the North Mankato Water Treatment Building, the
Holy Rosary Church and School and the Belgrade Methodist Church. A
high-rise apartment building for senior citizens (76 units) is located
in the Nicollet-Sherran neighborhood at the intersection of Sherman
Street and Nicollet Avenue. None of these community facilities are
within the primary impact area.

69. The entire southern portion of the neighborhood is traversed by
T.H. 169 or Lookout Drive (formerly U.S. 14). These major transpor-
tation routes align along the Minnesota River and have acted as a man-
made boundary to residential development. The continuation of the
existing residential character of the neighborhood is encouraged by
the current zoning of R-2. Smaller commercial districts (CBD and
B-i) accommodate the existing businesses. The senior citizens
high-rise is accommodated by an R-4 zone.

70. The population increased slightly between 1970 and 1978 to
nearly 2600 persons. The rise is attributed to a slight but noticeable
turnover in the housing stock from elderly occupants to young families.
Less than one-quarter of the residents of the neighborhood are located
within the potential impact area, which differs significantly from
the neighborhood and the City as a whole. A high proportion of the
potentially affected -0-idents are elderly and a low percentage are
youths. Only 47 percent of the housing units are single-family
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structures as compared to over 70 percent city-wide, whereas 53
percent of the housing units are in multi-family structures of less
than 10 units. Slightly over half of the households are renters,
over one-quarter are occupied by only one person, and the average
household size is well below the City average.

71. Recent housing data was examined for a Nicollet sub-neighborhood
along Nicollet Avenue from Sherman to Belgrade Avenue, including the
block of homes to the west of Range Street in the North Mankato CBD.
The data shows that this sub-neighborhood, which is used for impact
analysis in subsequent sections of this report, has not experienced
significant changes in neighborhood character since 1973. Both the
percentage of owner occupied houses and the number of non-residential
structures have remained relatively constant. The Nicollet sub-
neighborhood has a slightly lower proportion of owners than the City'.
as a whole does. However, the mobility index for Nicollet Avenue

* suggests that this neighborhood is highly stable.

72. Wheeler Park Neighborhood. The dominant land use in the Wheeler
* Park neighborhood is residential, as indicated on Figure 3. The

neighborhood is well established, stable, and fully developed.
Residential units include single family homes, some multiple family

* residences converted from single family homes and small apartment
buildings. TH 169 aligns north-south along the eastern edge of the

* neighborhood arid forms a man-made boundary for residential development.

73. Wheeler Park is a major feature in the neighborhood. The park
provides both active and passive recreational opportunities and is
utilized by the entire community. The park has been improved with
paved roads, softball and baseball fields, tennis courts, horseshoe

* lanes, a wading pool, a skating rink, a picnic area, playground
equipment, and a band shell. Other public land uses in the neigh-

* borhood include Monroe Elementary School, North Mankato Junior High
School and River View Park.

74. The neighborhood has reached maturity and its population is
anticipated to maintain a stable level of nearly 800. The neighborhood
does not differ significantly in either housing or demographic
characteristics from the City of North Mankato as a whole. It has
about 70 percent single-family residences, 66 percent owner-occupancy
and 22 percent single-person households. Elderly and youth comprise
about 16 and 34 percent, respectively, of the total population.

75. Range-Webster Neighborhood. TH 169 borders the eastern portion
of the neighborhood and has been a major influencing factor on land
use and development. Commercial and industrial land uses are most
prevalent along and in the vicinity of the highway in the northern
portion of the neighborhood. These commercial and industrial
developments such as the Holiday Inn North, Patterson Lumber,
Kahler Motel, Wilson Trailer Sales and several gas stations, are
dependent on high traffic volumes and/or large amounts of land for
their operation.
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76. The southern portion of the neighborhood is dominated by one and

two-family residential land uses. TH 169 has formed a man-made boundary
to residential development. There are no homes located east of the
highway and along the Minnesota River. A portion of the river bank
is planned for the development of a river front park. A small park
(Wallyn Park) is located at Pierce Avenue anL! TH 169. Trhe park
serves as a neighborhood facility and acts to buffer some of the
neighborhood's homes from highway traffic and noise. Also located
in the neighborhood is St. Paul's Evangelical Lutheran Church at the
intersection of Monroe Avenue and Range Street.

77. Current zoning parallels the existing land uses in this neighbor-
hood, with the southern two-thirds being zoncd R-2 and the northern
portion being zoned for more intensive land uses. A B-3 District is
located adjacent and west of TH 169, and an M-2 District is adjacent
and east of TH 169. Both accommodate the current business activities.

78. The estimated 1978 population of this neighborhood was 1,490
persons, a slight increase from 1970. In comparison to the Wheeler
Park neighborhood, the Range-Webster neighborhood is younger and is
just now reaching maturity. There are few sites left within the
neighborhood for new residential construction, and the existing
housing stock is not old enough to warrant replacement.

79. The neighborhood is noticeably different from the other
potentially impacted North Mankato neighborhoods and the City as a
whole. The neighborhood has a high proportion of youths and a
low percentage of elderly residents. Over four-fifths of the
housing units are in single-family structures and almost 84 percent
of the housing units are owner-occupied, compared to about 71 per-
cent citywide. Average household size is well above the City average.

Traffic and Transportation

80. The Main Street bridge carries Trunk Highway 60 between Mankato
and North Mankato, connecting the Central Business Districts (CBD)
of the two cities. It lies at the location of the original connection
between the two cities and is the link around which the two cities
have developed. It serves as a major arterial link in the roadway
network of the Mankato-North Mankato area, as illustrated on Figure 5.

81. On the North Mankato side, the bridge is the extension of Belgrade
Avenue, the central arterial of the city, which connects via a sig-
nalized diamond interchange with TII 169, a major expressway between
Minneapolis-St. Paul and south central Minnesota. To the south,
TH 169 carries a joint trunk highway designation with TII 60.

82. On the Mankato side, the Main Street bridge leads directly into
Main Street at a signalized intersection with North Front Street -

Pike Street which is the major north-south arterial of the city.
TH 60 follows North F,1 -nt Street to Madison Avenue and then turns
easterly on Madison Avenue. Main Street and Front-Pike Streets serve
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the Mankato CBD and the Old Town district which lies north of Main
Street along Front Street. Main Strect also provides access to the
Central neighborhood via an intersecting pair of one-way north-south
minor arterial streets, Broad and Fourth, and Second Street, a north-
south collector roadway. Main Street is one of three routes which
provide a connection from the lower central area of Mankato to the
"hilltop" area on the bluff, the other two being Madison Avenue on
the north and the Warren-Cherry Street one-way pair on the south.
All three intersect the four north-south roadways mentioned pre-
viouslv. Main Street bridge traffic is collected and distributed
over the above roadways.

83-. Current (1978) average weekday and peak hour traffic volumes
on the Main Street bridge and adjoining Street network are shown
Oa Figure 6. The Main Street bridge accommodates an average week-
day traffic (AWDT) flow of 25,500 vehicles per day. Average daily
traffic, including weekends, is 24,000 vehicles per day, with
Saturday and Sunday traffic approximately 90 percent and 70 percent,
respectively, of weekday volumes. Morning traffic peaks between
7:30 and 8:30 AM, at 1700 vehicles per hour, with 1000 vehicles
eastbound and 700 vehicles westbound. Afternoon traffic peaks
between 4:1S and 5:15 PM at 2,100 vehicles per hour, with 800
vehicles eastbound and 1300 vehicles westbound. Midday traffic
averages approximately 1600 vehicles per hour, with about half
traveiing in each direction. To accommodate the afternoon "rush
hour-,", two of the three traffic lanes on the bridge are designated
for westbound flow between 4:00 and 6:00 PM. During the remainder
of the day, the bridge operates with two lanes eastbound and one
westbound. Overhead lane signals are used to control the direction
of flow. A detailed description of traffic characteristics for
the Main Street bridge and adjoining street network is provided
in Technical Report No. 1, "Present and Projected Traffic".

84. Three railroad tracks cross Main Street at-grade at the
easterly end of the bridge. One, the nearest to the river, is
the main track of the CNW. The second is a CNW yard track con-
necting the railroad's east and west yards and the third is a
Milwaukee branch line track which serves a yard southwest of Main
Street. This yard includes the interchange track for transfer
of cars between the Milwaukee arnd the CNW. In addition to frequent
switching operations over the crossing, 5 CNN through trains are
scheduled daily at various hours. Additional trains are operated
during periods of heavy grain movement. Because these trains
operate at yard speed, maximum 10 MPH, and they typically consist
of 90 to 175 cars, the crossing is blocked to street traffic for
5 to 10 minutes during their passage.

85. The crossing is protected by a railroad crossing guard 24
hours per day. The traffic signal controlling the intersection
of Main and Pike Streets has phasing provisions for clearing the
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track prior to train passage and for maintaining non-bridge traffic flow
while the crossing is blocked by trains. The preemption of regular
signal opuration to institute these special functions is under the
nanual control of the railroad crossing guard.

8o. Substandard tane widths on the bridge and lack of space for
adequate intersection approaches at each end create inefficient
and ha:ardous traffic operation. At the easterly end, operational
problems are compounded by the at-grade railroad crossing. Peak
period congestion and delays are common, with vehicle queues during
train passages extending across the bridge and onto the TH 169
ramps at Belgrade Avenue in North Mankato and into the Mankato CBD
along Main, Pike and North Front Streets. Some drivers divert to
alternate, more circuitous routes via the TMl 14 and TH 169 bridges
during such periods.

87. Figure 7illustrates the origins and destinations of Main
Street bridge traffic on each side of the Minnesota River, based
on travel surveys conducted in October 1978. As shown, the bridge
serves a wide range of origins and destinations on each side of
the river.

88. On the North Mankato side, nearly 45 percent of the bridge
crossing trips are generated in the valley residential and com-
mercial areas, with slightly over 25 percent destined for the
North Mankato hilltop. The remaining 30 percent are generated '
outside of North Mankato, approximately 20 percent using TII's
169 and 14 to the northwest and 10 percent recrossing the Minnesota

River via the "North Star Bridge" to the southwest on TH 169/60.

89. On the Mankato side, nearly 45 percent of the trips are
generated in the CBD, Old Town and adjoining residential areas.
Approximately 35 percent are generated in the hilltop area,
with the remaining 20-plus percent distributed among surrounding
townships and highways.

90. At the time of the survey, the TM 14 bypass to the north of
Mankato was not fully completed. While the TH 14 Minnesota River

* crossing was open, access was completed only as far as Third
Avenue on the Mankato side of the river. The recent completion
of the bypass has diverted some former Main Street bridge users
to the TM 14 crossing, particularly "thru"l trips on the trunk high-
ways. Allowance for such diversion was made in all projections of
future travel demands for the Main Street bridge. Thus, future

* projections show the proportion of Mal.n Street bridge trips gene-
rated in the Mankato CBD and adjoining areas increasing to over
55 percent, while trips to/from surrounding townships and highways
on the Mankato side decrease to less than 10 percent.
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91. Primary trip purposes identified by the bridge users were 37 per-
cent to and from work, 23 percent company business, 13 percent shopping,
7 percent school and 5 percent recreation. Average vehicle occupancy
was slightly over 1 persons per vehicle.

92. The Main Street bridge also provides a link for pedestrian and
bicycle travel between Mankato and North Mankato. During the October
weekday survey, approximately 150 pedestrians and 75 bicyclists used
the bridge between the hours of 7 AM and 7 PM, with heaviest use during
the late afternoon "rush" hour.

93. Local bus service in Mankato is provided by the City along four
regular bus routes. Buses operate at 20-minute intervals between
6:30 AkM and 6:00 PM. In the Main Street bridge vicinity, service is
provided on Main Street, Pike Street, North and South Second Street,
North Fourth Street, Cherry and Warren Streets, and Park Lane. Special
mini-bus service on non-fixed routes is also available for handicapped
and senior citizens. Local service to North Manka.to-'s provided on
a fifth route that operates via the TH 169 North'Star Bridge. The
service is not operated via the Main Street )nlidge because of
interruptions and delays caused by the at-grade railroad crossing
on the Mankato end of the bridge. Greyund and Midwest Coaches
intercity bus routes to and from the Twin Cities do use the Main Street
bridge. These routes operate via TH 169 on the North Mankato side; via
Main, Broad and South Second Streets on the Mankato side.

Noise and Air Quality

94. Noise is most commonly measured in units called decibels (dB).
The "A" weighted scale (units expressed as dBA) has been found to
compare well with human reaction to noise annoyances. Among the
descriptors that correlate human response with a statistical record
of noise environment are L50 , the median noise level, and L10 , the
noise measurement that is exceeded 10 percent of the time. The
latter provides a measure of loudest noise events and degree of
!Noise level fluctuations from noise sources such as roadways.
Single event peak noise levels are expressed as Lmaximum . Table 1
lists examples of comparable noise levels of common generators.
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TABLE 1
COMMON ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE LEVELS (dBA)

Indoor Noise Levels Decibels Outdoor Noise Levels

140--- THRESHOLD OF PAIN

130--- Pneumatic riveter

Oxygen torch 120---

110--- Elevated Train

Rock and roll band 100--- Jet flyover at 1000 ft.

Farm tractor
Lawn mower at 3 ft.

Boiler room 90--- Motorcycle at 25 ft.
Food blender at 3 feet

Garbage disposal at 3 feet 80--- Lawn mower at 100 ft.

Shouting voice at 6 feet 70--- Car, 50 mph at 50 ft.

Normal speech at 3 feet 60--- Heavy traffic at 300 ft.

Average business office SO---
Average residence Bird calls

40---
Library 3

Quiet rural area at night
Broadcasting studio

20--- Rustling leaves
10---

0--- THRESHOLD OF HEARING

95. Typical noise levels in the study area as determined from field
measurements and '-raffic noise models are summarized in Table 2. In
general, present noise levels are within Federal Highway Administration
Design Noise Levels (L10 = 70 dBA for residences and related uses and

L10 = 75 dBA for commercial and industrial uses). By contrast, State
daytime standards are slightly exceeded (by 1 to 4 dBA) through much
of the area, with State nighttime standards exceeded (by 1 to 7 dBA)
throughout most of the project area. Such noise levels are, how-
ever, typical for similar urban areas. State standards are L10 =

65/L 5 0 = 60 dBA daytime and L10 = 55/L 0 = 50 dBA nighttime at
residential and related uses; LIO = 707L50 

= 65 dBA at commercial
uses and L10 = 80/L50 = 75 dBA for industrial uses. A detailed
description of existing noise levels and noise standards is provided
in Technical Report No. 3, "Preliminary Noise Analysis".
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96. Air quality data on the concentration of transportation-related
pollutants is not available for the Mankato area. However, the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency has evaluated such pollutants on
a statewide basis in the development of its State Implementation Plan
(SIP) to achieve and maintain State and Federal ambient air quality
standards. Transportation Control Plans have been developed for areas
requiring special measures to meet standards for transportation related
pollutants. Mankato has not been identified as an area requiring such
controls.

Climate

97. The climate of the area is characterized by warm and moderately
humid summers, with maximum rainfall generally occurring in the spring
and early summer. The annual mgan temperature is 46 0 F, with July
the warmest month, averaging 72 F, and January the coldest, averaging
16 0 F. The area receives an average of 29.5 inches of precipitation
per year, about 14 percent of which occurs as snow. The relative
humidity averages 70%, with an average annual temperature range of
118 degrees Fahrenheit. Average annual wind velocity is 9.6 miles
per hour. The prevailing winter winds are from the northwest and
prevailing summer winds from the southeast. Strongest winds are
normally from the south or southwest. Severe thunderstorms, and
occasionally tornadoes, occur in the area.

Topography, Geology and Soils

98. The glaciers that once covered this region greatly modified
the original surface features of this area. The present Minnesota
River and its tributaries now occupy a broad valley eroded by
glacial waters during the last (Wisconsin) stage of glaciation.
The Minnesota River originates on the western boundary of Minnesota
and flows southeasterly to the study area, where it bends north-
east and flows to its confluence with the Mississippi River at
Minneapolis-St. Paul. The Blue Earth River originates in south
central Minnesota and flows northward to its confluence with the
Minnesota River at the west edge of Mankato.

99. The lower portions of both Mankato and North Mankato, in-
cluding the existing and alternative Main Street Bridge locations,
lie in the broad Minnesota River valley. Valley floor elevations
in the Main Street bridge vicinity vary from approximately 770 to
780 feet above sea level. The relatively flat plain that surrounds
the Mankato area atop the valley bluffs varies in elevation from
approximately 1000 to 1100 feet above sea level.

100. Bedrock in the Mankato area consists of deposits from the
mid-continental ocean. Oneota dolomite, Blue Earth siltstone,
Jordan sandstone and St. Lawrence dolomite occur progressively
downward from the surface. The bedrock surface in the Main Street
bridge area appears to vary from about elevation 700 to 725.
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101. Valley sediments in the project area generally consist of
pervious sands and gravels with layers of silt and clay. The thick-
ness of valley fill varies from approximately 20 feet to 90 feet.
This fill rests on the sandstone, limestone and shale of the
Jordan anid St. Lawrence formations. The valley walls consist of
exposed Jordon sandstone, Oneota dolomite, and glacial till.
Soils in the area are generally coarse grained because of the high
energy of the Minnesota River. However, there are also areas of
buried peat that are remnants of old backwater areas. Some borings
near the river indicate a dense stratum of sand about 30 feet
below the surface with an underlying stratum of very hard clay.
Pile foundations will likely be required for all or most of the
bridge piers and abutments.

102. A more detailed discussion of the geological conditions and
foundation requirements at each of the alternative bridge sites
may be found in Technical Report No. 2, "Soils and Geology".

Hydrology and Hydraulics

103. Summer rainstorms of short duration and high intensity are
common in the region. The greatest 24-hour precipitation recorded
at Mankato was 7.72 inches on August 10, 1948. While floods on
the Minnesota River produce relatively slow changes in stage,
flood stage changes on the Blue Earth River are rapid and may
permit little advance warning of danger. The maximum known
flood on the Minnesota River at Mankato, 94,100 cfs, occurred
in April 1965, while the peak on the Blue Earth River during the
sane month hut not at the same time was 65,000 cfs.

104. The Standard Project Flood (SPF) on the Minnesota River at
Mankato has been estimated as 155,000 cfs. The SPF water surface
elevation at the Main Street crossing is 784 (feet above mean sea
level) if the bridge is raised or removed. The stage for the SPF
flow would be about six feet higher if the bridge remains. This
is due to the backwater effect caused by the in-place bridge.
The potential for plugging with ice and debris could further
increase the backwater effect. The design of the flood protection
measures is based on the SPF surface elevation of 784.

Natural Resources

105. The principal mineral deposits of the area consist of sand,
gravel, limestone and sandstone. A limestone quarry is located on
the Mankato side of the river between the CNW railroad and Front
Street near Madison Avenue.

106. Vegetation in the area potentially affected by the Main Street
bridge alterations consists primarily of ornamental trees and shrubs,
and landscape plantings in the adjoining residential and commercial
areas. Vegetation in the "open" areas adjoining the river and CNW
railroad tracks is generally sparse, highly disturbed and confined
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to weedy species. A vegetation survey conducted in October 1979 re-
vealed no threatened or endangered plant species. In addition, no
special or unique vegetational zones or habitats were found that
would warrant special protection or mitigation measures, or warrant
exclusion of any alternative locations from a botanical point of
view.

107. Wildlife of the project area consists mostly of species common
to a southern Minnesota urban habitat: squirrels, rabbits, small
rodents, pigeons and tree-nesting birds. The location affording
the most diverse wildlife potential is a large area piled with
debris along the Mankato side of the river near Madison Street. No
threatened or endangered wildlife species are known to inhabit the
project area.

108. The Minnesota and Blue Earth River uses under State water
pollution control regulations are classified as '"2B, Fisheries and
Recreation" and "13B, Industrial Consumption". Because of high con-
centrations of calcium and magnesium, the waters of the Blue Earth
and Minnesota Rivers are very hard -- in excess of 180 milligrams
per liter. Both rivers are also quite turbid and have a high sedi-
ment concentration, mostly clay and silt. Nutrient levels are quite
high, which is attributable to runoff from fertilized fields and
waste water discharge. Industrial and domestic wastes from Mankato
and North Mankato receive primary and secondary treatment. Le Hillier
sewage is treated in septic tanks. Water quality compliance with ,
trace metal standards indicates a low level of industrial development.

109. River bottom sediment samples taken throughout the project area
indicate that concentrations of such heavy metals as lead, chromium,
barium, cadmium and mercury are similar to those normally found in the
Minnesota River. The low concentration of such elements in the water
quality testing suggests that they are not readily released from the
sediments. The only potential "hot spot" (location where the con-
centration is far above ambient levels) was found in the backwater
area downstream from the existing Main Street bridge. Two sediment
cores taken at this location contained above normal lead levels,
probably due to the Mankato storm sewer effluent pipe which entersp
the Minnesota River at that point.

110. Work of the Minnesota-Wisconsin PCB Interagency Task Force in
1976 indicated that the game fish in the Minnesota River near Mankato
have higher polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) levels than the fish either
upstream or downstream. However, analysis of PCB's and other
chlorinated hydrocarbons from recent sediment cores taken by the U.S.
Geological Survey in the project area indicate no presence of PCB
"hot spots".

111. Benthos, clam and fish studies indicate that the established
aquatic comunities are tolerant of the high turbidity and siltation
of the river. Field surveys and data review revealed that no
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threatened or endangered aquatic species are known to exist in the
project area. No major river pools or wetlands areas occur in the
potential impact area. A detailed description of the natural
resources of the area and consultations with State and Federal
agencies is contained in Technical Report No. 6, "Natural Resources"

Parks and Recreation

112. There are 27 parks in Mankato and 17 in North Mankato. Of
these, five in Mankato and three in North Mankato could be affected
by one or more of the alternatives under consideration for the
relocation or alteration of the Main Street bridge. Data on
these parks is given in Table 3.

Historic and Archaeological Resources

113. In accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, the National Register of Historic Places
has been consulted. As of 6 May 1981, there were 23 properties
listed on the National Register within the potential impact area for
the Main Street bridge replacement. Eight of these properties are
individual listings. The remaining fifteen properties make up the
North Front Street Commercial District. A list of these 23 pro-
perties is included in Table 4.

114. An additional sixty-six (66) properties considered "potentially
eligible"' for listing on the Register were also identified in the
area of possible impact, including the Sioux Indian Hanging and
proposed memorial site adjoining the new library at Main Street
and Pike Street near the southeast end of the existing bridge.

115. For those "potentially eligible" properties that will be
impacted by the selected alternative, the comments of the State
Historic Preservation Officer will be sought in order to determine
if any of the properties are eligible for inclusion on the National
Register. Any impacts to properties listed on, or found to be
eligible for listing on, the National Register will be mitigated
in accordance with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Guidelines, 36 CFR 800. A detailed description of the historic
standing structure resources of the area is contained in
Technical Report No. 5, "Historic Resources".

116. As of 6 May 1981, no archaeological sites were listed
on or pending nomination to the National Register within the pro-
posed project area. An archaeological survey of the proposed
project area will be conducted during 1981. All sites located
during this survey will be tested to determine their National
Register eligibility. For those sites found to be eligible for the
National Register, mitigation wil' be completed prior to construction
in accordance with the guideline of the Advisory Council on Historic
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TABLE 3
CITY PARKS

(Potential Impact Area - Main Street Bridge Alterations)

Name Acreage Location Facilities

MANKATO

Washington 3.5 South of Washington St., Playfield,
north of Mulberry St., east playground
of North Fourth St., and equipment
west of Washington Court

Hubbard 0.31 Southwest corner of Broad Open space,
and Warren Streets flower

gardens
Palmer
Centennial 0.30 Northwest corner of Broad Open space,

and Warren Streets flower 1
Plaza 0.20 100 block of E. Hickory Open space,

St., across from First benches

National Bank Drive-InV
Northeast corner of
Front and Warren Streets

Unnamed-- 0.20 Northeast corner of Front--

(proposed) and Warren Streets

NORTH MANKATO

Wheeler 12 .5 South of Garfield Avenue, Tennis courts,
north of Page Avenue, east basketball
of Center Street, west of court, soft-
Range Street ball fields,

playgroundp
equipment, I
picnic shelters
and tables,
skating rink and
warming house,
wading pool,
rest rooms

Wallyn 2.3 End of Wall Street on Athletic or ball
McKinley Avenue fields, playground

equipment, skating
rink

Riverview 1.8 East of TH 169, west of Proposed: picnic
(proposed) Minnesota River, between facilities, hiking

McKinley and Garfield and biking trails,
Avenues 41boat launching areas



TABLE 4

NATIONAL REGISTER PROPERTIES

(Potential Impact Area - Main Street Bridge Alterations)

Property Name Location Additional Facts

R.D. Hubbard House 606 Broad Street S. French Second Empire
(Blue Earth County c1870's (remodeled
Historical Society) c1880's)

First National Bank 229 Front St. S. Prairie Style 1913

by Ellerbe & Round

Post Office Building 401 2nd Street S.

Lorin Cray House 603 2nd Street S. Romanesque Revival
(YMCA) c1897

Mankato Public 120 Broad Street S. Carnegie Library
Library and Reading
Room

Union Depot 112 Pike Street c1896

First Presbyterian 220 Hickory St. E. Richardsonion Romanesque
Church w/Gothic Details c1893

Blue Earth County 204 4th Street S. Romanesque 2nd French
Courthouse Second Empire; 1889 by

Healy and Allen

North Front Street Commercial District

Stahl Hotel 301 Front Street N. Renaissance Revival

C1883

Hottinger Jewelry 307 Front Street N.

Commercial Building 309 Front Street N.

Commercial Building 311 Front Street N. Italianate c1880

Kiffe's Old Town 313 Front Street N. Italianate c1888
LUquors

Clay Pot Ceramics 327 Front Street N. Italianate c1888

Rudie's 329 Front Street N. Victorian cI891

Pete's Barber 6 401 Front Street N. Victorian Italianate
Clock Shop 1871

Diamond Jim's Bakery 403 Front Street N. Italianate 1876

Savemore Antiques 405 Front Street N. Italianate c1876

Stained Glass 407 Front Street N. Italianate c1875
Galleria

Chrysalis Gift Shop 409 Front Street N. Italianate C1896

Hagen Hardware 411 Front Street N. Italianate C1893

Minneapolis Rag 413 Front Street N. Italianate c1893
Stock Company

Winiarski Interiors 41S Front Street N. Italianate c1910
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Preservation Guidelines, 36 CFR Part 800. The results of this survey
will be prepared as Technical Report No. 7, "Archaeological Resources"
printed under separate cover as an appendix to the final supplement
to the EIS.

Utilities

117. The present Main Street bridge carries an 8-inch gas main under
the upstream (south) side of the deck. This main would have to be
relocated on any bridge which would replace the existing bridge at
or near the present site. For sites at some distance from the present
location, the main would either have to be rerouted or buried in the
stream bed. The bridge also formerly carried six, 4-inch telephone
conduits under the downstream (north) side of the deck. The latter
have recently been relocated in the bed of the river and thus need
be considered only in relation to the bridge approaches. Any bridge
revision which would affect street alignments or grades would require
alterations to one or more subterranean utility lines.

CONDITIONS IF NO FEDERAL ACTION IS TAKEN

118. If the bridge crossings are not modified, the flood control pro-
ject, which is now otherwise largely completed, would not provide
protection from the Standard Project Flood (SPF). Pertinent eleva-
tions (feet above mean sea level) at the Main Street bridge are:

Average Discharge 755-

Existing Bridge
Crown Elevation of Arches 777 to 780-_

780
Roadway 78 o 783-
Top of Barrier Curb 783 to 786-

Standard Project Flood+
with Bridge Raise 784-

Top of Project Levee 787-

Standard Project Flood+
without Bridge Raise 790-

119. These elevations indicate that the existing bridge would be
under water during the SPF event if no action is taken. If the
bridge is not raised or removed, the backwater effect caused by the
in-place bridge would increase the SPF elevation by approximately six
feet. The potential for plugging with ice and debris could further
increase the backwater effect. The levees and flood walls would be
overtopped, a departure from the intent of the authorizing legislation.
Refer to As-Built Drawing No. M34-P-64/ll5 Stage 2A Flood Barrier,
Corps of Engineers.

120. Closing of the Lzilge during flood conditions would seriously
disrupt traffic flow and related social and economic ties between
the Cities of Mankato and North Mankato. Alternate crossings
(particularly th', TH 169/60 Nl-:th Star Bridge) and their approach
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roads would be subject to major congestion, with motorist travel times
and lengths considerably extended and pedestrian crossing effectively
precluded. While such conditions could likely be tolerated for a few
days during high water, the bridge would be subject to damage or wash-
out under extreme flood conditions or due to ice apd debris. In such
case, bridge closure could extend to months or year.- for appropriate
repairs, or the design and construction of a replacement structure.
Social and economic consequences for bridge users and the adjoining
communities and businesses would be disastrous. The Corps of Engineers
and the affected communities consider such conditions to be totally
unacceptable.

Alternatives to Raising the Bridge

121. Alternatives to raising the bridge include (1) flood proofing the
bridge in combination with floodwall and levee raises, (2) constructing
a new hydraulically efficient bridge in combination with floodwall and
levee raises, and (3) constructing a movable lift bridge.

122. To achieve SPF protection by constructing temporary closure walls
or sandbagging the bridge openings at the abutments for flood proofing
and raising the existing floodwalls and levees would prove difficult
and extremely costly. Adding to the height of the flood walls would
not be practicable without extensive reconstruction. Furthermore,
raising the levees would require increasing base widths. This would
involve additional acquisition and other related problems; there
would still remain a material hazard from the collection of ice and
debris on the bridge because of its present low and restrictive
profile, and the problem of bridge damage or loss described above.

123. The alternative of building a hydraulically efficient new strv,'ture
at the present elevation would require the bridge to be submerged
during times of severe flooding. This alternative would require
extensive reinforcement and lateral bracing (which would normal1,
not he required) to provide protection against overturning and damaged
from debris and ice. While the new structure can be designed to
reduce the backwater effect, conditions would still require raising
the in-place upstream floodwalls arl levees, and the construction of
closure walls at all openings.

124. This project also considered the replacement of the existing
structure with a lift bridge. The alternative of constructing a
bascule or lift type structure to clear the channel is costly --
about 3 to 4 times as expensive as typical steel structures. The
movable structure would require an attendant at the site in addition
to normal inspection and maintenance to insure continuous service.
This alternative would also require closure walls and would be
unusable for traffic crossing during high flood stages.
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125. If the bridge is not raised or if less than full channel is
spanned, a bridge or a section of one could tip over. This would
create a dam effect, causing upstream flood barriers to Dvertop.
The loss of a bridge and overtopping of the upstream flood barriers
would cause long term disruption to the community and users. in
summary, raising the bridge to complete the flood control project
is considered to be the only prudent and viable course of action.

PLANNING OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS

126. The primary objective of the proposed Main Street bridge relocation
is to provide flood protection, as one of the remaining key elements
in an otherwise largely completed flood control system for the Mankato
area. Secondary objectives are to improve the crossing to current
design standards and to provide adequate capacity for present and
projected traffic demands, thereby enhancing traffic safety, circulation
and access to and between the adjoining communities. Such improvements
should be developed so as to avoid or minimize adverse impact upon,
and enhance where practicable, the social, economic and natural environ-
ment of the site and adjoining neighborhoods.

127. Relocation of the bridge in a highly developed urban area severely
restricts the range of viable location alternatives and constrains the
ability to achieve desirable - - or in some cases minimum acceptable -

design standards and characteristics. Suitable ties to the arterial
roadway system must be maintained. The proximity to developed
neighborhoods also dictates that some adverse effects will be
unavoidable under any of the alternatives. Location of the CNW rail-
road along the eastern bank of the river requires that the relocated
structure clear not only the floodwalls, but the adjoining railroad
tracks. While this provides the opportunity to eliminate the present
undesirable railroad grade crossing, it also presents geometric
design constraints and dictates the location of the touchdown or
end points for the relocation alternatives. Details are provided in

the following sections.
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FORMULATION OF PRELIMINARY PLANS

128. This section of the report describes the two stage formulation of
preliminary plans. It sets forth the basic criteria and standards to
be met, describes initial (Stage 1) plan formulation including elimina-
tion of impractical alternatives, ai~d summarizes second level (Stage
2) comparative assessments and evaluations. Concluding the two stage
preliminary process is the selection of alternative plans for Stage 3
detailed study.

PLAN FORMUJLATION CRITERIA

129. In developing alternatives, three engineering elements must be con-
sidered: flood control and rail clearance, traffic service, and highway
design.

Flood Control and Rail Clearance

130. Levees and flood walls to provide a channel for the Standard
Project (design) Flood are mostly complete. These flood control works
determine the location of abutments for bridges at all alternative Main IA
Street locations. Normally the design flood height would determine the
elevation or extent of the required bridge raise. However, the
required clearance over the railroad tracks on the east bank of the
river dictates that the raise be about fifteen feet greater than that
required by the flood elevation. Consideration was given to lowering
the railroad tracks to improve the bridge profile. However, throughout
the study area the combination of extensive yard and industry trackage
and the railroad's eastbound ruling grade effectively preclude any
significant revision in the railroad track elevation. Clearance over
TH 169 on the west side of the river also requires a higher elevation
than would be required for flood control under some alternatives.

Traffic Service

131. The primary function of the Main Street bridge is to provide
access between and intc the central business districts and adjacent
neighborhoods of Mankato and North Mankato. In recognition of this
vital role, the primary traffic service criteria used in formulating
the alternatives were:

a. Maintain convenient vehicular and pedestrian linkages
between and into the above areas;

b. Provide adequate capacity on the bridge, its approaches
and the adjoining street network intersections to accom-
modate projected design year (2000) traffic demands;
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C. Retain or suitably replace, where possible, connections to
the adjoining expressway and arterial roadway network oF
the area;

d. Minimize circuity of travel and overall travel requ're-
ments for bridge users.

Highway Design

132. The design speeds for TH 169/60 and the expressway interchange
ramp are 60 and 30 mph, respectively. The desirable minimum design
speed for major arterials (the bridge) is 40 mph and for local streets
and minor arterials, 30 mph. Mn/DOT standards for a 60 mph expressway
and 30 mph ramps are:

Expressway lane width: 12 feet
Paved left shoulder: 4 feet
Paved right shoulder: 10 feet
Ramps 1-lane paved width: 16 feet
Maximum grade, main roadway: 3% desirable, 4% absolute
Maximum grade, ramps: variable, controlled by stopping sight

distance
Maximum superelevation: .06 foot/foot
Maximum degree of curvature, expressway: 4.50 = 1273 ft. radius
Maximum degree of curvature, ramps: 21 = 273 ft. radius
Maximum rate of vertical curvature: K = Length of Curve in Feet

Algebraic Difference in
Grade in Percent

Expressway crest K = 257, sag K = 123
Ramps crest K = 29, sag K = 36

133. For 40 mph major arterial streets, the standards are:

Lane width: 12 feet (minimum offset to curbing = 2 feet)

Maximum grade: variable, controlled by stopping sight distance
and intersection geometry

Maximum superelevation: .04 foot/foot; normal crown is desirable
Maximum degree of curvature: 100 = 573' radius
Maximum rate of vertical curvature: crest K = 64, sag K = 56

Vertical clearance at underpasses:

Expressway, ramps and arterials: 16.33 feet
Railroads: statutory 22.0 ft; Mn/DOT Design, 23.0 ft.
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134. The Main Street bridge alternatives would consist of four to six
12-foot vehicular lanes separated by a 6-foot raised median with 2-foot
curb offsets, two 6-foot shoulders, and one or two 8-foot sidewalk/
bikeways. The number of vehicular lanes and sidewalk/bikeways pro-
vided varies by location, as described in following sections.

ANALYSIS OF PLANS - STAGE 1

135. Alternatives for the replacement of the Main Street bridge include
both locational alternatives and design options for each general
location. The first step in the analysis process was to select the
locations at which suitable connections between the street systems on
both sides of the river could be made. The 1974 "Bridge Location
Study" had conducted a comprehensive analysis of feasible locations
and found four. These were reviewed by project and city staff con-
sidering changes that occurred since that time. The four locations
were also presented to the public with solicitations for suggestions
for possible additional locations. This process resulted in the
conclusion that these four 1974 locations were still the only feasible
ones. These locations, shown in Figure 8 and discussed below, are:

Location 1 (includes design Alternatives 1A & 1C) - Belgrade Avenue
to Mulberry
Street

Location 1B -Belgrade Avenue to Main Street

Location 2 - Range Street to Warren Street and Cherry Street

Location 3 - Monroe Avenue to Madison Avenue

136. The design year (2000) traffic assignments for Locations 1, 2
and 3 are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Except on Mulberry Street,
traffic volumes for Location lB would be similar to those shown for
Location 1.

Location 1, Belgrade-Mulberry (Design Alternative IA)

137. This plan consists of a proposed alignment from Belgrade Avenue in
North Mankato to Mulberry Street in Mankato. The route would pass
under TH 169 on the left bank and over the railroad tracks on the
right bank. It is essentially the same plan as recommended in the
1974 report, but includes design modifications suggested by Mn/DOT
to make it consistent with current highway standards. The preservation
of the North Mankato River Drive neighborhood, which lies downstream
from the existing bridge, was considered desirable in the 1974 report.
However, because of the isolated nature of the area, comprising as
it does only 10 houses and one business on a dead end street river-
ward of TH 169, local interests requested that consideration be given
to the possibility of improving the plan by removing the existing homes
and business.
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138. Plate A-i in Appendix A shows the original 1A alternative that
follows the 1974 study design, under which as much as possible of the
River Drive neighborhood would be preserved. This was accomplished
by holding the diamond interchange ramps as close to T- 169 as
possible, by building retaining walls where necessary to save signi-
ficant structures, and by providing access to the severed area via a
proposed new bridge at Wheeler Avenue.

139. Plate A-3 in Appendix A shows the revised IA alternative, modified
as requested by North Mankato officials. The River Drive neighbor-
hood would be acquired and the resulting space used to improve the
interchange design. Examination of the plan shows that a significant
iiicrease in the distance between the ramp intersections along Belgrade
Avonue is achieved.

140. These two sub-alternatives were subjected to careful evaluation
and comparison to determine if either was clearly superior to the
other. The comparison of significant impacts follows:

141. Land Use. The River Drive neighborhood, consisting of 10 single-
family residences and one business that would be retained under the
original Alternative IA, is presently on a dead end street isolated
by TH 169 from the rest of the community. The city experiences

* some difficulty providing services because of this isolation and
attendant poor circulation. The new construction would not only
perpetuate this condition, but would aggrevate it to a degree.
Acquiring the property under the revised Alternative 1A would provide
additional valuable open space on the riverfront.

* 142. Family Displacement. Ten households would be displaced from
the River Drive neighborhood by the revised Alternative 1A, of
which eight are owners, two are renters, three are low-income, and
two are female-headed. A total of 24 persons would be displaced,

* including three elderly residents and 10 youths. Median value of
the owner-occupied units was approximately $31,000 and average
monthly rent for the renters was approximately $160. Two families
have indicated a willingness to move. The remainder appear content
to continue to live in the area, but would probably interpose no
serious objection to moving if necessary (Personal interviews, Fall
1978).

143. Parks and Recreation. The revised Alternative 1A would pro-
hibit vehicular access from River Drive to the riverfront park
being developed immediately to the north by the City. However,
access could be provided by an entrance from the TH 169 service road
at the north end of the proposed park area. The open space created
by the taking of the property would permit extension of the park to
the bridge. Vehicular access for maintenance of the Wheeler Avenue
flood control pumping station would be provided through the Park.
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144. Aesthetics. With the TH 169 profile raise necessitated by the
proposed bridge, views from the existing houses in the River Drive

*neighborhood would be adversely affected under the original alternative.
The view from the road would be improved if the houses and business
were replaced by a landscaped area, as under the revised alternative.

145. Business and Employee Displacement. One additional business with
20 employees would be displaced under the revised alternative, but the
owner has indicated his intention to relocate elsewhere in North
Mankato. Thus, neither jobs nor tax base would likely be lost to the
City.

146. Property Values and Tax Loss. The increased isolation of resi-
dences and business retained under the original alternative would tend
to depress property values thus indirectly reducing tax revenues, while
increasing the costs to provide services. Taking the properties would
result in a direct tax loss of approximately $5,900 per year.

147. Traffic Service and Safety. The traffic capacity of the inter-
change would be increased by the wider separation of the Belgrade Avenue
ramp terminals afforded by taking the property The wider separation
permits more satisfactory storage space for leat turns and more effi-
cient traffic signal phasing. By reducing congestion and separating
vehicle conflicts, the wider separation of ramp terminals would also
tend to improve traffic safety.

148. Noise. Highway noise would no longer be a concern for the people
who would be displaced under the revised alternative.

149. Cost. The estimated additional construction cost to retain the
neighborhood would be $750,000. The estimated cost to acquire all of
the property would be $610,000 indicating a net saving of $140,000 in
favor of acquisition. (Note: Estimated 1978 costs were used during
Stage 1 analysis.)

150. Conclusion. The conclusion drawn from this analysis was that the
taking of the River Drive neighborhood was preferable for Alternative
1A. The revised Alternative 1A was thus selected for further consider-
ation in Stage 2.

Location 1, Belgrade-Mulberry (Design Alternative 1C)

151. Alternative 1C, shown on Plate A-2 of Appdendix A, also connects
Belgrade Avenue and Mulberry Street, but differs from Alternative 1A
in two basic respects. On the North Mankato side of the river, the
bridge profile is designed to pass over rather than under TH 169.
This would require the relocation of TH 169 toward the river and the
taking of the River Drive neighborhood, similar to the revised
Alternative 1A. On the Mankato side, the alignment would be held to
the center of Mulberry Street straddling a major storm drain, rather
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than;staying to the south of itas in lA. This alignment assumed the
taking of the Burton Hotel on the northeast corner of Second and

Muber S-ets to prevent ecohmnson the south side of Mulberry
Stret ndpcovide a higher quality alignment than IA. Alternative IC
was eletedfor further consideration in Stage 2.

Location IB, Belgrade-Main

152. This plan consists of replacing the existing bridge by a new

structure on the same alignment as the existing bridge (BelgradeI Avenue to Main Street). The route would pass under Trunk Highway
169 on the left bank and above the railroad tracks on the right
hank. During the period that the bridge replacement has been con-
sidered, major disadvantages of this plan have become apparent.
These are discussed below.

153. Major Traffic Circulation and Capacity Problems. Alternative
lB provides poor circulation to Pike-Front Streets, which form the
major north-south arterial on the Mankato side of the river. The
Main and 2nd Street intersection would have inadequate traffic
capacity, even with the taking of the two buildings on the corners
to provide turning lanes.

154. Geometrics. The geometrics required to fit the location are
* sub-standard for a major facility. The 5.5 percent grade on Main

Street necessary to meet the intersection with Second Street is
excessive, the 4.5 percent grade required on Belgrade Avenue is
undesirable, and a 30 mph design speed is the best that could be
reasonably attained. The latter is undesirably low for such a
high volume facility.

155. New Development. The facility would not fit between the
newly constructed Minnesota Valley Regional Library and the Holiday
Inn opposite. One of these structures would have to be removed.
Access to the remaining structure would be severely restricted
along Main Street, and the aesthetics would be very poor with the
bridge only a few feet away.

156. Problems During Construction. Because the proposed alignment
lies directly over the existing bridge, the bridge would have to
be removed at the start of construction and traffic detoured over
the Tit 14 and TH 169 bridges for the entire 2 to 3 year construction
period. This would be very inconvenient and costly to motorists of
the area.

* 157. Conclusion. These negative factors far outweigh the favorable
retention of the present direct connection to Main Street under
Location lB. With local assent, this alternative was not considered
further.
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158. In connection with the decision to cease consideration of Location
1B, a citizen suggestion was made to study a Main Street - Mulberry Street$ one-way system. This suggestion and other plans which would provide some
direct tie to Main Street were examined, It was found that to provide
satisfactory design standards, these plans required additional takings
in the Main, Second, Plum, and Broad Street block or the construction
of an elevated roadway between the new Holiday Inn and the Library.
Further, they did not eliminate the need for takings in the Plum,
Mulberry, North Front and Second Street block, nor did they provide
as good access to Pike Street or otherwise offer any significant
advantages over the Mulberry Street connections of Alternatives 1A and
1G.

Location 2, Range-Warren

159. The 1974 design for Location 2 was based on the then currentJ
requirement to maintain service on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul
and Pacific Railroad (Milwaukee) branch line track which parallels
Pike Street in Mankato and served several industries at and beyond the
proposed crossing. Studies at that time, therefore, assumed the bridge
approach would cross over this track and Pike Street as well as the
CNW tracks. The optimum design under these conditions consisted of
elevated ramp connections to Warren Street for eastbound traffic
and to Cherry Street for westbound traffic. These ramps passed
over South Front Street and touched down at the intersection of
each street with Second S.reet.

160. By 1978, service on most of the branch line had been abandoned
and only two customers remained southwest of Cherry Street. With this
in mind, the City of Mankato requested that studies be made assuming
railroad service terminated northeast of Cherry Street. Under this
assumption, a plan was developed with a bridge approach starting
with an at-grade intersection with Pike and Warren Streets. To
accomplish this, it was necessary to raise Pike Street and to adopt
absolute minimum design standards. This plan, designated Alternative
2A (See Appendix A, Plate A-14) overcame a major shortcoming of the
original plan for Location 2, which did not provide reasonable con-
nections to Pike Street, the major north-south arterial in the area.
In reviewing the two plans with the City staff, it was agreed that
Alternative 2A, in spite of its low design standards, was clearly
the more desirable alternative at this location. Considerable doubt
was expressed that the original plan for Location 2 could be made
acceptable to Mankato. Although the City Council of North Mankato
was adamantly opposed to the Range Street location in North
Mankato, it agreed that Alternative 2A should be investigated
in detail since significant favorable arguments had been made for
it by Mankato representatives.
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161. Prior to advancing Alternative 2A to Stage 2 level of investigation,
additional preliminary studies were made to try to improve on the low
design standards necessary for the development of this plan. Various
arrangements of diamond type ramps and loop ramps were studied, and
relocations and profile changes of Pike Street were investigated. No
solutions superior to Alternative 2A were found.

* Location 3, Monroe-Madison

162. Alternative 3, the 1974 design for this location, extended the
bridge approach directly into Monroe Avenue in North Mankato. This
would direct a high volume of intercity traffic to local residential

* and collector streets. As this was highly objectionable to North
Mankato, the City requested that an alternative at this location be
studied which would not feed traffic directly into Monroe Avenue.
Alternative 3B was developed to comply with this request.

* 163. Current design standards and forecasted traffic volumes indicated
that the 'I'l 169/Monroe Avenue interchange design of the 1974 study
required modification to accommodate weaving movements on TH 169 -

between Belgrade Avenue and Monroe Avenue. A new design was developed
that included separate collector-distributor roads for the weaving
traffic. It was designated Alternative 3A to differentiate it from

* the original plan for Location 3. These two Alternatives, 3A and 3B,
were carried forward to Stage 2 for more detailed evaluation.

ANALYSIS OF PLANS - STAGE 2

Description of Plans

164. In Stage 2, seven basic alternatives were analyzed, four at
Location 1 (Belgrade-Mulberry), one at Location 2 (Range-Warren) and
two at Location 3 (Monroe-Madison). These were designated Alternatives

* lAA, lAC, 1CC, ICA, 2A, 3A and 3B.

165. Location 1, Belgrade-Mulberry. In Stage I two alternatives were
developed -- Alternatives (Alignments) IA and IC. Each differed from
the other in the design of the approach on the two sides of the river.
However, because they occupy the same general location, the design of
the two ends can be interchanged. This results in four distinct
alternatives:

Alternative No. Mankato Approach Mankato Approach

IAA Under TH 169 South edge of Mulberry St.
lAG Under Th 169 Center of Mulberry St.
1CC Over TH 169 Center of Mulberry St.
ICA Over TH 169 South edge of Mulberry St.
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166. S-.-.ce the impacts of the river bridge itself are similar in all
four cases and thc impacts on the opposite sides of the river are

independent of each other, it was possible to analyze all four alter-
natives by comparing the approach options on each side of the river and
to select the combination which provcd best.

167. The North Mankato bridge approaches for Alternative 1A (see
Appendix A, Plage A-i) and IC (See \ppendix A, Plate A-2), although
materially different in elevation, would have the same basic inter-
change configuration -- a signalized diamond type. It was concluded
in Stage 1 that acquisition of the River Drive neighborhood would be
desirable for Alternative IA. For Alternative IC, the neighborhood
would definitely need to be acquired since the space would be needed
for the relocation of TH 169 and the construction of ramps.

168. On the M'ankato side of the river the two designs are identical
in basic traffic service provided, but differ slightly in location
and geometry. Thie geometric differences wotild minimally affect the
relative quality of traffic service, but thle small locational shift
would be very significant regarding property and related social impacts.

169. For both alternatives, access from the bridge to Pike Street
on the Mankato side would be via an off-ramp to Second and Main
Streets and thence via Main Street, while access from Pike Street
would be via Plum Street and thence via an on-ramp starting at Plum
and Second Streets. Second Street would be severed at Mulberry Street,
and Mulberry Street would be widened to carry four lanes of traffic
from Second to Fourth Street. To provide satisfactory design stan-
dards, four commercial properties would have to be acquired in the
Front, Plum, Second, and Mulberry Street block.

170. The alternatives utilizing the south side of Mulberry Street
(lAA and 1CA) would require taking of property occupied by drive-in
bank facilities, but would retain the Burton Hotel. The alternatives
utilizing the center of Mulberry Street (lAG and 1CC) would avoid
taking the bank, but would require taking the Burton Hotel and three
residences on the north side of the street between Broad and Fourth
Streets.

171. Location 2, Range-Warren. Alternative 2A, shown in Appendix
A, Plates A-14 to A-20, would connect Range Street in North Mankato
with Warren and Pike Streets in Mankato. It includes a signalized
diamond interchange with TH 169 and Lookout Drive in North Mankato.
No interchange would be provided with southbound TH 169 because the
proximity to the adjoining TH 169 interchange with Lookout Drive,
Center Street and Sherman Street makes a conventional connection
impossible. Special ramp provisions and TH 169 modifications would
be extremely costly and disruptive, requiring substantial additional
acquisition from the adjoining residential neighborhood. Further,
traffic analysis indicates that such a connection would be little
used.
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172. Range Street (presently a collector street) intersects at-grade
with Belgrade Avenue at the western end of the North Mankato Central
Business District (CBD), which lies along Belgrade Avenue between

Range Street and the river. Bridge traffic would be distributed
from this intersection via Range Street to the north and Belgrade
Avenue to the east and west. Warren Street in Mankato lies along
the south edge of the Mankato CBD and leads from Pike Street up the
bluff to the "hilltop" and Mankato State University. Bridge traffic
would be distributed in Mankato via a major signalized intersection
at Warren and Pike Streets.

173. Location 3, Monroe-Madison. Alternative 3A would connect Monroe
Avenue, 2000 feet north of Belgrade Avenue in North Mankato, to Madison
Avenue, 2500 feet northeast of Main Street in Mankato. Monroe Avenue
is a collector street serving a square mile grid of residential streets,
whereas Madison Avenue is the major arterial street connecting the
lower section of Mankato to the tpper or "hilltop" section.

174. The North Mankato approach would start on Monroe Avenue at Lyndale
Street and would pass over TH 169 which would be depressed. At
Belgrade Avenue, the existing diamond ramps to and from southbound
TH 169 would be retained. Diamond ramps to and from northbound TH 169
would be constructed at Monroe Avenue. Because the distance between
Belgrade and Monroe Avenues is insufficient to accommodate both an
on-ramp and an off-ramp in the same direction, a collector-distributor
(C-D) road would be provided in both directions, thus permitting move-
ments from Madison Avenue and TH 169 to Belgrade Avenue, and from TH 169
and Belgrade Avenue to Madison Avenue. To minimize weaving movements
on the C-D roads and crossing movements southbound at BelgTade Avenue
and northbound at Monroe Avenue, slip type on-ramps to TH 169 would
be provided from each C-D road between Belgrade and Monroe Avenues.

175. A northbound TH 169 motorist wishing to cross the river would
exit from TH 169 at the Belgrade Avenue off-ramp and follow the C-D
roadway to Monroe Avenue, then turn right onto the bridge. A motorist
coming from Belgrade Avenue and wishing to go north on TH 169 would
turn left onto the C-D roadway and then follow a slip ramp to TH 169.
A northbound on-ramp from the river bridge to TH 169 would serve
traffic from Madison Avenue. Southbound traffic coming from the
north of North Mankato on TH 169 would exit from TH 169 at the Monroe
Avenue off-ramp and either turn left across the bridge to Madison
Avenue, right to Monroe Avenue, or continue straight ahead on the C-D
roadway to Belgrade Avenue. Westbound bridge traffic would proceed

directly to Monroe Avenue or turn left onto the C-D roadway, either
to enter southbound TH 169 via a slip ramp ro continue to Belgrade
Avenue. Traffic destined south on TH 169 from Belgrade Avenue would
do so via the existing on-ramp which would be retained. The ramp
terminals at Monroe Avenue would be about 400 feet apart to provide
satisfactory and safe traffic flow.
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176. On the Mankato side, the bridge would pass over the Milwaukee and
CNW tracks and return to grade at the intersection of North Front
Street and Madison Avenue. This intersection and its approaches would
be modified to accommodate the large increase in traffic volume that
would result under this alternative.

177. Alternative 3B is similar to 3A except that no connection to
Monroe Avenue would be provided. This would reduce the number of
different traffic movements occurring in the TH 169 interchange and
would permit the ramp terminals over TH 169 to be placed closer
together, thus reducing the amount of property required.

Comparative Assessment and Evaluation

178. Location 1, Belgrade-Mulberry. Of the four previously described
alternatives at this location, Alternative lCA was found to be the
most viable and desirable. This determination was accomplished by
a separate examination of the impacts on each side of the river for
the two basic alternatives. K
179. On the North Mankato side, the significant differences between
Alignments 1C and 1A are described below:

a. Alignment 1C would displace three fewer families (two
renters and one homeowner) and one less business ( a
small welding shop) than lA. This would result in a
saving in right-of-way and relocation costs of approxi-
mately $230,000 and a reduction in the annual tax loss
to the City of approximately $2,000.

b. Alignment 1C would have a slightly flatter grade on
Belgrade Avenue through the interchange. This would
result in smoother traffic operation and greater
safety than lA. Also, the configuration of the
ramps in IC with Belgrade Avenue over TH 169 pro-
vides deceleration on upgrade ramps and acceleration
on downgrades, a more desirable condition than the
converse situation which occurs under IA.

C. The depressed profile of TH 169 in Alignment 1C would
reduce noise impacts from the expressway, whereas
the raised profile of 1A would tend to increase noise
levels.

d. The location of the grade separation at TH 169 permits
better alignment of the construction bypass road
under Alignment 1C than under lA.

t80. Based on these circumstances, Alignment 1C was the clear choice
over 1A for the North Mankato end of the bridge.
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1,1. In Mankato, the choice was not as evident. Ihe difference in
impacts ultimately lay in the consideration of the long- and short-
term impacts on the Burton Hotel. Over the years, the Burton hns
been converted to a residential hotel housing mainly low income
retsidents, including university students and a significant number
of senior citi:ens. Its location on the northeast corner of Mulberry
and Second Streets is within convenient walking dist ince of Old
'own, the Library and the Mankato CBD. The IA alinment would
avoid the hotel, while IC would require the demolition of the hotel
and three residences along the north side of Mulberry Street between
Broad and Fourth Streets. The Burton, if left, as under IA, would
have its direct pedestrian and vehicle access to the CBD cut off at
ground level. If the Burton were to be taken, occupancy survey data
(1978) indicated that housing would have to be found for 31 low-income
households, including 20 elderly residents. This amount of comparable
housing was not available or projected to be available in the Mankato
area. In addition, the four small businesses housed in the building
would be displaced.

182. Public and professional opinions regarding the future of the
Burton Hotel vary. Some believe the best long-term alternative is
to take the Burton and convert the land to a more compatible use.
Others believe that the additional costs -- estimated at $860,000
including relocation costs -- and the impacts of relocation would be
too severe to justify the taking. Ultimately, the Stage 2 decision
depended on the finding that sufficient comparable low-income replace-
ment housing was not available or likely to be available in the
foreseeable future. Therefore, Alignment IA was selected as most
prudent and feasible for the Mankato end of the bridge.

183. Hstimated total costs for the four combinations, based on 1978
price levels used for the Stage 2 cost comparisons, were:

Alternative Total Cost (1978)

1AA $15.5 Million
lAC 16.0 Million
ICA 15.0 Million
ICC 15.7 Million

184. During the latter phases of Stage 2 analysis, a fifth design
alternative at the Belgrade-Mulberry location was also investigated.
This alternative was designated Alternative 1DA, since it primarily
affected the design on the North Mankato end of the crossing. The
purpose for the supplemental investigation was to determine the
feasibility of reducing construction costs by altering the design to
avoid replacement of the existing TH 169 bridge over Belgrade Avenue.
The design is shown in Appendix A, Plates A-14 and A-15. It would
require increasing approach grades to approximately 4.6 percent on
each side of the bridge. The proposed roadway elevation would be
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lowered by five feet at the floodwall on the North Mankato side, re-
quiring the bridge to be set below the top of the floodwall. As a
result, the western portion of the bridge would be partially submerged
during the Standard Project Flood. The Belgrade Avenue ramp terminals
would be reconstructed to improve their present inadequate geometry and
to connect to the raised roadway profile east of the TH 169 underpass.

185. The Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT), with Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) concurrence, found Alternative IDA to
be "unacceptable" because of (a) its "excessive" grades for the pre-
vailing traffic conditions through the Belgrade Avenue ramp inter-
sections and (b) its substandard level of traffic service under
projected traffic demands at the ramp terminals, even with their
reconstruction. Alternative lDA was thus eliminated from further
consideration. Copies of letters from Mn/DOT and FHWA describing
their conclusions are contained in Appendix E.

186. On the basis of the preceding evaluations, Alternative ICA was
selected as the most desirable and viable design alternative at the
Belgrade-Mulberry location for comparison with the other location
alternatives. The total estimated 1978 cost for Alternative
ICA was approximately $15.0 million. It would displace 19 households
with 48 residents and 7 businesses with 202 employees. It would pro-
vide overall good traffic service and a satisfactory quality of
roadway design. Second Street would be cut off at Mulberry Street,
foreclosing its use for north-south through traffic. Traffic
volumes on Fourth and Broad Streets would be expected to increase
substantially, with resulting adverse impacts on this neighborhood
and Washington Park. The impacts on the North Mankato and Mankato

business districts would be generally positive, but the amount of

187. Location 2, Range-Warren. The total estimated 1978 cost for
Alternative 2A was approximately $18.5 million. It would displace 40
households with 71 residents and 10 businesses with 98 employees.
Physical constraints of the site dictate marginal quality of roadway
design with regard to both capacity and safety. Projected volumes at
the Pike and Warren Street intersection in Mankato would exceed design
capacity by 30 percent and be at or near possible capacity, indicating >
a high level of congestion. The bridge approach on the northeast leg
of the intersection would have a combined steep grade and-sharp curva-
ture, meeting absolute minimum standards but highly undesirable for a '
high volume signalized intersection. Overall, river crossing travel is
more circuitous than for the Belgrade-Mulberry location, requiring about
1.5 million more vehicle travel miles per year. Inability to provide
ramp connections would preclude service for motorists to/from TH 169
on the North Mankato side. According to Mn/DOT officials, trunk highway
designation (TN 60 is currently routed via the Main Street Bridge and
TH 169 to the south) would also be precluded, thus leaving bridge
jurisdiction and maintenance responsibilities to the adjoining county
and municipal governments.
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188. Traffic volumes in the Fourth and Broad Street (Washington
Park) corridor of Mankato would increase less than under the other
alternatives, with only moderate impacts in this neighborhood.
Second Street would remain open as a north-south through street.
Adverse physical and traffic related impacts would occur in the

F Nicollet Avenue-Range Street vicinity of North Mankato. Alternative
2A\ would have a generally positive influence on the central business
districts. It would stimulate early development of the remaining
land in the Pike-Poplar Streets area in Mankato and not require
acquisition of developable land in the Mulberry Street vicinity.

189. Location 3, Monroe-Madison. Compared to Alternative 3B, 3A
offered only one advantage: direct traffic service from the bridge
for residents and some businesses of the northerly section of the
lower North Mankato neighborhood. It would require the taking of at
least 13 homes and 2 business properties and would result in the
attraction of a significant amount of non-local traffic to the local
street system. The city and its residents indicated early their
desire to preserve the neighborhood rather than gain traffic service.
Alternative 3A was therefore dropped from further consideration.

190. The total estimated 1978 cost for Alternative 3B was approxi-
mnately $12.5 million. A pedestrian bridge over the river to maintain
the link between Belgrade Avenue and Main Street would cost an
additional $400,000. Five families and two businesses would be
displaced. The quarry of Mankato Stone Co. would be cut in half.
Alternative 3B would not provide good overall travel service. Except
for trips to East Madison Avenue from North Mankato, travel would be
circuitous with 4.4 million more miles of travel annually than under
Alternative lCA. Severe congestion would occur at the intersection
of North Front Street and Madison Avenue. (An interchange to solve
this problem would entail extensive property takings and high
additional construction costs). This alternative would leave the
two cities without a direct tie between their CBD's and the poor
traffic service provided would lower economic values in the CBD's.

Conclusions

191. Alternatives lCA and 2A were selected for detailed, Stage 3
analysis. Each has a base of public support and offers sigificant
advantages ovbr other alternatives at its respective location.
Despite its lower initial cost, Alternative 3B was considered not
to be a suitable replacement for the existing bridge because of its
poor location with respect to the travel service needs of Mankato
and North Mankato. It was eliminated from further consideration.
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ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

192. Alternatives iCA and 2A were each subjected to detailed impact
assessment, and an evaluation and tradeoff analysis during Stage 3
planning. Mitigation requirements, implementation responsibilities
and public views were also identified for each alternative.

DESCRIPTION

Alternative lCA

193. Alternative lCA would connect Belgrade Avenue in North Mankato
to Mulberry Street in Mankato. The new bridge would accommodate
three 12-foot travel lanes, a 6-foot shoulder and an 8-foot sidewalk/
bikeway in each direction. The existing interchange with TH 169 on
the North Mankato side would be reconstructed, with TH 169 realigned
toward the river and lowered to pass under the new Belgrade Avenue
approach to the bridge. New, improved ramps to TH 169 and signalized
ramp intersections with Belgrade Avenue would be constructed. River
Drive north of Belgrade Avenue and the portion of Cedar Street between
Wheeler and Belgrade Avenues would be closed.

194. On the Mankato side, the new crossing would pass over Pike-North
Front Street connecting to existing Mulberry Street between Second
and Broad Streets. Access ramps would be provided to and from Second
Street, although Second Street would be closed to through traffic.
Mulberry Street would be widened from Second to Fourth Streets to
accommodate four travel lanes. New traffic signals and intersection
improvements would be required at the intersections of Mulberry with
Broad and Fourth Streets. Roadway and intersection improvements on
Main and Plum Streets between Pike-North Front and Second Streets
would be required to facilitate traffic circulation, particularly I
truck movements, to and from Pike-North Front Street. On Madison
Avenue, signal and intersection modifications at Fourth Street and
bridge route signing would be installed to facilitate traffic flow
between the bridge and the Mankato "Hilltop" area. Parking restric-
tions would be required on Mulberry Street and in the immediate
vicinity of each of the above intersection modifications.

195. The proposed plan for Alternative lCA is shown in Appendix A on
Plate A-8. Profiles for the new river crossing, ramps and revised
TH 169 are shown on Plates A-9 to A-13. Typical cross sections are
shown on Plate A-25.

Alternative 2A

196. Alternative 2A would connect Range Street in North Mankato to
Warren Street in Mankato. As under Alternative iCA, the new bridge
would accomodate three 12-foot travel lanes, a 6-foot shoulder and
an 8-foot pedestrian and bicycle walkway in each direction. The
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interchange with TH 169 in North Mankato would be relocated from
Belgrade Avenue to Range Street, although the existing Belgrade
underpass of TH 169 would be retained to provide access to the
businesses and River Drive neighborhood located between TH 169
and the river. The new interchange ramps on the south would
provide access to and from Lookout Drive, but not TH 169, due to
the close proximity to the adjoining interchange. The ramps on
the north would retain access to and from TH 169. TH 169 would
require reconstruction (realignment and profile changes) from
north of Belgrade Avenue to the vicinity of the North Star Bridge.
Portions of Lookout Drive and the TH 169-Center Street connection
would also require reconstruction.

197. Range Street in North Mankatn would be widened to accommodate
four travel lanes from TH 169 north to Wheeler Avenue. Belgrade
Avenue would be widened from Range Street west to Cross Street,
with signalization and right-turn channelization added at the
Belgrade-Range intersection. Nicollet Avenue would be "dead-ended"
in cul-de-sacs on each side of Range Street.

198. In Mankato, Warren Street would be reconstructed to accommodate
two-directional traffic with a median separation from Pike to
Second Streets. (Warren Street is currently one-way eastbound.)
Pike Street would be reconstructed south of Cherry Street. The
City of Mankato plans to extend Pike Street southeast from Warren
Street to provide a direct connection into South Front Street.
While the alignment of this connection has not been determined
to date, the Pike-Warren intersection layout was developed to
accommodate the southeast extension of Pike Street. This inter-
section would be raised approximately five feet, and traffic
signals and turn lane channelization would be installed. Dual
left-turn lanes would be required on the eastbound Warren Street
and southbound P4ke Street approaches. Site constraints dictate
that an undesirable steep grade (4.8%) and roadway curvature
(12' - 30') be use;d on the Warren Street bridge approach in order
to accommodate ar, intersection at Pike Street.

199. The proposed plan for Alternative 2A is shown in Appendix A
on Plates A-16 and A-17. Profiles for the new river crossing,
ramps and revised TH 169 and Pike Street are shown on Plates
A-18 to A-23. Typical cross sections are shown on Plates A-26
and A-27.

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

200. 7he impacts of Alternatives ICA and 2A were found to center
around specific public issues and concerns. After defining the
affected areas and categories of significant impacts, it was
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possible to evaluate the two alternatives in an understandable
way. This evaluation was accomplished not only by the project staff,
but also by members of the staff and city councils of Mankato and
North Mankato in special workshops. The principal issues and concerns
identified were: a) costs, b) displacements, c) traffic service
and safety, d) impacts on neighborhoods, e) impacts on redevelop-
ment areas, and f) impacts on existing business districts. The
significant findings for each category are summarized in Tables 3
through 8. Estimated costs for the Stage 3 alternatives were up-
dated to 1980 price levels.

TABLE S. COSTS

(1980 Prices)

ALTERNATIVE 1CA ALTERNATIVE 2A

AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Construction* $ 15,785,000 $ 20,771,000

Right-of-Way 3,779,000 4,149,000

Total $ 19,564,000 $ 24,920,000

Annual Maintenance
and Operation $ 41,000 $ 44,000

*Includes Engineering, Design, Supervision and Administration
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TABLE 6. DISPLACEMENT IMPACTS

ALTERNATIVE iCA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE -WARREN

Residential

Structures Displaced 15 30

Single-Family 14 23
Two-Family 0 S
Multi-Family 1 2

Housing Units Displaced 19 43
(3 unoccupied)

Partial Taking Only 1 0

Households Displaced 19 40

Renter 8 16
Owner Occupied 11 24

Low Income 5 23

Individuals Displaced 48 71

Elderly 4 23
Minority 0 1
Youth 16 10

Average Value of Owner-
Occupied Residence $ 31,500 $ 40,000

Average Monthly Rent
for Renters $ 189 $ 160

Household Relocation Owner Owner
Potential*: Occupied Renters Occupied Renters.

No Major Problem
Anticipated 7 7 13 11

Potential Relocation
Problem 4 1 8 3

Definite Relocation
Problem - 3 -

No Determination
Possible --- 2

*Household relocation potential is based on an evaluation of resident age and
income characteristics, present equity, estimated market values and expressed

* relocation preferences in relation to present and projected housing and rental
market conditions and public housing program characteristics.

See Technical Report No. 4, "Social and Economic Resources" for additional
* details.
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TABLE 6. DISPLACEMENT IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE iCA ALTERNATIVE 2A

AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Business

Structures Displaced 7 8

Businesses Displaced 7 10

Relocation Potential* Relocation Potential*

Characteristics Good ? Total Good ? Total
of Affected
Businesses:

Number 4 3 7 3 7 10

Gross Annual
Sales 8.2** 2.6 10.8"* 0.8 1.5 2.3

($ Million)

% Total Mankato
Area Sales 1.5** 0.5 1.9** 0.1 0.3 0.4

Employees:

Full Time 78 66 144 31 24 55
Part Time 12 46 58 1 42 43

TOTAL 90 112 202 32 66 98

Annual Employee
Payroll ($ Million) 1.0 0.6 1.6 0.3 0.3 0.6

% Total Mankato
Area Payroll 1.8 1.2 3.0 0.6 0.6 1.2

Direct Annual % Total % Total
Property Tax Loss*** Loss Taxes Loss Taxes

Mankato $24,500 0.24 $21,200 0.21

No. Mankato 11,700 0.54 12,800 0.58

TOTAL $36,200 0.29 $34,000 0.28

*Relocation potential is based on interviews with affected merchants

and local officials and on nature of business involved. "?" indicates
questionable status.

**Includes firm sales at non-displaced location that could not be
separated from total.

***Direct annual tax lost due to property acquisition only. Indirect
tax loss due to property value changes or potential tax gains due to
increased development are discussed in following sections for each
affected area.

See Technical Report No. 4, "Social and Economic Resources" for
additional details.
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TABLE 7. TRAFFIC SERVICE AND SAFETY IMPACTS

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE -MULBERRY RANGE -WARREN

Convenience
&, Access

General Centrally located to Less central location with
overall origins and respect to overall origins
destination of bridge and destinations of bridge
users. Least overall users; additional average
travel required. annual travel of 1.5 mil-
(Average annual lion vehicle miles (total
mileage on study sys- on study system =30.0
tern = 28.5 million million). Eliminates
vehicle miles). delays at rail crossing.
Eliminates delays at
rail crossing.

Mankato Direct access to Direct access to Central
Central Business Business District and South
District, Old Town Central, convenient to
and Central Areas; Hilltop South. Less con-
centrally located venient to Hilltop South.
with respect to other Less convenient access to
destinations, other destinations. Direct
Local access to blocks connection to Pike St.
adjoining Second and Access via bridge to and I
Mulberry would be dis- from T.H. 169 south would
rupted (less conven- be lost.
ient but not eliminated)
by ramps and Second

Street closing.
North Mankato Would maintain conven- Would limit access to

ient access to Central Central Business District
Business District (CBD) (CBD) and adjoining Nicollet
satisfactory access to neighborhood. Belgrade-Range
other destinations, access to and from south on
Northbound TA-I. 169 ac- T.H. 169 would be lost.
cess to and from Monroe
Ave. would be lost.

Pedestrian Would maintain tradi- Traditional pedestrian link
tional pedestrian tie, would be altered; would re-
convenient to both CBD's, tain CBD connection but
library and Old Town inconvenient to library and
(approx. length between Old Town (approx. length
touchdowns = 2000'; between touchdowns =2500';
max. grade 4%). max. grade = 4.8%).
Pedestrian access to Opportunity to connect
vicinity Second and bridge walkways to Mall via
Mulberry (including parking ramp walkways over
Burton Hotel) would be Pike Street.
disrupted.
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TABLE 7. TRAFFIC SERVICE AND SAFETY IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Convenience
& Access (Cont.)

Rail Operations Savings to CNW from elimi- Savings to CNW from
nation of at-grade crossing elimination of at-grade
of Main St. would be ap- crossing of Main St.
proximately $110,000 per would be approximately
year. $110,000 per year.

Design Elements-
Safety

Mankato Flat horizontal curvature The radius of curvature
coupled with slightly is absolute minimum for
flatter grades than on urban conditions and is
Alt. 2A should produce not desirable for a multi-
safer operation on bridge lane facility with the
and approaches. high volume of traffic

forecasted. Its undesira-
bility is aggravated by
its presence on the
intersection approach,
the steep grade it is
combined with, and a duel
left-turn lane. Sight
distances are restricted
and stopping distances are
increased. A less safe
design than Alt. lCA;
could be particularly
hazardous during inclement

weather.

Off of the bridge and its approaches, the city street
standards are fairly uniform throughout the affected
areas -- no significant differences between the
alternatives.

North Mankato Grade (3.2%) would be Grade (3.6%) would be
steeper than desirable slightly steeper than
(2%) through an inter- under Alt. ICA (3.2%).
section, but the relatively The horizontal curvature
flat horizontal curvature would be flatter, but
and adequate ramp spacing intersection angles more
should permit relatively skewed. The ramp
safe operating cond.tions terminals would be closer
under signalization, together, slightly re-

ducing sight distances.
With signalization, safety
would be slightly inferior
to Alt. ICA.
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TABLE 7. TRAFFIC SERVICE AND SAFETY IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE 1CA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Design Elements-
Safety (Cont.)

Range and Belgrade safety conditions should be
about the same under either Alt. 1CA or 2A.

Design Elements-
Capacity Touchdown intersection Design volumes at Pike

traffic volumes (V) and Warren Streets
would be less than touchdown intersection
design capacity (Cd) would exceed design
(i.e., V/Cd< 1.0). capacity by 30%
Capacity limitations (V/C = 1.3) and would
of Madison Ave. left be ag possible capacity
turn into Brodd St. (V/C = 1.0). Operation

would likely result at p9ssible capacity

in alternative use of would be very congested
Second and Front Streets and would cause traffic
during peak periods, to divert to other
The total capacity is routes. Short left
sufficient at design turn lanes at the T.H.
level for these left 169 interchange due to
turns. Intersection restricted ramp terminal
modifications would separation would also
be required at Fourth limit capacity. Inter-
and Madison Sts. to section modifications to
better accommodate the better accommodate right
right turn from turn from Fourth St. to
Fourth St. to Madison Madison Ave. would be
Ave. desirable.

Existing deficiencies and continued traffic growth
will require future improvements to Park Lane inter-
change under either Alternative.

Traffic routed to Park
Lane interchange to go

south on T.It. 169 would
aggravate the capacity
problem at the Park Lane

interchange.
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TABLE 7. TRAFFIC SERVICE AND SAFETY IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE 1CA ALTERNATIVE 2A

AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

System Continuity

Trunk Highways Compatible with trunk high- Incompatible with
way system. Retains Trunk trunk highway sys-
Highway 60 continuity through tem. TH 60 con-

Mankato with minor modifi- nection through
cation: the trunk highway Mankato (including
designation must be trunk highway
routed from the bridge via designation on
Second-Main and Plum- bridge) would likely
Second loops between Front be lost since access
Street and the bridge, between the bridge

and TH 169/60 to the
south would not be
provided.

Other Second Street function as Would retain a direct
an access route to the principal arterial
Mankato CBD from north (non-trunk) connection

would be severed. (Second between Pike St. and
Street classified as a TH 169 to north.
collector.)

Maintenance of
Traffic During
Construction

TH 169-
North Mankato Would require a bypass of Would require a bypass

all traffic past the site of all TH 169 traffic
of the Belgrade Ave. bridge past the site of the
over TH 169 during con- new Range St. bridge
struction of bridge and over TH 169. Esti-

approaches. Would require mated duration two
signalized intersection construction seasons.
between TH 169 bypass road After opening the new

and Main St. bridge traffic. river bridge, the
Sufficient capacity for the existing TH 169 bridge

design hour can be provided, over Belgrade Ave.
Estimated duration of this would be widened to
bypass is two construction accommodate the new
seasons. Would also require acceleration and
temporary detour of north- deceleration lanes.
bound off-ramp traffic during 4-lane, 2-way traffic

final connection of ramp to would be carried over
new bridge. Estimated a portion of the exist-

duration 2-4 weeks. ing bridge during this
time. Estimated dura-
tion 1 to 2 construction
seasons. The Center St.
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TABLE 7. TRAFFIC SERVICE AND SAFETY IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Maintenance of
Traffic During
Construction (Cont.)

TH 169-
North Mankato (Cont.) off-ramp would be

closed during the
reconstruction of
the bridge over
southbound T"I 169.
Estimated duration

1-2 construction
seasons.

Other Streets

North Mankato No significant effects. No significant effects.

Mankato No significant effects. During reconstruction,
Pike Street and Warren
Street traffic would be
detoured via Cherry and
Front Streets. Esti-
mated duration 1

construction season.
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TABLL 8. NEIGHBORHOOD/IMPACTS

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Washington Park

(Broad-Fourth) Increased traffic would No significant change due
occur on Broad "I Fourth to bridge; traffic ex-
Sts. Initial increase pected to increase approx.
approx. 50'.; by design 60% by design year due to

year approx. 150% in- general growth. (Design
crease. (Existing Year Average Weekday
Average Weekday Traffic Traffic (AWDT) Fourth St. =

(AWDT) Fourth St. = 7500, Broad St. 9000).
5000, Broad Street =

5500; Design Year AWDT
Fourth St. 12,000,
Broad St. 14,000).
These streets are cur-

rently aesigned Lo
accommodate the anti-
cipated increases.
Parking can be retained

on both sides of these
streets except in the
vicinity of their inter-

sections with Madison Ave.
and Mulberry St.

Land Use Compatible witl-, existing Generally compatible with
zoning (office-residential existing zoning and land
and multi-family use and minor arterial
residential) and with street designation. Con-
minor arterial street version to higher density
designation, but residential and office
incompatible with exist- likely but at slower rate.

ing single-family
residential uses and

active use neighborhood
park. Would likely
accelerate conversions

to higher density
residential and office
use.

Character
Cohesion Would accelerate change No significant impact

in character away from anticipated.
single-family residence

to highei density
residential and office
uses. It would further
tend to increase the
rental character of the
neighborhood. Existing
neighborhood cohesive-
ness and ties to the
park would be adversely
affected.
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TABLE 8. NEIGHBORHOOD/IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Parks Additional traffic past Less traffic growth on
3.5 acre Washington Park Fourth St. would tend
would increase the cur- to minimize the adverse
rent adverse effect of effect on park use.
Fourth St. on neighbor-

hood park, particularly
playground use.

Property Values
and Taxes Immediate loss, or No significant impact

deceleration in rate anticipated.
of increase, of single-
family residence property

values. Would tend to in-
crease economic value for
office and higher density
residential use, with

possible long-term gain
in property tax yield.

Noise Potential significant in- Potential some increase.
crease.
Broad St.: Broad St.:
Existing LlO Day = 64(dBA) Design Yr. LyoDay=67(dBA)

Night = 58 Night = 60

Design Yr. L10 Day = 74
Night = 62

Fourth St.: Fourth St.:
Existing L10  Day = 67 Design Yr. Lb0 Day = 70

Night = 61 Night = 62

Design Yr. L10 Dnf = 76
Night = 65

Truck prohibilion on Broad Truck prohibition on Broad
& Fourth is needed to miti- & Fourth Streets would be

gate above increases. desirable.

Second Street Closing of Second St. at Retains Second St. function

Mulberry to through as access route to CBD;

traffic would eliminate traffic increase over 50%
Second St. function as by design year. (Design
an access route to CBD: Year AWDT = 11,000)
traffic reduction over More consistent than lCA
50% by design year with recent Second St.
(Existing AWDT = 7000, roadway improvements.
Design Year = 3200).
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TABLE 8. NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE -MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Land Use Woaid encourage reten- Conversions to higher
tion of residential density residential
use; long term and business use would
transition to higher continue, particularly
densities likely, on west side of street.
probably through Generally compatible
development of new with existing zoning.
apartments. Incom-
patible with current
zoning on west side
of street, compatible
on east side.

Character
and Cohesion The neighborhood is Existing trend in character

currently a high from a residential to busi-
turnover, transient ness community would likely
area lacking cohesive continue. Remaining resi-
neighborhood charac- dences likely to remain in
teristics. Residential relatively poor condition
stability and neighbor- during conversion process.
hood cohesion would
likely increase in
long term due to
improvement in
neighborhood amenities.
Remaining residences
would likely remain in

1 4 relatively poor condition
during conversion process.

Noise Noise levels would be Minimal change in noise
slightly reduced, levels. Design Yr. Ljo
Existing LID Day = 66, Day = 67, Night = 61(dBA)
Night = 59; Design Yr.
L10 Day =64, Night=
56(dBA).

Property Values
and Taxes Likely use for higher Probable short term in-

density residential crease in property values
development should pro- faster than with
duce long term positive Alternative ICA (due to
effect on property commercial conversion);
values and property long term values likely

tax yield. at similar level.
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TABLE 8. NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Lincoln Park No impact. No direct impact. Peak
period congestion in nearby
bridge touchdown area
would likely cause some non-
bridge traffic to seek al-
ternate routes (e.g., Van
Brunt and Willard) through
Lincoln Park neighborhood.

Nicollet

Land Use No impact. Approximately 5 acres of
residential property would
be converted to highway use.
Residential properties on
Nicollet east of Range would
likely be converted to
commercial use.

Character and
Cohesion No significant impact. Loss of 28 residences, in-

creased noise levels, loss
of trees, roadway embankments
(up to approx. 15' above exist-
ing grade), and traffic impacts
from temporary TH 169 bypass
during construction would all
adversely impact a stable and
highly cohesive residential
neighborhood. Nicollet
residences east of Range would
be isolated from remainder of
community.

Noise No significant change. Estimated LIO at nearest re-
maining residence:
Existing Day = mid SO's (dBA)

Night = low 50's

Design Yr. Day = 70,
Night = 59

During Construction:
Day = 74, Night = 69

Noise walls would be needed to
mitigate above increases.
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TABLE 8. NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A

AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Property Values
and Taxes No significant impact. The above visual, noise and

taking disruptions would nega-

tively affect (initial decline,
long range deceleration in rate
of growth) property values and

resultant tax yield for neigh-
borhood residences remaining
in the vicinity of the bridge
touchdown area.

River Drive River Dr. neighborhood Neighborhood would remain

would be eliminated under isolated by TH 169 from re-

this alternative. Con- mainder of North Mankato.

version of existing Present problems of providing

residential and commer- city services to this isolated

cial area to highway area would remain.

and park use would be
inconsistent with exist-
ing zoning, but
consistent with City
desire to relocate the
isolated residences and
to extend the proposed
Riverview Park into the
area.
Consideration of "neigh-
borhood" character and
cohesion impact is not
applicable. (Note:
Displacement impacts on

current residents covered
under "Displacements").
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TABLE 9. REDEVELOPMENT AREA IMPACTS

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Mulberry

Land Use and
Redevelopment
Potential Additional 4 businesses Land previously acquired

would be displaced from for bridge and ramps
Mulberry-Plumi Block, (2 would become available
of which are incom- for commercial develop-
patible with CBD (zoning). ment (2.79 acres).
Existing auto-bank Additional displacement
facilities would have to of 4 businesses would be
be reoriented. Key City avoided. Estimated
Renewal Plan provided potential development
for bridge at this value of redevelopment
location, including parcels =$4.9 million.
acquisition of present
open parcels, but not
additional acquisitions
above. Redevelopment
of parcels within the
bridge access loops would
likely be limited to
public use (e.g., park
or parking for library).
Redevelopment flexi -
bility for parcels east
of Second St. would be
limited by access con-
straints. Holiday Inn
location decision on
nearby development
parcel was made in anti-
cipation of bridge at
this location. Adjoining
library was located and
designed to accomodate
bridge at this location.
Estimated potential
development value of
1.7 acres of redevelop-
ment parcels not taken by
bridge = $3.0 million.
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TABLE 9. REDEVELOPMENT AREA IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA, ALTERNATIVE 2A,
AREA/CATEGORY BE LGRADE-MLBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Mulberry (Cont.)

Aesthetics Scale and visual impacts No impact.
would be significant due
to bridge structure and
road fills for approach
from Pike to east of
Second Street. Special
design measures would be
necessary to help miti-
gate this impact, part-
icularly on library (e.g.,
compatible bridge type and
material, landscaping,
pedestrian tie to library,
park development of areas
within loops -- latter
could be used to strengthen
visual and functional tie
to Old Town on north).

Sioux Indian Hanging Site and
proposed memorial is located
approx. 130' south of the
proposed bridge, adjoining
the northwest corner of the
library. Potential visual
impact requires mitigation
as described above.

Property Taxes Estimated potential annual tax Estimated potential annual
gain from redevelopment parcels gain from redevelopment
-$70,000. parcels =$116,000.

Other Burton Hotel would remain, but
access would be more difficult
(particularly pedestrian access
to the CBD, which is important
to elderly tenants of the
Burton). The Burton would
also be adversely affected
by visual and traffic noise
impacts.
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TABLE 9. REDEVELOPMENT AREA IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE -WARREN_

Pike-Poplar

Land Use and
Development Would not create immediate Direct access to Pike St.

stimulus for development, a positive development
However, would retain impetus for Minnesota -
entire area for redevelop- Poplar Redevelopment
ment and would retain good District. However, 1.55
access to area. acres of redevelopment

land will be lost for
roadway and embankments.
Estimated potential
development value of
this land = $1.4 million.

Three existing businesses
would be displaced.
Gamble-Robinson would be
isolated from remainder
of industrial uses.

Aesthetics No impact. Bridge and approach fills
have significant scale and
height. However, areas
impacted are not generally
sensitive to visual effects
of this nature.

Property
Values Estimated potential annual Development value and re-

tax gain from redevelopment sultant tax benefits for
parcels that would be this area not taken for
precluded from development bridge approaches would
if Alternative 2A were probably be realized at
chosen = $32,000. However, an earlier date than under
the tax gain from remainder Alternative ICA, due to
of area would not likely be development stimulus pro-
realized as soon as under vided by the bridge and
Alternative 2A. the railroad closing. Tax

benefits from the taken
port ion would not be
realized.
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TABLE 10. BUSINESS DISTRICT IMPACTS

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Mankato CBD Improved access and increased capacity from North
Mankato should have a positive overall impact, en-
couraging infill of vacant parcels and general
redevelopment efforts. Should increase overall
property values and taxes.

Predominant right-hand Predominant left-hand
turn access from bridge turn access from bridge
to downtown parking lots to downtown parking lots
a slight advantage, and potential peak

period congestion in
touchdown areas a slight
drawback.

Two existing businesses

would be dislocated.

Mulberry or Pike-Poplar
redevelopment stimuli
could have some positive
carryover effect to the
existing CBD.

North Mankato
CBD No significant effect on Loss of businesses at

land use anticipated. Range and Belgrade could
Would reinforce existing have negative effect on
auto-oriented businesses, business activity and
with a slight positive viability of remaining CBD.
effect on property values. Rerouting of traffic
Depressing of TH 169 would also negatively
roadway would have a affect the generally
positive visual impact. auto-oriented businesses

on Belgrade. Creates
uncertainty with respect
to future of CBD and
land use plans. Small
indirect tax loss
possible due to increase
in property values.
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TABLE 10. BUSINESS DISTRICT IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE lCA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Old Town Location of the bridge will have no appreciable effect
on Front St. traffic volumes through Old Town business
district. Traffic is anticipated to increase somewhat
under either alternative (30% under ICA, 20% under 2A)
by design year. Current and projected traffic levels
under either alternative are inconsistent with the Old
Town Concept Plan to reduce Front St. to two through
traffic lanes, but consistent with its City arterial
and State trunk highway designations. Traffic would be
compatible with industrial and service land uses,
incompatible with retail (speciality shops) uses.

Bridge would tend to decrease
spillover economic value of
CBD to Old Town. Old Town
vehicular access via Second
St. would be limited. Design
would play a crucial role in
the economic and aesthetic
impact at this location.
Particular attention to
design details would be
needed to mitigate potential
adverse visual impacts and
maintain pedestrian tie to
CBD.
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EVALUATION AND TRADEOFF ANALYSIS

201. The preceding tables demonstrate that both alternatives have both
beneficial and detrimental effects. Summarized below are the beneficial
aspects of each alternative, along with the detriimental effects that
would have to be tolerated to gain the benefits.

Alternative ICA

202. Because of its central and traditional location with good con-
nections to the street system and its generally high design standards,
Alternative iCA would provide good traffic service and safety. It
would have relatively small residential displacements for a project
of this magnitude. The good access it would provide would have a
beneficial effect on the central business districts (CBD) of both
Mankato and North Mankato. Over the long term, this effect would
extend to the Mankato Pike-Poplar redevelopment area.

203. The effects on the Mankato Second Street neighborhood would be
generally beneficial with respect to land use, community character
and cohesion, noise, and property values and taxes; and there would
be no significant impact on the Mankato Lincoln Park or North Mankato
Nicollet neighborhoods. The isolated North Mankato River Drive
neighborhood would be eliminated, requiring relocation of ten house-
holds and one business, but achieving a land use objective considered
desirable by the City administration.

204. The adverse effects of this alternative include a rather high
number of business displacements. Traffic on TH 169 would be sig-
nificantly delayed during construction since a signalized intersection
would have to be established between Belgrade Avenue and the TH 169
bypass road. The Mankato Washington Park (Broad-Fourth) neighborhood
would experience a significant increase in traffic and as a result
would suffer with respect to existing land use, community character
and cohesion, park use, property values and noise. Second Street
access from the north to the CBD would be closed, and pedestrian
access between the CBD and the Burton Hotel would be restricted.
The Mankato Old Town area could experience a loss of spillover
economic value from the CBD. Mankato's Mulberry redevelopment
area would require some reorientation, and redevelopment flexibility
would be reduced. The visual environment in the Mulberry Street
area would be dominated by the bridge.

Alternative 2A

205. Alternative 2A, by means of its direct tie to Warren and Pike
Streets, would provide generally good convenience and access. It

77 would have no significant adverse impacts on the Washington Park
neighborhood and current land use trends would continue ...ong Second
Street. In the Mulberry redevelopment area, land previously acquired
for the bridge and ramps would be available for commercial develop-
ment. The bridge would be a catalyst for early development in the
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Pike-Poplar area. Because of its good access capabilities, it would have
a generally favorable impact on the Mankato CBD. It would have little
or no effect on Old 'Town because of its remote position therefrom.

206. Trade-offs for the benefits that would accrue under 2A would in-
clude the inferior level of traffic safety and capacity on the Mankato
end of the bridge which would result from the marginal design standards
necessary. According to Mn/DOT, retention of trunk highway designation
(TII 60 is currently routed via the Main Street bridge and TH 169 to the
south) would be unacceptable because of the marginal design standards
and because no connection to the south can be reasonably provided on
the North Mankato side of the river. Since the bridge would not be
on the State trunk highway system, estimated annual maintenance costs
of nearly $45,000 would need to be assumed by local government.

207. Substantial residential displacements would occur in North Mankato,
and the character, cohesion, and property values of the Nicollet
neighborhood in North Mankato would be negatively impacted by loss of
many homes, reduced internal circulation, and the intrusion of a new
high-traffic facility at Range Street. The North Mankato CBD would
be somewhat negatively affected as it is generally auto oriented and
the bridge traffic from which it draws much of its business would
necessarily bypass the area. Traffic disruptions during construction
would occur along TH 169, Pike Street in Mankato, and at Center Street

in North Mankato.

MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS

208. Some of the negative impacts of both alternatives could be miti-
gated by the application of appropriate procedures. With respect to
necessary relocations, Public Law 91-646, "The Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970"1, provides
procedures and funds for the relief of persons displaced by virtue of
the construction of a Federal project. Special relocation assistance
needs of those households and businesses with potential relocation
problems (See Table 6) will be investigated in detail for the selected
alternative in a Relocation Study Design Memorandum, which will be
completed prior to initiation of right-of-way acquisition.

209. To minimize disruptions during construction, specific requirements
for maintenance of traffic and performance of work directly affecting
the public would be written into the construction specifications. Pay-
ment items would be included in the construction contract where necessary
to fulfill this intent. The impact of construction noise under either
alternative can be minimized by restricting the hours of construction
activity, utilizing the quietest equipment available, construction of
temporary barriers, and by careful attention to see that all equipment
is properly muffled. Minnesota Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction, Section 7, Subsection 17.C2, states, in part, that the
contractor shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, regulations,
orders, and decrees in the performance of construction.
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210. Potential water quality and aquatic life disturbances would be mini-
mized by careful control of construction operations in the river and
disposal of excavated sediments at approved disposal sites. Special
precaution will be required under Alternative ICA for construction
activities near the Mankato storm sewer outfall where sediment samples
have shown a high lead content. See the Section 404(b)(1) Evaluation
on Pages EIS-60 to EIS-69. Provisions for stormwater drainage from the
bridge to permit containment of toxic or hazardous material spills
will be developed during the detailed design stage. Such plans will
be developed in cooperation with the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
to meet requirements for bridge replacement certification under
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act of 1977.

211. A summary of additional mitigation measures applicable to each
of the two alternative plans follows.

Alternative ICA

212. To mitigate the potential noise impacts of increased traffic in
the Mankato Washington Park neighborhood, a through truck prohibition
needs to be established on Thurth and Broad Streets north of Mulberry
Street. Trucks would be routed between the bridge and Pike-North
Front Street (the current primary truck route) via the new Second
Street ramps and improved Main and Plum Street sections. With the
prohibition, projected design year noise levels on Broad and Fourth
Streets would remain ait or near current levels. The removal of through
trucks from this traffic flow would also improve the safety and
appearance of these streets compared to conditions with trucks permitted.

213. Mitigation of the adverse visual qualities in the Mulberry Street
area would be accomplished to the extent possible by appropriate atten-
tion to the design of the structure and landscaping. To minimize the
inconvenience to pedestrians, the space under the bridge approach could
be developed to provide a pedestrian tie between Main Street and Old
Town.

Alternative 2A

214. Anticipated noise impacts on the Nicollet neighborhood can be
partially mitigated by noise walls constructed along the TH 169 ramp
bordering the neighborhood.

215. Prohibition of through truck movements would be desirable on Fourth
and Broad Streets. With such prohibitions, design year noise levels
would remain at or near current levpls. Safety and aesthetic improve-
ments would also result from this prohibition.
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IMPLEMlNIATION RESPONSIBILITIES

21o. Under the modifications to the 1976 Water Resources Development
Act. P.L. 91-587, approved 22 October 1976, the Main Street bridge
replacci,:nt is to he constructed entirely at Federal expense. Under
this la1w, :!ny betterments would be local responsibilities, but none
are anticipated under either alternative. Responsibility for financing
and construction would lie with the Corps of Engineers.

2!-. fi'c total first costs, all Federal, for this project would be
:ipnroximately $19.0 million for Alternative ICA or $24.9 million for
\iternativc 2A (1980 price levels; see Appendix B for detailed cost

c.-:tima:: es). Roadway and bridge design criteria would be the responsi-
bility of the Minnesota Department of Transportation. The bridge, when
complete, will be turned over to, and become the property of the State
jAlterrniatie 1CA) or local government (Alternative 2A) for future
opel at in -nd maintenance. Estimated annual maintenance costs would
1,.. in excess of $40,000 per year (1980 prices). Implementation of the
rcommended prohibition of trucks on Broad and Fourth Streets would
he a resporsibility of the City of Mankato.

PUI3t IC VlI \S

edertl Agencies

218. Vhe National Park Service has advised that it has no responsibili-
ties relative to the project. The Economic Development Administration
( lUA\) ha:; advised that neither Blue Earth or Nicollet Counties are
designated redevelopment areas under the Public Works and Development
\ct of 106-5. as amended. Consequently, public works projects in these
areas are not eligible for financial assistance through EDA. The U.S.
Coast Guard advised that the section of river under study has been
placed in the "advance approval" category and therefore a bridge permit
will :ot he required, but measures to prevent oil spills during con-
struction should be included in the plans. The Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation and the Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service have provided information on cultural and historic resources (
and i l comment on the Draft Supplement to the Final EIS. All other
Federal agencies have withheld comment until the Draft Supplement to
the Final EfS has been submitted for review.

State --nd County Agencies
219. The staff of the Minnesota State Historic Preservation Office re-

viewed, on site, the historic resources of the project area and the
first draft of the Historic Resources Report. Their oral responses

from this review have been incorporated in that report and are reflected
in the evaluation of impacts on the historical resoorces.
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220. Representatives of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and Blue
Earth County participated in discussions relating to handling of the
lead contaminated sediments in the Minnesota River in the vicinity of
Mulberry Street. Their suggestions ace inciudd in the Natural Resources
report and incorporated in the prescribed mitigative measures. The
Blue Earth County Board of Commissioners early in the study (2 January
1979) adopted a resolution favoring the Belgrade-Mulberry location.

221. Other state agencies have indicated they will comment on the
Draft Supplement to the Final EIS when submitted.

City Agencies

222. Both the Cities of Mankato and North Mankato have worked closely
with the project staff throughout the study. In conjunction with the
1974 study, both City Councils passed resolutions adopting the Belgrade-
Mulberry location as the preferred alternative. During the course of
the present studies their evaluations of the new and modified alterna-
tives led the City Councilors of Mankato to withdraw their approval in
order to permit further consideration of the issues. The North Mankato
City Councilors, on the other hand, unofficially reaffirmed their
support for the Belgrade-Mulberry location.

223. The Mankato city staff and the City Councilors indicated concern

regarding the adverse effects of Alternative 1CA in the Mulberry Strect
redevelopment area and the Washington Park neighborhood and their per-
ception of beneficial effects of 2A in the Pike-Poplar and Mulberry
redevelopment areas. North Mankato representatives pointed to the
negative effects of 2A on the Nicollet neighborhood and the CBD in that
city and the beneficial traffic service aspects of 1CA in both cities.

Much valuable open discussion ensued over these and the other issues.

Others

224. The citizens and private interests showed vital concern over the
project and participated actively at every opportunity. In general,
as might be expected, residents strongly opposed an alternative which
had direct negative impacts on them or their neighborhoods. Residents
of the Nicollet neighborhood presented a petition showing broad
support in North Mankato for their position against Alternative 2A.
Residents in the Mankato Washington Park neighborhood likewise pre-
sented a petition, primarily from the Central Neighborhood, showing
support tor their position against Alternative ICA. The
expected high traffic volumes and attendant safety and noise
problems in the Washington Park neighborhood were decried by
the residents. In the Nicollet neighborhood, the issues of
displacement and adverse effect on neighborhood character
and cohesion were emphasized.
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225. A significant number of Old Town business people expressed their
feelings that Alternative lCA would be detrimental to them. Repre-
sentatives of the new Mankato Holiday Inn (Pike and Main Streets)
stated that they preferred the Mulberry Street location and had
selected their site in anticipation of the bridge ultimately being
constructed at that point. Other business representatives expressed
their concerns and opinions in interviews, but did not make public

* statements.

COMPARISON OF DETAILED PLANS

226. The multiplicity of factors and impacts as just described and
* evaluated makes a direct comparison of the two plarns extremely diffi-

cult. To facilitate the comparison, a decision-making technique
called "value methodology" was employed. In applying this technique,
numerical values were assigned (1) to each concern to indicate its
relative importance (weighting), and (2) to the effect on each con-
cern of each alternative (rating). Multiplying these weightings and

* ratings together and totaling the products produces comparative scores
for the alternatives which represent their relative overall worth.

METHODOLOGY

227. With one exception, capital cost, the concerns identified and
used earlier in the evaluation of the alternatives were used to com-
pare the alternatives. It was felt that capizal cost being measurable
and finite did not need to be included in the qualitative scoring and
further that it could be more easily and understandably used by com-
paring it to the relative overall worth of the alternatives.

Value Scales

228. It is not possible to establish single, precise values to the

weightings and ratings necessary to employ the methodology, but it is
possible to establish reasonable ranges into which the values must
fall. The establishment of these value ranges, depending as it does
on human judgment, can be subject to the biases and convictions of
the evaluator. To overcome this deficiency to the greatest extent
possible, advantage was taken of the results of two workshops parti-

* cipated in by 22 persons, including City Councilors and staff members
of Mankato and North Mankato, and members of the Mn/DOT, Corps and
consultant's staffs. The participants in these workshops, by working
through the step-by-step weighting and evaluation process, expressed
their considered views of appropriate concern weights and impact ratings.
The values assigned by these people were examined and the high, low
and central tendency (mid) of the reasonable values were determined.
Obviously biased extremes were eliminated. The mid weightings deter-
mined by this examination were adjusted to total 100, the scale used
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in the workshops. The summaLion of all nig,, or all low heightings is,
of course, higher or lower than 100. The ratings of the effects on
each concern were assigned on a scale from 0, for poor, to 6, for good.
A summary of the selected weighting and rating values is given in Table
11.

Application

Table 12 illustrates the application of the procedure using one of many
reasonable combinations of weightings and ratings. This illustration,
in which the central tendencies of all weights and ratings were used,
results in scores of 327 for ICA, and 301 for 2A, indicating.lCA to be
overall slightly more favorable than 2A (exclusive of capital cost).

230. The reasonable combinations examined consisted of four different
weighting arrangements each of which was combined with the high, low
and mid-ratings of every concern. The weighting arrangements were:

a. Central tendencies applied to all concerns.

b. High weights applied to Displacements and Neighborhoods,
with the balance of the 100 points prorated according to
the low weights.

c. High weights applied to Business Districts and Redevelop-
ment Areas, with the balance as in (2).

d. High weights applied to Traffic Service and Safety, and
Business Districts, with balance as in (2).

The results of these applications are summarized in Table 13.

CONCLUSIONS

231. Table 13 shows that Alternative ICA tends to score higher than 2A.
For instance, when high ratings are matched with highs and lows with
lows, etc., it always scores absolutely higher. Also, the highs and
lows of the maximum ranges of ICA are always higher than those of 2A.
Although 2A rates higher than 1CA when its "highs" are compared to "lower"
values of 1CA, 1CA always exhibits a greater superiority over 2A when
the converse is done, i.e., the ratio of ICA highs to 2A lows is greater
than the ratio of 2A highs to ICA lows. The conclusion tko- Alternative
ICA tends to be the more desirable alternative is ines( When
total cost is considered, ICA costing $19.6 million cordp 2A at
$24.9 million is clearly superior overall.
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TABLE 11
MAIN STREET BRIDGE

MAJOR CONCERNS, WEIGHTS AND RATINGS

WEIGHTING RATING RANGE
RANGE 1CA 2A

MAJOR CONCERN _Hi h Mid Low High Mid Low High Mid Low

DISPLACEMENTS 20 is 10I I
Residential 9 7 4 5 4 2 1 1 1
Business 9 7 5 2 1 1 3 3 2
Dire:t Tax Loss 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

TRAFFIC SERVICE & SAFETY 40 30 25

Convenience & Access 10 8 6 5 5 4 4 3 2
Design Elements-Safety 10 7 6 5 4 4 3 2 2
Design Elements-Capacity 10 7 6 5 4 4 3 2 2
System Continuity 6 5 5 4 4 3 2 2 1
Traffic During 4 3 2 2 2 1 3 3 2
Construction

NEIGHBORHOODS 25 20 15

Washington Park 10 7 6 2 1 1 5 4 4
(Broad & 4th)

Second Street 4 4 2 3 3 2 4 4 3
Lincoln Park 2 2 2 4 3 3 2 2 2
Nicollet 7 6 4 6 4 4 2 1 1
River Drive 2 1 1 3 3 1 3 3 1

REDEVELOPMENT AREAS 20 15 10

Mulberry 13 9 7 3 2 2 6 5 4
Pike-Poplar 7 6 3 4 4 2 5 5 4

EXISTING BUSINESS DISTRICTS 25 20 15

Mankato CBD 14 12 8 5 4 4 5 4 3
Old Town 4 3 3 3 2 2 4 3 3
North Mankato CBD 7 5 4 4 4 3 2 2 1

Total Mid Range Weighting = 100
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TABLE 12
MAIN STREET BRIDGE

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

Using
Central Tend~encies of All Weights and Ratings

CONCERN WEIGHT RATING WEIGHTED RATING

DISPLACEMENTS (15)

Residential 74 12
Business 71 37 2
Direct Tax Loss 1 2 3 2 3

TRAFFIC SERVICE & SAFETY (30)

Convenience & Access 8 S 3 40 24
Design Elements-Safety 7 4 2 28 14
Design Elements-Capacity 7 4 2 28 14
System Continuity 5 4 2 20 10
Traffic During 3 2 3 6 9

Construction

NEIGHBORHOODS (20)

Washington Park 7 1 4 7 28
(Broad & 4th)

Second Street 4 3 4 12 16
Lincoln Park 2 3 2 6 4
Nicollet 6 4 1 1 24 6
River Drive 1 3 3 3 3

REDEVELOPMENT AREAS (15)

Mulberry 9 J2 S 18 45
Pike-Poplar 6 I4 S 24 30

EXISTING BUSINESS DISTRICTS (20)

Mankato CBD 12 4 4 48 48
Old Town 3 2 3 6 9
North Mankato CBD 5 4 2 20 10

TOTALS 100 327 301
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TABLE 13
MAIN STREET BRIDGE

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION SUMMARY

OVERALL SCORES
MAXIMUJM RANGE CENTRAL

HIGH TO LOW TENDENCY
WFIGHT'ING ALTERNATIVE RATING RATING (MID RATINGS)

1. All Concerns, ICA 400 - 274 327
Central Tendency 2A 360 - 240 301
(mid)

2. Displacements and ICA 389 - 260 311
Neighborhoods, High 2A 351 - 237 292

3.Business Districts ICA 401 - 279 328
and Redevelopment 2A 379 - 252 318
Areas, High

4. Traffic Service and ICA 406 - 295 340
Safety and Business 2A 356 - 227 291
Districts, High

RATIONALE FOR SELECTION OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (NED) PLAN

232. Alternative iCA was selected as the NED plan on the basis of its
significantly lower capital cost and more efficient traffic service.
Alternative 2A has less potential for loss of gross sales and employee
payroll due to business displacements, and slightly greater overall
development potential for redevelopment parcels adjoining the Mankato
end of the alternative locations. Considering relocation potential of
the affected businesses, however, the net economic effect of these
factors is minor in comparison to the capital cost and travel savings
under Altern~ative ICA. Both alternatives satisfy the primary objective
of providing desired flood protection for the Mankato area in accordance
with the project authorization. Both alternatives produce savings to
the CNW and to motorists due to the elimination of the present at-grade
rail crossing.

DISCUSSION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (EQ) OBJECTIVE

233. Alternatives ICA and 2A are essentially equal in terms of impacts
on the natural and cultural environment. While neither was found to
have significant adverse environmental effects, they are not con-
sidered to have a net positive contribution to the EQ objective.
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RATIONALE FOR THE TENTATIVELY SELECTED PLAN

234. Alternative ICA is recommended as the tentatively selected plan
for the following reasons:

0 Alternative iCA nas a sLgnificanly lower toal
cost.

a Alternative ICA has superior design and location
characteristics for traffic service and safety,
including retention of State trunk highway
route designation.

0 Both alternatives would create adveyse social
impacts from resident displacement and from
neighborhood disruption due to traffic changes,
although such effects would occur at different
locations. Considering (a) the -nt overall
effects and (b) the good potential for mitigatiiig
relocation difficulties and potential adverse
noise impacts on the neighborhoods, neither
alternative should be dismissed or significantly
favored from a social impact basis.

* Neither alternative would have significant
adverse natural environmental impacts.

0 Workshop ratings of comparative impacts (ex-
cluding cost) by local, State and Corps
officials and staff revealed a
higher overall rating of Alternative iCA.

COMPLIANCE WITH EXECUTIVE ORDERS

Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management, 24 May 1977

235. The proposed action is judged to be in compliance with E.O. 11988.
All alternatives for relccation of the Main Street bridge, including the
no-action alternative, would result in encroachment by placing bridge
piers within the base floodplain. These piers are required to pro-
vide the authorized SPF level of protection. No practicable alterna-
tive exists that would maintain traffic service, allow the provision
of SPF protection, and yet not require bridge abutments within the
base floodplain. The tentatively selected plan would reduce the risks
associated with flooding by: 1) providing for SPF protection improve-
ments, 2) eliminating the present potential for bridge failure during
floods, and 3) eliminating the potential for future floodplain encroach-
ment by allowing completion of the project levee and floodwall works
currently under construction. The tentatively selected plan would not
result in significant adverse impacts upon natural or beneficial
floodplain values (see Technical Report No. 6). Disturbances due to
construction activities will be temporary and minimized to the maximum
possible extent.
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Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands, 24 May 1977

236. No wetlands would be impacted by any alternative for relocation
of the Main Street bridge. In addition, no secondary or indirect
effects wtld accrue to these resource!; from implementation of the
tentatively selected plan. Therefore, the project is judged to be
in compliance w.,'ith E.O. 11990.

Executive Memorandum, Analysis of Impacts on Prime and Unique
Farmlands in EIS, CEQ Memorandum 30 August 1976

237. *o prime or unique farmlands are located within the impact
areas of any alternative for relocation of the Main Street bridge.
In a!dition, no secondary or indirect impacts would accrue to
these resources from implementation of the tentatively selected
plan. Yherefore, the project is judged to be in compliance with
the IEx,,cutive Memorandum.
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DRAFT SUPPLEMENT 11

TOf THE

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

MINNESOTA RIVER, MINNESOTA

MANKATO-NORTH MANKATO-LE HILLIER
FLOOD CONTROL - PHASE I

(AS AMENDED 18 JANUARY 1972)

Proposed Plan for the Alteration or Relocation of the Main
Street. Trunk Highway 60 Bridge over the Minnesota River
between Mankato and North Mankato,.Minnesota

The responsible lead agency is the U.S. Army Engineer District, St. Paul.
The responsible cooperating agency is the Minnesota Department of Transportation.

Abstract: The St. Paul District currently is constructing flood control
works on the Minnesota and Blue Earth Rivers to protect developed portions
of Mankato, North Mankato and Le Hillier lying in the flood plain from
frequent flood damage. These works include the raising of bridges to clear
the high water of the Standard Project Flood. The Main Street bridge over
the Minnesota River must be raised or replaced to an elevation approximately
30 feet above the existing bridge to clear the railroad on the Mankato side.
This necessitates extensive work on the approaches to the bridge as well
as to the bridge itself. Of several plans considered, two were selected
for detailed study. Plan lCA would begin in North Mankato on Belgrade Ave.
at the same location as the existing bridge and connect to Mulberry Street
one block north of Main Street, touching down between Second and Broad
Streets. Adverse neighborhood impacts would be most severe in Mankato.
Plan 2A would begin in North Mankato on Range Street and connect to Warren
Street at Pike Street in Mankato. Adverse neighborhood impacts would be
most severe in North Mankato. Access patterns between the Central Business
Districts of the two cities would be altered. Pl~n lCA has been tentatively
selected based on its performance in addressing the identified public con-
cerns and its net positive contributions to the study objectives.

SEND YOUR COMMENTS TO THE If you would like further information
DISTRICT ENGINEER WITHIN 45 DAYS on this statement please contact:
AFTER THE NOTICE OF
AVAILABILITY IN THE FEDERAL Mr. Robert F. Post
REGISTER Chief, Environmental Resources Branch

Engineering Division
St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office and Customs House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Telephone (612) 725-7070

NOTE: Information, displays, maps, etc., discussed in the Main Street Bridge
Design Memorandum No. 8 and associated technical reports are incorporated by
reference in the EIS.
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SUMARY

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS

1. Four potential locations for the replacement of the Main Street
Bridge were analyzed. The alternatives were narrowed down to two
designs: one connecting Belgrade Avenue in North Mankato to Mulberry
Street in Mankato (Alternative iCA); the other connecting Range Street
in North Mankato to Warren Street in Mankato (Alternative 2A).

2. Alternative lCA was selected as the National Economic Develop-
ment (NED) plan on the basis of its significantly lower capital cost
and more efficient traffic service. Alternative 2A has less potential
for loss of gross sales and employee payroll due to business displace-
ments, and slightly greater overall development potential for
redevelopment parcels adjoining the Mankato end of the alternative
locations. Considering relocation potential of the affected busi-
nesses, however, the net economic effect of these factors is minor in
comparison to the capital cost and travel savings under Alternative ICA.
Both alternatives satisfy the primary objective of providing desired
flood protection for the Mankato area in accordance with the project
authorization. Both alternatives produce savings to the CNW and to
motorists due to the elimination of the present at-grade rail crossing.

3. Alternatives lCA and 2A are essentially equal in terms of impacts
on the natural and cultural environment. While neither was found to
have significant adverse environmental effects, they are not considered
to have a net positive contribution to Environmental Quality (EQ).

4. Alternative lCA is preferred as the tentatively selected plan
based on its significantly lower total cost and its superior design
and location characteristics for traffic service and safety, the
net overall effect of other factors being essentially equal. While
both alternatives were found to create adverse social impacts from
resident displacement and neighborhood disruption (such effects
occurringat differing locations), neither alternative was found to
be significantly superior overall from a social impact perspective.

AREAS OF CONTROVERSY

S. The major basis for continuing controversy on the two alternatives
lies in the disagreement between Mankato and North Mankato residents on
the alternative locations. Disagreement centers on the question of
which city, if either, would be more significantly harmed by potential
adverse social and economic effects of displacements and neighborhood
traffic impacts.
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. Both Mankato and North Mau kato off icial ly endorsed a Belgrade to
luloerry crossing in 197.4, follosing initial feasibility studies for
the bridge relocat i on. in April 1979, however, the Mankato City Council
wi thdrcw, .ffic il s i)po rt fro;;i t he Bc I; grade -Mu I ber ry location in favor
of a neutral position pr!llillg finall public ht arings. The wi 'ad rawal of
Support bs i on ,a 'nllrn oo" potential advyer-e impacts on Mankato
neighborhoods, bine.s di triCts, and redevelopInent areas. Some Mankato
staff members indicated an unofficial preference for the Range-Warren
location as provid ng a greater redevelopment potential for the City.
At the same timec, North Mankato reiterated its support for the Belgrade-
Mulberry location on :hc his is of its superior traffic service and
design fciaures, lo ,cr zotal displacements, and the relativ'ely minor
effects oin the Nortl Manuato neighborhoods and Central Business District.

7. Pubtlic opinIon has ce'ntered primarily on neighborhood impacts,
Mankato residents pr imar il concerned with potential adverse effects
in Manl;.ito tnder Alternatil le 1,\; North Mankato residents primarily
concerned with potential adverse effects in North Mankato under
Alternatice 2A. Residents of Mankato's Washington Park neighborhood,
in particular, have expressed strong opposition to Alternative ICA.
Residents of the North Hankato's Nicollet neighborhood, by contrast, have
expressed strong opposition -,) Alternative 2A. Petitions against each

of the locations hare been circulated (.see Appendix C).

8. Another source of controversy arose over the retention of State
Trunk Htighway tTli) t0 designation on the Main Street bridge. Of
economic concern to the adjoining cities and counties is the potential
loss of trunk highway designation, whereby operation and maintenance
of the structure would become a local rather than a State responsibility.
Mn/DOT has indicated that retention of 'I'l (.0 designation would be
acceptable for Alternative ICA, which maintains full service connec-
tions %%i th adequate design standards to adjoining roadway sections
currently designated as the 'II 60 routing. If Alternative 2A were
selected, ramp connections between the bridge and TIll 169/60 to and
from the south would be lost. Mn/DOT has found retention of trunk
highway designation on Alternative 2A to be unacceptable due to the
1, of system continuity to the south and its low design characteristics.
Mn/DOT has indicated that under Alternative 2A, TI 60 routing would be
relocated from North Front Street and Madison Avenue in Mankato to the
new TlI 14 bypass at the north edge of the City.

9. During workshop meetings held with local officials in the
spring of 1979 (See Appendix C, page C-8), Mankato participants
expressed disagreement with initial estimates of the poteatial
development value for redevelopment parcels in the vicinity of
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the Alternative ICA and 2A bridge touchdown locations. Following the
workshops, Corps representatives, met with Mr. Phil Shealy, Assistant
City Manager, and his staff to resolve the apparent differences. City
development value assumptions for the land were accepted and used to
calculate conparative market value and tax revenue estimates for the
"Mulberry" and "Pike-Poplar" portions of the Key City Urban Renewal
and Minnesota-Poplar RedeVelopment areas, as described on page EIS-35
and in Technical Report No. 4, 'Social and Economic Resources"
While these values do0 not represent actual development commitments,
they are ,oaisidered to reflect a reasonable estimate for comparative
assessment of the alternatives.

10. During the Stage 2 evaluation of alternatives, a decision was
made to select the "A" alignment on the Mankato side of the Belgrade-
Mulberry alternative in order to avoid displacing the Burton Hotel.
(See page EIS-14 and Main Report page 60.) The selection was based
on the decision that sufficient, comparable low-income replacement
housing was niot axvailable or likel *% to be available in the foreseeable
future. Public opinion regarding the most appropriate long-term
solution for the Burton Hotel, however, continues to be divided.
Because of adverse access, traffic and visual impacts on the Burton
residents and businesses if it remains, some believe the best long-
term alternative would be to acquire the Burton and convert the
portion of the property remaining after bridge construction to a
more compatible use. At this time, however, information is not avail-
able to indicate that curront residents and business tenants of the
Burton could be satisfactorily relocated or that the disruptions
caused by relocation of the Burton would be outweighed by the
benefits of removing it from close proximity to the ICA alignment.
Thus, the Corps decision to prefer the "A" alignment remains in
effect. Since the Belgrade-Mulberry alternative need not displace
the Burton, however, the decision concerning the Burton Hotel has
been made separately from the selection of a preferred bridge location.

UNRESOLVED ISSUES

11. Controversy and disagreement continues over the potential
impacts of the relocation alternatives, as described in the pre-
ceding section. To answer questions, help avoid misunderstandings
and facilitate a rational discussion of the alternatives, the Corps
has provided am informational office, informational meetings, work-
shops and newsletters. The information provided in this statement
and the forthcoming public hearing are parts of the continuing
effort. Regardless of the alternative ultimately selected, certain
neighborhoods and individuals will be subject to adverse impact.
Efforts have been made to identify means to mitigate such effects
(e.g., the recommended truck prohibitions on Broad and Fourth Streets).
Minimizing the adverse effect of such highly emotional concerns as
traffic noise can permit a more balanced decision to be made that
emphasizes the overall merits and demerits of the alternatives.
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12. A number of properties in the bridge relocation impact area have
been identified in the hi ,toieic ite inventory as "potentially
eligible" for listing on the \ tional t egister of Historic Places.
Conments from the St:,t,, tii .;l.i-ic l'rcservation Officer ire being sought
to determine :Ictual i.li, h il it). [or ad,'k'r,clv affect_., properties
that are foiind to 1 )11', t, i gate t he impacts would be
developed in ,ccord:. iiL .ii iciics of the Advisory Council on
Historic Proserva:iol. , "'rt Si',t.

13. An archaeologi . t t l -,(v,- oft the )ropo e projvct :ir-as ill be
undertaken during ,s 1. L. s1 ts of this survy iill he included
as Technical Report NW. "11 sit s located during this survey will
be tested to detcrwi :i ,/.ic " Rgister cligi hilitv. For those
archaeological site. foui' *o hc "ligible for the Nit onal Register,
mitigation will Iie coeapletcdi prior- to construction in accordance with
the guidelinc-, of th ',i so' OciLII on liistolic I'rserVation,
3 (' CFR i'a-t SilO.

RELAlIONSIIIP 10 l I ,r .' II IRIIMIINIS

1-1. T:h el A ipre.sents t Ki l at ons-hi p of the t iailed study alter-
nat i':'s toU the li'( 111 't, [. o l-tI cdr e,':i .i c, ercr tal lalws, exective
orders and e lIat cd lo Ii ,is Stteit and loc ii laws aunc policies;
IOc il devl,'e paen t p i, IN,; 1. 1 -e1rits aK,, Jt her Cntitlen ts needed
to impleMent the(, let liii.. : i::-,. !rrI used in ti,e table should
be interprcted a> foil,,: i1 compliance - hav e met all require-
ments for cur rent ,tiae of p, ni in-; partial compliance - have not
met some of the requirement , that are normally et at this stage of
planning; non:-co n' i in,. - 'iolt i on of a requi rement ; not applicable -

no requirments for thc current stage of planning. Under the local
Development Plan port ion of the table, the terms "generally or partially
consistent' are s Ci. [ht c Ic:al1 p1AIl5 u tiac not st lutates, laws or
regulations a, s,,-,ch, t he "'ccciiiancr" langu:g, is not employed
but extcnt of agrec ent i: r rt ed beeau.e it gives Un. indication
of compatibility with local planning.

TIERING

15. The Final Environmental Statement Minnesota River, Minnesota,
Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier Flood Control Phase I (Amended
December 1971) dealt with the overall project for flood protection
involving levees, floodwalls, road relocations, interior drainage
and intermittent ponding. This supplement under the tiering con-
cept, 40 CFR 1502.20, deals with the issues now ready for decision
relating to relocating the Main Street bridge over the Minnesota
River. The Final Environmental Statement referenced is available
from:

St. Paul l)istrict, Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post 'Office and Customs louse
St. Paul, NN 55101
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TABLE A
RELATIONSHIP OF PLANS TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION STATUTES

ANP OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

(TENTATIVELY SELECTED PLAN IS ALTERNATIVE 1CA)

ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE

ICA 2A
Federal Policies

Archaeological and Historic
Preservation Act, as amended,
16 U.S.C. 469 et seq. ------- Partial Compliance-------

Clean Air Act, as amended,
42 U.S.C. 7401, et seq. ---------- Full Compliance-------

Clean Water Act, as amended

(Federal Water Pollution
Control Act), 33 U.S.C. 1251,
et seq. ----------. Full Compliance-------

Endangered Species Act, as
amended, 16 U.S.C. 1531,
et seq. Full Compliance--------

Federal Highway Administration (1)
(FHWA) Design Noise Levels --------- Full Compliance- 1  -

Federal Water Project
Recreation Act, as amended,
U.S.C. 661, et seq. Full Compliance--------

Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act, as amended, U.S.C. 661,
et seq. Full Compliance .------

Floodplain Management,
EO 11988* Full Compliance--------

Impacts on Prime and Unique
Farmlands* Full Compliance --------

National Environmental Policy
Act, as amended, 24 U.S.C.
4321, et seq. Full Compliance-------

National Historic Preservation
Act, as amended, 16 U.S.C.
470a, et seq. Partial Compliance-------

Protection and Enhancement 
Comments requested from SHPO

of Environmental Quality,
EO 11514 Full Compliance---------

Protection of Wetlands,
EO 11990* Full Compliance---------

River and Harbor Act Full Compliance---------

Uniform Relocation Actg (P.L. 91-646) Full Compliance

*Reference Main Report, p. 63-64.

(1) Required coordination has been accomplished to date; however, standards
in some cases will be exceeded. Therefore, mitigation or exceptions

will be necessary. EIS-7 "



TABLE A (CONT.)
RELATIONSHIP OF PLANS TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION STATUTES

AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE
ICA 2A

State and Local Policies

Minnesota Environmental Policy
Act Full Compliance-------

Full Full
Mn/DOT Design Standards Compliance Compliance

(Desirable (Minimum
Standards) Standards)

Municipal Zoning Ordinances Full Compliance---------

State Floodplain Management
Program Full Compliance---------

State Implementation Plan
(Air Quality) Full Compliance-------

State NPC 2 Noise Standards Full Compliance(')

Local Development Plans

Key City Urban Renewal Plan Generally Consistent------

Indian Memorial Generally Consistent------

Minnesota-Poplar Redevelopment
Plan Generally Partially

Consistent Consistent

N. Mankato Riverfront Park Generally Generally
Consistent-- Consistent
Allows Extension

Old Town Plan ------- Partially Consistent------

Pike Street Extension Generally Consistent------

Entitlements

Bridge Replacement Certification
(401) Full Compliance ------
Coast Guard Bridge Permit ---------- Not Applicable -----------
DNR Work in Waters Permit (150) -------- Full Compliance----------

Dredge & Fill Permit (404) Full Compliance ----------

(I)Required coordination has been accomplished to date; however, standards in
some cases will be exceeded. Therefore, mitigation or exceptions will be
necessary.
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NEED FOR AND OBJECTIVES OF ACTION

STUDY AUTHORITY

16. The government has, under authority of Public Law 85-500, 85th
Congress, approved 3 July 1958, undertaken the development of a
project known as Minnesota River, Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier
Flood Control Project. The authority for the project directed that
Standard Project Flood protection for the project area be provided
and that required alterations to the CNW bridges across the Blue
Earth River be effected at Federal expense. Section 104 of the
1976 Water Resources Development Act, P.L. 94-587, approved
22 October 1976, modified the j '--.ject to provide that changes to
the TH 169/60 highway bridges over the Blue Earth River and the
Main Street bridge over the Minnesota River, including rights-of-
way and changes to approaches and relocations made necessary by
the project and its present plan of protection, be accomplished
at complete Federal expense.

17. The location and design of the bridge alterations are not
covered in "Final Environmental Impact Statement Minnesota River,
Minnesota Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier Flood Control - Phase
1"1, U.S. Army Engineer District, St. Paul, 18 January 1972.
This "Draft Supplement" to the FEIS, one of three supplements pre-
pared to cover the proposed bridge alterations, addresses alterations
proposed for the Main Street bridge.

PUBLIC CONCERNS

18. Local interests and various governmental agencies through
public meetings, by reports, and through correspondence, pro-
vided their views of objectives of the project. For the Main
Street bridge, the following have been stated:

" Provide flood protection
* Minimize disruption of existing conditions in the

approach areas
9 Maintain rail service on the Mankato side, but

eliminate grade crossings
* Consider pedestrian safety and access on the

river crossing and between neighborhoods and
businesses in the approach areas

* Improve street access and service capabilities to the
Mankato and North Mankato central business districts,
Old Town, Madison East Shopping Center, and Mankato
State University

0 Reduce or minimize traffic in residential neighborhoods
and on North Front Street

* Restrict property takings to a minimum
* Minimize adverse property value impacts
* improve and enhance business districts in North

Mankato and Mankato
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* Maintain integrity of neighborhoods
* Reduce traffic noise
* Design project elements for optimum capacity and safety
* Maintain continuity in highway systems

* Minimize traffic disruptions during construction
" Maintain Sioux Uprising historic site
* Give ample attention to aesthetic considerations in

planning and construction

See Page EIS-57 and Appendix C for details.

PLANN ING OBJEC'[ iyts AND CONSIRAINTS

19. The primary objective of thc proposed Main Street bridge relo-
cation is t o provide flood protection, as one of the remaining key
elements in a nearly completed flood control system for the Mankato
area. Secondary objectives are to improve the crossing to current
design standards and to provide adequate capacity for present and
projected traffic demands, thereby enhancing traffic safety, cir-

* culation and access to and between the adjoining communities. Such
improvements should be developed so as to avoid or minimize adverse
impact upon, and enhance where practicable, the social, economic
and natural environment of the site and adjoining neighborhoods.

20. Relocation of the bridge in a highly developed urban area
severely restricts the range of viable location alternatives and

* cons-,rains the ability to achieve desirable -- or in some cases
minimum acceptable -- design standards and characteristics.

- Suitable ties to the arterial roadway system must be maintained.
The proximity to developed neighborhoods also dictates that some
adverse effects will be unavoidable under any of the alternatives.
Location of the CNW railroad along the eastern bank of the river

* requires that the relocated structure clear not only the flood-
walls, but the adjoining railroad tracks. While this provides
the opportunity to eliminate the present undesirable railroad
grade crossing, it also presents geometric design constraints and
dictates the location of the touchdown or end points for the
relocation alternatives. Details are provided in the following
sections.
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ALTERNATIVES

PLANS ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER STUDY

21. Four feasible locations for replacement of the Main Street bridge
were identified in the 1974 Bridge Location Study. These locations
are shown on Figure 8, Page 49 of the Main Report (DM No. 8). Early
consideration in the current study confirmed that there are no other
feasible locations.

Location 1B (Belgrade-Main)

22. One of the original locations, Location 1B connecting Belgrade
Avenue in North Mankato to Main Street in Mankato, was found to be
no longer p'rui .i't and feasible because of new developments along Main
Street. Other design variations that would connect to Main Street
were found to require more right-of-way than alternatives connecting
to Mulberry Street without reducing impacts or providing better
traffic service.

Location 3 (Monroe-Madison)

23. Two alternatives running from the vicinity of TH 169 and Monroe 1
Avenue in North Mankato to Madison Avenue at North Front Street in
Mankato were studied. One of these, Alternative 3A, connected to
Monroe Avenue and included an interchange with TH 169 on the left
bank of the river. The other, 3B, did not connect to Monroe Avenue,
but ended at an interchange with TH 169. Traffic analysis showed
that because of their location removed from the Central Business
Districts of both cities, these alternatives would not provide
efficient travel service for a large and important portion of the
trip desires. Primarily because of this failing, this location
was determined not to be a suitable replacement for the existing
bridge. Alternatives 3A and 3B were both eliminated from further
study.

Location 2 (Range-Warren)

24. Two alternatives were also considered to connect Range Street
in North Mankato with Warren and Cherry Streets in Mankato.
Alternative 2 would pass over Front Street, Pike Street, and the
Milwaukee branchline tracks in addition to the CNW. This design
provided poor connections to Pike Street, was costly and had
serious negative impacts along Cherry and Warren Streets. With
the decline of rail service and customers beyond Cherry Street on
the Milwaukee branchline, it was found to be feasible to have the
bridge approach meet grade at the intersection of Pike and Warren
Streets. This overcame the major disadvantages of Alternative 2
in Mankato. The revised plan, Alternative 2A, was judged to be
far more desirable. Alternative 2 was thus dropped from further
consideration.
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Loc at ion I (cpe a~dLe Muin erN,

2S l cn t I. vct.i t I'l B(. I I' rade Avenue - Mulbherry St reet location
coI cr z:o 1 ient s, with des ign variat ions in both

North .1 Ic.Since all combinations of the variations
Wert1C 1)0 1 ill I s-i V _nllilar tr~affic circulation, i t was

I ti pi: ii r ,'r tOne bst'combi nati on on the ha si s of the
rt-lti oci I i An, nul itx' of traffic service.

2o. 0ti IA, i pass undler 'Ili 109 in North Mankato,
and t caC d in ll l o1 Ihe soLIthcrl y side of Mulberry Street,

avui. i' r hc.h t ilto I. but having negative visual and
a ' t. r' ti: North Mankato ;ide of the river, two

design varlitl"I i NCw.In V ca One of thcse would avoid dis-
place. .. ut ofb isoi.( \1 cer Drive neighborhood; the other
sOuld disprlait. it. tion_ requiring the acquisitionT of the

Ri e. r~ rI c t. i.-i dJ1 to be more desirable. This was
based on the (IL s rabi I i vof c-i i niinating the devel oped usc of this

isolt. irccl , cop nthe anticipation of no s3ignificant
reloc h on diff-, cult ics, 'I ne-t saiving in construction and right-of-
Way) CO, OI anfl ill rlokve nt in the traffic operational features of
the lt~b

27. 'hi scond it iclmcnt , lu, would pass over I 169 and touch
dIown - 011n; til( CCit.r Of N!Ulh erry Street. This alignment would be
superilor o ]A ir- %1 : _. ic operations and] long term land use

i-cl t ~t p Hit iioul d requnire the acquisition of the Burton
lHotel.

28. Becauce ailignments 1A and IC would occupy t-he same basic
locat ioin, the, den giit of thc ends can be interchanged. This results
in fou~r-listinct altornt ives:

Alit C i -at i ye N o. 1P-IanIKa to App1T rochc Mankato Approach

IA I 11ludcr 'I 109 South edge of Mulberry Street
lI VC nder. Tit 169 Center of Mulberry Street
[ CC Ove r 'Il 169 Center of Mulberry Street

1 \Over 'I'll 169 South edge of Mulberry Street

29. The assessment of these alternatives revealed that alterna-
tive,, 1CC and ICA were superior to alternatives IAA and IAC in North
Mankato dueI to fewer displacements, flatter grades and better ramp
characteristics, reduced. noise impacts, and a preferrable construction
bypass road alignment. In Mankato, the choice lay primarily in the
disposition of the Burton lHotel, which has significance as a conven-
ient residence for senior citizens, students, and others with low
incomes. Since sufficient replacement housing was apparently not
available, it was concluded that Alternative lAA or ICA should be
selected in Mankato. Thie common choice in both cities being
Alternative ICA, it was selectcJ1 as the most desirable and viable
design alternative for the Belgrade-Mulberry location, thus elimina-
ting Alternatives L"A, ]A(,, and ICC.
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30. A fifth design alternative at the Belgrade-Mulberry location was
also investigated. This alternative was designated Alternative IDA,
since it primarily affected the design on the North Mankato end of
the crossing. The purpose for the supplemental investigation was to
determine the feasibility of reducing construction costs 1j)' , ci~
the design to avoid replacement of the existing i! 169 bridge ox-'
Belgrade Avenue. The Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/D)OT),
with Federal Highway Administration (FH-WA) concurrence, found
Alternative IDA to be "unacceptable"l because of (a) its "excessive"
grades for the prevailing traffic conditions through ramp intersections
and (b) its substandard level of traffic service under projected traffic
demands. See Appendix E for details. Alternative IDA was thus
eliminated from further consideration.

WITHOUT CONDITIONS (No Action)

31. If the Main Street bridge is not modified, the flood control
project, which is now largely completed, would not provide protection
from the Standard Project Flood (SPF). The SPF water surface elevation
at the Main Street crossing for the overall flood control project is based
On the bridges being raised. If not, the bridge-, would act as a dam

causing the water surface to exceed the height of the upstream
barriers as presently constructed. This would cause serious dis-
ruption to the communities and users and be contrary to the legis-
lation authorizing protection for the SPF.

32. To achieve SPF protection, either the existing flood barriers
and levees or the bridges would have to be raised. Raising or
adding to the height of the flood barriers would require extensive
reconstruction, increased base widths, and be extremely costly.
This would involve additional acquisition and other related
problems, and the collection of ice and debris would still remain
a material hazard due to the present low and restrictive profiles
of the bridges. Thus, raising the bridges to complete the project
is considered essential.

PLANS CONSIDERED IN DETAIL

Alternative ICA (Belgrade-Mulberry)

33. Alternative ICA would connect Belgrade Avenue in North Mankato
to Mulberry Street in Mankato. The new bridge would accommodate
three 12-foot travel lanes, a 6-foot shoulder and an 8-foot
sidewalk/bikeway in each direction. The existing interchange with
TH 169 on the North Mankato side would be reconstructed, with TH 169
realigned toward the river and lowered to pass under the new Belgrade
Avenue approach to the bridge. New, improved ramps to TH 169 and
signalized ramp intersections with Belgrade Avenue would be construc-
ted. River Drive north of Belgrade Avenue and the portion of Cedar

Street between Wheeler and Belgrade Avenues would be closed.
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34. On the Mankato side, the new crossing would pass over Pike-North
front Street connecting to existing Mulberry Street between Second
and Broad Streets. Access ramps would be provided to and from Second
Street, although Second Street would be closed to through traffic.
M Ihorr,' Street would be widened from Second to Fourth Streets to
accommodate four travel lanes. New traffic signals and intersection
improvements would be required at the intersections of Mulberry with
Broad and Fourth Streets. Roadway and intersection improvements on
Main and Plum Streets between Pike-North Front and Second Streets
would be required to facilitate traffic circulation, particularly
truck movements, to and from Pike-North Front Street. On Madison
Avenue, signal and intersection modifications at Fourth Street and
bridge route signing would be installed to facilitate traffic flow
between the bridge and the Mankato "Hilltop" area. Parking restric-
tions would be required on Mulberry Street and in the imediate
vicinity of each of the above intersection modifications.

3S. The proposed plan for Alternative 1CA is shown in Appendix A on
Plate A--8. Profiles for the new river crossing, ramps and revised
TIH 169 are shown on Plates A-9 to A-13. Typical cross sections are
s;hown on Plate A-25.

Alternative 2A (Range-Warren)

36. Alternative 2A would connect Range Street in North Mankato to
Warren Street in Mankato. As under Alternative ICA, the new bridge
would accomiodate three 12-foot travel lanes, a 6-foot shoulder and
an 8-foot sidewalk/bikeway in each direction. The interchange with
T 169 in North Mankato would be relocated from Belgrade Avenue to
Range Street, although the existing Belgrade underpass of TH 169
would he retained to provide access to the businesses and River
Drive neighborhood located between Ttt 169 and the river. The new
interchange ramps on the south would provide access to and from
Lookout Drive, but not T11 169, due to the close proximity to the
adjoining interchange. The ramps on the north would retain access
to and from TH 169. TH 169 would require reconstruction (realign-

ment and profile changes) from north of Belgrade Avenue to the
vicinity of the North Star Bridge. Portions of Lookout Drive and
the T! 19-Center Street connection would also require reconstruction.

37. Range Street in North Mankato would be widened to accommodate
four travel lanes from TH 169 north to Wheeler Avenue. Belgrade
Avenue would be widened from Range Street west to Cross Street,
with signalization and right-turn channelization added at the
Belgrade-Range intersection. Nicollet Avenue would be "dead-ended"
in cul-de-sacs on each side of Range Street.
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38. In Mankato, Warren Street would be reconstructed to accommodate
two-directional traffic with a median separation from Pike to
Second Streets. (Warren Street is currently one-way eastbound.)
Pike Street would be reconstructed south of Cherry Street. The City
of Mankato plans to extend Pike Street southeast from Warren Street
to provide a direct connection into South Front Street. While the
alignment of this connection has not been determined to date, the
Pike-Warren intersection layout was developed to accommodate the
southeast extension of Pike Street. This intersection would be
raised approximately five feet, and traffic signals and turn lane
channelization would be installed. Dual left-turn lanes would be
required on the eastbound Warren Street and southbound Pike Street
approaches. Site constraints dictate hat an undesirable steep
grade (4.8%) and roadway curvature (12 - 30') be used on the
Warren Street bridge approach in order to accommodate an intersection
at Pike Street.

39. The proposed plan for Alternative 2A is shown in Appendix A
on Plates A-16 and A-17. Profiles for the new river crossing,.
ramps and revised TH 169 and Pike Street are shown on Plates A-18
to A-23. Typical cross sections are shown on Plates A-26 and A-27.

Implementation Responsibilities

40. Under the modifications to the 1976 Water Resources Development
Act, P.L. 94-587, approved 22 October 1976, the Main Street bridge
replacement is to be constructed entirely at Federal expense. Under
this law, any betterments would be local responsibilities. None
are anticipated under either alternative.

41. The Corps of Engineers has responsibility for financing and
constructing the bridge replacement. Roadway and bridge design
criteria are the responsibility of the Minnesota Department of
Transportation. The bridge, when complete, will be turned over to,
and become the property of the State (Alternative iCA) or local
governments (Alternative 2A) for future operation and maintenance.
Implementation of the recommended prohibition of trucks on Broad
and Fourth Streets would be a responsibility of the City of Mankato.

Mitigation Requirements

42. Some of the negative impacts of both alternatives can be
mitigated by the application of appropriate procedures. With
respect to necessary relocations, Public Law 91-646, "The Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act
of 1970"1, provides procedures and funds for the relief of
persons displaced by virtue of the construction of a Federal
project. Special relocation assistance needs of those households
and businesses with potential relocation problems (See Table D)
will be investigated in detail for the selected alternative in a
Relocation Study Design Memorandwit which will be completed prior
to initiation of right-of-way acquisition.

EIS-17
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43. To minimize disruptions during construction, specific requirements
for maintenance of traffic and performance of work directly affe.ting
the public would be wriiten into the construction specifications. Pay-
ment items would be included in the construction contract where necessary
to fulfill this intent. rhe impact of construction noise under either
alternative can be minimized by restricting the hours of construction
activity, utilizing the quietest equipment available, construction of
temporary barriers, and by careful attention to see that all equipment
is properly muffled. Minnesota Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction, Section 7, Subsection 17.tC2, states, in part, that the
contractor shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, regula-
tions, orders, and decrees in the performance of construction.

44. Potential water quality and aquatic life disturbances would be
minimized by careful control of construction operations in the river
and disposal of excavated sediments at approved disposal sites. Special
precaution will be required under Alternative ICA for construction
activities near the Mankato storm sewer outfall where sediment samples
have shown a high lead content. See the Section 404(b)(1) Evaluation
on Pages EIS-60 to LIS-(9 . Provisions for storowater drainage from
the bridge to permit containment of toxic or hazardous material spills
will be developed during the detailed design stage. Such plans will
be developed in cooperation with the M innesota Pollution Control , ,

Agency to meet requirements for bridge replacement certificationunder Section 401 o7 the Clean Water Act of 1977.

45. Under Alternative ICA, a through truck prohibition needs to be
established on Fourth and Broad Streets north of Mulberry Street to
mitigate the potential noise impacts of increased traffic in the
Mankato Washington Park neighborhood. Trucks would be routed between
the bridge and Pike-North Front Street (the current primary truck
route) via the new Second Street ramps and improved Main and Plum
Street sections. With the prohibition, projected design year noise
levels on Broad and Fourth Streets would remain at or near current
levels. The removal of through trucks from this traffic flow would
also improve the safety and appearance of these streets compared to
conditions with trucks permitted. A similar prohibition would be
desirable under Alternative 2A.

46. Mitigation of adverse visual impact in the Mulberry Street area
under Alternative ICA would be accomplished to the extent possible by
appropriate attention to the design of the structure and landscaping.
To minimize the inconvenience to pedestrians, the space under the
bridge approach could be developed to provide a pedestrian tie between
Main Street and Old Town.

47. Anticipated noise impacts on the Nicollet neighborhood under
Alternative 2A can be partially mitigated by noise walls constructed
along the 7t 169 ramp bordering the neighborhood.
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National Economic Development and Environmental Quality Aspects

48. Alte-rative 1CA contributes in a greater degree than Alternative
2A to National Economic Development (NED), because of its significantly
lower capital cast and superior traffic service. Neither plan displays
superiority with respect to other economic impacts. Both alternatives
satisfy the primary NED objective of providing desired flood protection
for the Mankato area in accordance with the project authorization.
Both alternatives produce savings to the CNW and to motorists due to
the elimination of the present at-grade rail crossing.

49. Alternatives ICA and 2A are essentially equal in terms of impacts
on the natural and cultural environment. While neither was found to
have significant adverse environmental effects, they are not considered
to have a net positive contribution to the Environmental Quality (EQ)
objective.

Tentatively Selected Plan

50. Careful consideration of the features and impacts of the two
plans, plus the application of a comparative "value methodology"
procedure clearly demonstrated the superiority of Alternative ICA
over Alternative 2A. Alternative ICA is preferred as the tentatively
selected plan for the following reasons:

* Alternative 1CA has a significantly lower total cost.
* Alternative ICA has superior design and location

characteristics for traffic service and safety,
including retention of State trunk highway route
designation.

* Both alternatives would create adverse social impacts
from resident displacement and from neighborhood
disruption due to traffic changes, although such
effects would occur at different locations. Con-
sidering (a) the net overall effects and (b) the
good potential for mitigating relocation difficulties
and potential adverse noise impacts on the neighbor-
hoods, neither alternative should be dismissed or
significantly favored from a social impact basis.

0 Neither alternative would have significant adverse
nai.aral environmental impacts.

0 Workshop ratings of comparative impacts (excluding
cost) by local, State and Corps officials and staff
revealed a higher overall rating of Alternative lCA.
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Comparative ,jfli t of \tIernat iycs

51. The impacts of \lter ti es ICA , , ,_rc r .:Iround
specific public issues :id con,'"rns. ( t iirat . t.iti'.'U iised on
these issues and concc !'i- i.ts 1:uiiet) out 1uot V) V. Itai'f,
but also by memers of the :stat 11[ V .i : it. "o :',1 ! t() ind North
Mlankatu in spci: a , i .s lion.. ll A. ;,1 ,e re
project costs, displacomcn t s t ra fti c seo riic Jpactfs
on neighborhoods, on redovelIoiflot ki]'n :I \ , s
districts. Related cinivirol lkltal concerni: i l1i r kr-o.. otl Ies,
noise, air qu:i Iity, park:- :n11 histori sitoS . o::, : T. and
impacts are :.m i d in I;0)1( P-. Iir:hliv- dc r . . ,; n tie
following sect ions.

:I\FiCI'* I) T.N\ ! R()NV i %

ENVIRONMIEN'fAl (ONI.IT IONN

52. Mankato and ,orth ,ttnkato dominate 1c%noui c v 1 1. :rly prosperous,
agriculture-oriented Itra. 1he cities . t hco ' 11h i! Ii, ii incor-
porated community of L.e llier, fuirnish empl .,- nt Id oa i2, for a
population of about 4-1, ht) p ,rsons. 1He ariut . 1 

,.  ,f" agc r I LiItUral
products, small industries, sales and so od$ ,0h'.::t ,construlct ion,
and related businoesss iad profess ions coip r s sc , ,_-'Ko;- .1c1ivities

of the metropolitan region.

53. The tridge relocation area is highly deve!oped . .:!in1 Use patterns
are generally consistent with existing zoning. 1, otl es, the
termini of the various alternatives are at or kIr :h ,ri i siness
Districts (CBD), whcr2 land uses consist of cormie,'cia Jo' clorl) rts, small
manu f act Ur ing p)lan t s, andI- sal a aid -;e r,.: ie t- t e, :,: i' Onl-
t iguous to the CBI)' s are resident ial and o It- ,.lt I ir, which

contain single and multiple family dwellings ia ip ; Thl, 11u11t , Iols,
churches, parks and small offices.

54. The lower portions of both Mankato and Nortlh M i ncluding the
existing and alternative Main Street Bridge loction, 1ii in lie broad
Minnesota River vallev. Vallev floor eleations in the iin .Street bridpe
vicinity vary from approximately -70 to 7S0 f'.'ct aihov. sea level, l he
relatively flat plain that surrounds the Mankato arca:i uitop the valley
bluffs varies in elevation from approximate).v lfTUO) to 1I0f feet above
sea level.

SS. The Minnesota River has high total hardnes:; and turhidity levels
and is subject to periods of high siltation. Benthos, clam and fish

studies indicate that the established aquatic communities are tolerant
of the high turbidity and siltation. Nutrient levels are quite high,
which is attributable to runoff from fertilized fields and waste water
discharge. Water quality compliance with trace mct: l standards indi-
cates a low level of industrial development. Analv\is of polychlorinated
biphenyl (PCB) and other chlorinated hydrocarbon level: from recent
sediment cores taken by the U.S. Geological Survey in the project
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TABLE B. COMPARATIVE IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A

COCERN BELGRADE-MU LBERRI RANGE-WARREN

I.jTIM\TE) C:OSTS

Capital (Federal) $ 19.b million $ 24.9 million

Annual Maintenance
and Operation S 41,000 (State) S 44,000 (Local)

DISPLACEmENTS

Households 19 40

Businesses 10

TRFFIC SERVICE F SAFETY

Convenience and Good overall; maintains tra- Adequate, but alters tradi-

\ccess ditional service. tional service with increased
overall travel.

Design Elements Meets desirable safety and Undesirable safety and capacity

capacity criteria, characteristics.

Maintenance of

Traffic During

Construction Bypass road and at-grade Bypass road on Th 169. Pike
intersection on TH 169. and Warren Streets detours.

NEIGHBORHOOD AND

NOISE IMPACTS

Washington Park Increased traffic; accelerated Less traffic growth; slower

land use conversions aderse land use conversion; truck
to neighborhood cohesion; re- prohibition desirable to

duced value for single-family mitigate noise.

residence, increased value
for higher density residential

and office use permitted by
zoning; potential significant

noise increase requires truck
prohibition to mitigate.

Sccond Street Reduced traffic; slower con- Continues present trend of

version to business use; traffic growth and business

potential long term positive conversion; minimal noise

effect on residential stability, level changes.
community cohesion and property
values; slight decrease in

noise levels.

Lincoln Park No impact. Potential for increased
traffic.

Nicollet No significant impact. Loss of residences adverse to
neighborhood cohesion; adverse
visual and noise impacts (noise
walls likely needed).

River Drive Eliminated, consistent with Remains isolated from

City plans. remainder of City.
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TABLE B. COMPARATIVE 1MPAC1 OF ALTER.NATIVES tCONI. I

AITERN\TIVE ICA AI T RN;L V] 2",
SONER% BI GRAIl -MU BELRR ic.\NG-,! - ,' k '

iLl1\ .L0PMI.\1 \RL\S

klulherry [ ,,plac, . ineses; limits Istinated .e'p>' C ,;
redetilupment use (estimated S4.9 till on.
potential SS.0 million; \isual
impacts require special design
measures.

Pike-Poplar No immediate stimulus, but Immediate development stMrul!u-,
retains entire area for hut three businesses and 17.
development. acre,- of redevelopment land

lost.

BUSINESS DISTRICTS

Mankato CBD Overall positive impact. Overall positive impact.

Old Town Special design features needed \o significant impact.
to mitigate potential adverse
visual impacts and maintain
pedestrian ties to CB1).

North Mankato CB, No significant impact. Creates uncertaint fo! W

viabilit and land ucc.

IKATER RESOURCES No significant impact. Special No significant inpat.
sediment disposal precaution
requi red.

AIR QUALIT) No significant impact. No significant impact.

PARKS I access alteration and I minor acquisit-or.

potential enlargement, 1 in- 2 indirec traff

direct impact (traffic)

HISTORIC SITES

National Register
Properties (On or
Nomination Pending) No adverse impacts. 1 indirect impact traffic..

Potentially Eligible
Properties I displacement, S indirect 3 displacements, 1 indirect

impacts (traffic). impact (traffic;.
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area indicate no presence of PCB "hot spots" (location where the con-
centration is far above ambient levels). The only potential "hot
spot" for heavy metals was found in the backwater area downstream
from the existing Main Street Bridge. Two sediment cores taken at
this location contained above normal lead levels, probably due to
the Mankato storm sewer effluent pipe which enters the Minnesota
River at that point.

56. Vegetation and wildlife are typical of disturbed, urban habitats
in southern Minnesota. No threatened or endangered flora or fauna
are known to exist in the area. No major river pools or wetlands
areas occur in the potential impact area.

57. There are 23 properties listed on the National Register of
Historic Places within thce potential impact area for the Main
Street bridge replacement. Eight of these properties are individual
listings. The remaining 15 properties make up the North Front
Street Commercial District. An additional 66 properties considered
"potentially eligible" for listing on the Register were also
identified in the area of possible impact.

SIGNIFICANT CONCERNS

58. Five impact categories were specifically identified as signi-
ficant concerns by public interests. They are displacements,
neighborhoods, redevelopment areas, existing business districts,
and traffic service and safety. Other concerns of significance
on the basis of laws, standards and technical criteria include
water resources, noise, air quality, parks, and historic sites.
Each of these concerns and their significance are summarized below.

Displacements

59. Physical displacement of households and businesses is a con-p
cern not only in terms of the direct relocation costs, but also
because of potential social, psychological and financial hardships
placed on those dislocated, and the tax loss to the affected
municipalities. The severity of the impact is closely dependent
on the characteristics and relocation potential of those affected.

Neighborhoods

60. Together with traffic changes, physical displacements can also
directly or indirectly impact the character and cohesive nature of
residential neighborhoods by altering traditional neighborhood ties
and land use, and by affecting traffic and pedestrian safety, noise
levels, aesthetics and property values. Within the eight neighbor-
hoods of Mankato and North Mankato potentially impacted by the
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Main Street bridge alterations, five residential or mixed office-
residential "sub-neighborhood" locations were identified as most
subject to impact from the detailed study alternatives ICA and 2A.
They are the Washington Park, Second Street and Lincoln Park areas
of Mankato and the Nicollet and River Drive areas of North Mankato.
Brief descriptions of each area are included below. Detailed
descriptions can be found on pages 12 to 26 of the Main Report
and in Technical Report No. 4, "Social and Fcononic Resources".

61. Washington Park - This area, which extends along Broad and
Fourth Streets between Main and Madison Streets, embraces a mixture
of single and multi-family residences and office uses. Slightly
over half of the housing units on each street are renter occupied.
Both the percentage of owner-occupied houses and niucber of non-
residential structures have remained relatively constant during
the 1970's. High turnover rates on Broad Street indicate a
relatively non.-cohesive neighborhood. Turnover on Fourth Street
i s slightly lower, particularly among renters, indicated a some-
what more stable neighborhood environment.

62. Second Street - Lying on the boundary between the Central
neighborhood and the CBD and extending from Plum Street to Madison
Street, this area is characterized a predominance of multi-family
renter-occupied housing. The neighborhood is a high turnover,

transient area lacking cohesive community characteristics.

63. Lincoln Park - This area is an essentially residential neigh-
borhood, adjoining the CBD onthe south, that would be Sbetto potential
traffic impac1t from the project. The area is a fully deveioped
and mature area, with a mixture of single-family and multi-family
units, slightly over half renter-occupied.

64. Nicollet - This area, extending generally along the eastern
portion of Nicollet Avenue near the Main Street bridge, is a stable
and highly cohesive single-family residential neighborhood. Approxi-
mately two-thirds of the units are owner-occupied. The area has a
high proportion of elderly residents.

65. River Drive - This area, which lies immediately downstream
(north) of the existing Main Street bridge in North Mankato, con-
tains ten single-family residences and one small manufacturer. The
area is isolated from the remainder of North Mankato and the City
finds providing the area with municipal services to be difficult
and costly.

Redevelopment Areas

66. Portions of the Key City Urban Renewal Area and Minnesota-Poplar
Street Redevelopment Area directly adjoin the Mankato end of the two
detailed study bridge relocation alternatives. Mankato has expressed
concern that the redevelopment potential and resulting property tax
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value of these areas would be significantly affected by the bridge
location. Under either alternative, portions of currently vacant
redevelopment parcels would be precluded from development and previously
developed parcels would be displaced by bridge ramps and approaches.
Redevelopment potential of the remaining adjoining parcels would also
be subject to change.

67. The portion of the Key City Urban Renewal Area adjoining the
Mankato end of Alternative lCA has been designated the "Mulberry"
redevelopment area for purposes of this study. Lying in the northern
portion of the Mankato CBD, this area extends roughly from Front to
Broad Streets along Mulberry Street and embraces, west of Second
Street. the Burton Hotel, the Minnesota Valley Regional Library, and
the new Holiday Inn. Part of the area was acquired and has been held
vacant by the City for bridge access ramps (2.79 acres).

68. The Minnesota-Poplar Street Redevelopment Project has resulted
in the clearance and reassemblage of land for light industrial and
commercial use in the southwestern portion of the CBD adjacent to
the Mankato end of Alternative 2A. Several new businesses have
already located in the area, including Pfeiffers Plumbing and Heating
and the Plumbery Home Center. Considerably more redevelopment
activity is anticipated in future years. This area, plus an ad-
joining triangular tract to the northeast between Pike Street and
the CNW railroad tracks in the Key City Renewal Area, has been
designated as the "Pike-Poplar" redevelopment area for the purpose
of this study. The triangular tract is currently occupied by a City
parking lot and a railroad depot. Plans for commercial development
of the site as an extension of the Madison Mall opposite Pike Street
to the east are currently in negotiation between the City and a
private developer. As part of the project, the City is in the
process of acquiring the Milwaukee rail branchline property adjoining
Pike Street. Rail service on the branchline has been discontinued.

Business Districts

69. Concern over accessability and related economic and land use
impacts extend beyond the immediate redevelopment tracts to the
adjacent business districts of Mankato and North Mankato: the
"downtowns" or Central Business Districts (CBD's) of each City
and the "Old Town" shopping area of Mankato.

70. Mankato CBD - Existing land use in the Mankato CBD is comprised
of retail, service, and office facilities. The "downtown" area is
generally regarded as being encompassed by Pike, Second, Main, and
Warren Streets. The enclosed Mankato Mall shopping complex contains
approximately 76 businesses including Brett's Department Store,
J.C. PenneyCo., and assorted clothes stores, drug stores, restaurants
and specialty shops. The success of the Mankato Mall has spurred
aidjacent redevelopment, such as a one block pedestrian mall just
south of the enclosed mall, three large parking ramps, and a major
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hotel complex (Holiday Inn) at the intersection of Main and Pike Streets,
adjoining the Main Street bridge. Continuing effort to re-establish the
area as the principal commercial sector of the local economy is evidenced
by numerous new and/or expanded businesses.

71. Old Town - The "Old Town" shopping area is generally considered to
be in an area adjacent to Front Street bounded by Plum Street-, Second
Street, and Madison Avenue. The "Old Town" area is bisected by a major
traffic artery (North Front Street) connecting Madison Avenue and the
Germania and Tourtelotte Park neighborhoods of Mankato with the present
Main Street bridge and the downtown shopping district. T'he "Old Town"
shopping area is distinctly different in function from the downtown
shopping area, being comprised mostly of specialty shops.

72. Old Town Neighborhood, Inc., a neighborhood association of merchants
and residents, has developed a "Concept Plan" for improvement of the
area. The primary element is renewal of the North Front Street
Commercial Core through concentrated improvements to the streets and

* other public areas, and preservation and enhancement of historic
structures. Although the Concept Plan has not been formally adopted

* by the Mankato City Council, it serves as the basis for the City of
Mankato's multi-year (1979-1981) community development block grant I

program in the "Old Town" neighborhood. However, not all of thle Concept
* Plan proposals or recommended changes are being implemented by the City

of Mankato. In particular, the City is not planning to reduce Front
Street to two lanes on the western half of the current street width,
with a landscaped median separating the traffic from diagonal parking.
However, to reduce traffic congestion, the City does foresee the
eventual elimination of parking along both sides of Front Street
between Plum and Rock, and the development of off-street parking areas
to serve the Front Street businesses.

73. North Mankato CBD - North Mankato's commercial area is concentrated
* within about P12 blocks of the Main Street bridge and mainly along

Belgrade Avenue. It is comprised of neighborhood businesses such as

Restaurant located immediately adjacent to the Minnesota River is hadaesoeaanrmt aen, aeadbn. TeCnuyCu

prominent commercial feature in this area and serves a clientele from
within a large regional trade area. The portion of the area zoned

* for CBD uses along Nicollet Avenue east of Range Street adjoining the
touchdown location for Alternative 2A currently remains occupied by single-
family housing.
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Traffic Service and Safety

74. While the primary objective of the project is to complete the flood
protection project, the major secondary objective is to provide safe and
efficient vehicular and pedestrian traffic service to and between the
adjoining commnunities. All alternatives have been developed to comply
with minimum design standards. However, the characteristics and con-
straints of each location result in significant differences in the
travel convenience and access, safety and capacity characteristics,
roadway system continuity, and maintenance of traffic during construction
afforded under the study alternatives. These differences form a major
concern affecting the selection of a preferred alternative.

Water Resources

75. The Minnesota River is the predominant natural resource of the
study area. All relocation alternatives require construction activity
in the river for new bridge piers. The primary concerns regardless of
the alternative selected are (1) provision of adequate construction
procedures to minimize disturbance to the river and avoid significant
pollution from construction activities and (2) provision of stormwater
runoff controls in the bridge design to permit containment of toxic
or hazardous material spills. Federal and State regulations require
coordination with various agencies responsible for water resource
management and pollution control.

76. The Minnesota River is quite turbid and has high concentrations
of calcium,, magnesium, and nutrients. Sediment samples taken near
the Main Street bridge indicated a high lead content near the Mankato
storm sewer outlet. No major river pools or wetland areas occur in
the potential impact area. Groundwater in the project area has been
developed for domestic, industrial and municipal use. Municipal and
industrial sources are primarily deep bedrock wells, with some
supplemental municipal and private domestic shallow wells in the
valley alluvium.

Noise

77. Present noise levels in the area are generally within Federal
Highway Administration (FHIVA) design noise level standards, but
State daytime and nighttime noise standards are exceeded throughout
much of the area, as indicated in Table C. Therefore, any sub-
stantial increases that cannot be mitigated would not be acceptable.
While noise impacts are neighborhood concerns, they have been con-
sidered separately (in addition to other neighborhood impacts)
because of the standards that exist.
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Air Quality

78. Transportation related pollutants are not considered to present
a problem in the Mankato area. However, Federal and State guidelines
require a screening technique evaluation of potential "worst case"
concentrations to insure that ambient air quality standards are not
exceeded.

Parks

79. Five Mankato parks and three North Mankato parks lie within the
potential bridge impact area. These include Washington (3.5 acres),
Hubbard (0.3 acres), Palmer Centennial (0.3 acres), Plaza (0.2 acres),
and an unnamed park (0.2 acres) in Mankato, and Wheeler (12.5 acres),
Wallyn (2.3 acres) and Riverview (1.8 acres) in North Mankato. Street
locations and facilities provided at each park are listed in Table 3
of the Main Report. In recognition of the significance of parks to
the human environment, Federal transportation policy prohibits the use
of parkland unless there is no feasible and prudent alternative.
Potential traffic related impacts were also identified as a public
concern.

Historic Sites

80. There are 23 properties listed on the National Register of Historic
Places within the potential impact area for the Main Street bridge replace-
ment. Eight of these properties are individual listings. The remaining
fifteen properties make up the North Front Street Commercial District. An
additional 66 properties considered "potentially eligible" for listing on
the Register were also identified in the area of possible impact.

81. Federal historic preservation laws require coordination with
the State Historic Preservation Officer and application of a
"Criteria of Effect" to identify impacts upon historic properties and
mitigation procedures to minimize any adverse impacts. Local concern
was also expressed that impacts on historic properties be avoided or
minimized to the extent practicable.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

DISPLACEMENTS

82. Nineteen households and seven businesses would be displaced
under Alternative ICA. Forty households and ten businesses would be
displaced by Alternative 2A. Characteristics and relocation potential
of the displaced households and businesses are shown in Table D. This
assessment is based on data collected in interviews with potentially
affected owners and residents during 1978 and early 1979.
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83. Under Alternative 2A, 39 of the 40 household displacements would
occur in North Mankato, including 33 households in the Nicollet Avenue
neighborhood--predominantly from owner-occupied, single family
residences. Residential surveys indicated that over two-thirds of
the owner occupants have lived in the same house for over ten years,
with strong neighborhood personal and social tie. Consideing a
combination of age and income characteristics, present equity.
estimated market values and expressed relocation preferences in
relation to housing and rental market conditions, three of the house-
holds would experience definite relocation problems. An additional 11
households have potential relocation problems, as indicated in lable
D. Under Alternative iCA, 18 of the 19 household displacements would
also occur in North Mankato, including 10 from the River l)rive neigh-
borhood. Five of these households are subject to potential relocation
problems, as indicated in Table D. Public Law 91-646, "The Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Properties Acquisition Policies Act
of 1970" provides procedures and funds for the relief of persons
displaced by virtue of the construction of a Federal project. Special
relocation assistance needs of the above households will be investigated
in detail in the Relocation Study Design Memorandum for the alternative
ultimately selected.

84. While Alternative 2A would displace three more businesses than
Alternative ICA, it would be the least disruptive overall in terms
of potential loss in gross sales, total employees affected, and
potential loss in annual payroll. However, when relocation potential
is considered, the differences between the two alternatives diminishes
considerably, as shown in Table D. A substantial portion of the sales
and employment value occurs in businesses with good relocation
potential that would not likely be adversely affected by displacement.

85. Direct annual property tax loss to both Mankato and North
Mankato due to property acquisition would be similar under either
alternative. The loss represents approximately one-third of one
percent of the taxes collected by the two communities.

NEIGHBORHOODS

Washington Park

86. Alternative lCA would induce impacts on the Washing ton
Park neighborhood due to increased traffic on tiroad and Fourth
Streets. Closing of Second Street at Mulberry and the eastward
relocation of the bridge touchdown are expected to initially increase
volumes by approximately 50 percent from current levels (5000 to
5500 vehicles per day), with an increase by the year 2000 of approxi-
mately 150 percent. These one-way, 44-foot wide streets are con-
structed to accommodate the anticipated increases. Parking can be
retained on both sides of these streets except in the vicinity of
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TABLE D. DISPLACEMENT IMPACTS

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRVDE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Residential

Structures Displaced 15 30

Single-Family 14 23
Two-Family 0 5
Multi-Family 1 2

Housing Units Displaced 19 43
( unoccupied)

Partial Taking Only 1 0

Households Displaced 19 40

Renter 8 16
Owner Occupied 11 24

..ow Income S 2311

Individuals Displaced 48 71

Elderly 4 23
Minority 0 1
Youth 16 10

Average Value of Owner-
Occupied Residence $ 31,500 $ 40,000

Average Monthly Rent'
for Renters $ 189 $ 160

Household Relocation Owner Owner
Potential*: Occupied Renters Occupied Renters

No Major Problem
Anticipated 7 7 13 11

Potential Relocation
Problem 4 1 8 3

Definite Relocation
Problem - - 3 -

No Determination
Possible - - - 2

*Household relocation potential is based on an evaluation of resident
age and income characteristics, present equity, estimated market values
and expressed relocation preferences in relation to present and projected
housing and rental market conditions and public housing program
characteristics.

Cu See Technical Report No. 4, "Social and Economic Resources" for
additional details.
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TABLE D. DISPLACEMENT IMPACTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATIVE ICA ALTERNATIVE 2A
AREA/CATEGORY BELGRADE-MULBERRY RANGE-WARREN

Business

Structures Displaced 7 8

Businesses Displaced 7 10

Relocation Potential* Relocation Potential*
Characteristics Good ? Total Good ? Total
of Affected
Businesses:

Number 4 3 7 3 7 10

Gross Annual
Sales 8.2** 2.6 10.8** 0.8 1.5 2.3
($ Million)

% Total Mankato
Area Sales 1.5** 0.5 1.9"* 0.1 0.3 0.4

Employees:

Full Time 78 66 144 31 24 55
Part Time 12 46 58 1 42 43

TOTAL 90 112 202 32 66 98

Annual Employee
Payroll ($ Million) 1.0 0.6 1.6 0.3 0.3 0.6

% Total Mankato
Area Payroll 1.8 1.2 3.0 0.6 0.6 1.2

Direct Annual % Total % Total

Property Tax Loss*** Loss Taxes Loss T____s

Mankato $24,500 0.24 $21,200 0.21

No. Mankato 11,700 0.54 12,800 0.58

TOTAL $36,200 0.29 $34,000 0.28

*Relocation potential is based on interviews with affected merchants and
local officials and on nature of business involved. "?" indicates
questionable status.

**Includes firm sales at non-displaced location that could not be separated
from total.

***Direct annual tax lost due to property acquisition only. Indirect tax
loss due to property value changes or potential tax gains due to in-
creased development are discussed in following sections for each affected
area.

See Technical Report No. 4, "Social and Economic Resources" for additional
details.
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their intersections with Madison Avenue and Mulberry Street. With a
recommended truck prohibition, neighborhood noise levels are antici-
pated to remain at or near current levels. Because of separate noise
standards, noise impacts are treated separately (i.e., in addition to
related neighborhood character and property value effects) in a
following section.

87. The traffic increases are compatible with existing multiple-
residence and office zoning and with the present minor arterial street
designation of Broad and Fourth Streets. However, increased traffic
would be incompatible with existing single-family residential uses,
since it would likely accelerate conversions to higher density
residential and office use and would further tend to increase the
rental character of the neighborhood. Existing neighborhood
cohesiveness would be adversely affected, with an immediate loss,
or deceleration in rate of increase, of single-family residence
property values. It would tend to increase economic value for
office and higher density residential use, with a possible long
term gain in property tax yield.

* 88. Child and pedestrian safety near Washington Park is a prime con-
cern to area residents. Traffic increases under Alternative iCA
would increase the potential for conflict. Pedestrian approaches
and location of facilities within the park must be carefully
considered so that hazards to pedestrians can be significantly
reduced. Adoption of the recommended truck prohibition on Fourth
Street by the City would significantly reduce the potential safety
hazard.

89. Alternative 2A would cause no significant change due to the
bridge; however, traffic is expected to increase approximately 60
percent by the year 2000 due to general growth. Alternative 2A would
be generally compatible with existing zoning, land use and minor
arterial street designation of Fourth and Broad Streets. Conversion
to higher density residential and office use would likely continue,
but at a slower rate than under Alternative iCA. Truck traffic
prohibitions on Broad and Fourth Street and pedestrian safety
measures should also be considered for Alternative 2A.

Second Street

90. Under AlternativelCA, closing of Second Street at Mulberry to
through traffic would eliminate the Second Street function as an
access route to the CBD, reducing traffic by over 50 percent. Lower
traffic volumes may harm some Second Street businesses--many of
which are located in coniarted residences--that benefit from being
visible to passing customers. Generally, lower traffic volumes
would encourage the retention of residential land uses, but a slow
transition to higher densities is expected to occur over the long
run. Many single family residences have already been subdivided into
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apartments. Such conversions are likely to continue even with the
reduction in traffic. As neighborhood amenities and land values
increase, Second Street would become potentially more attractive
for high quality new apartment development.

91. Although it is not anticipated that the loss of traffic on
Second Street would significantly change the percentage of owner-
occupied units (i.e., no reversal back to single-family owner-
occupied residences is expected) residential stability and
community cohesion would likely increase over the long term due
to the improvement in neighborhood amenities. During the transition
to higher densities, existing absentee-rental properties nay remain
in relatively poor condition. However, use for higher-density
residential development should produce a long-term positive effect
on property values and property tax yield.

92. Alternative 2A would retain Second Street's function as an
access route to the CBD, with a projected traffic increase of 4

over 50 percent by the year 2000. It would be generally compatible
with existing zoning and recent improvements to Second Street.
The present trend toward a change in character from low-density
residential land uses to higher-density residential development
and business uses would likely continue under Alternative 2A. P
Also, the proportion of owner-occupied housing would probably
continue to decline.

93. A short-term increase in property values would probably occur
faster under Alternative 2A than Alternative lCA due to commercial
conversions; however, long-term values would likely attain a
similar level. During the transition to higher intensity uses, i
existing absentee rental properties may remain in relatively poor

Lincoln Park

94. No impact on the Lincoln Park neighborhood is anticipated
under Alternative 1CA. No direct impact is expected under
Alternative 2A. However, peak period congestion in the nearby
bridge touchdown area would likely cause some non-bridge traffic
to seek alternative routes (e.g., Van Brunt and Willard Streets)
through the neighborhood. This additional traffic would not
significantly affect noise levels or property values, but may
create safety problems for pedestrians.

Nicol let

95. Alternative iCA would have no significant impact on the
character and cohesion of the Nicollet neighborhood.
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96. Under Alternative 2A, approximately five acres of residential
property would be converted to highway use. Residential properties on
Nicollet Avenue east of Range Street would be isolated from the remainder
of the neighborhood. Over the long run, these isolated residences would
probably bo displaced or converted to commercial uses, since the block
is 7--ned (CBD) for commercial uses. Loss of 28 residential structures,
increased noise levels, loss of trees, Range Street and ramp embankments
(up to approximately 15' above existing grade), partial loss of access
to the neighborhood (via Nicollet Avenue and Range Street from Belgrade
Avenue), and traffic impacts from a temporary T.H. 169 bypass during
construction would all adversely impact the remaining residential
properties west of Range Street, which currently form a highly stable
and cohesive residential neighborhood. These disruptions ..,uld
probably adversely affect property values (initial declinc, long
range deceleration in the rate of increase) and their resultant tax
yields.

River Drive

97. Under Alternative ICA, the River Drive neighborhood would be elimi-
nated. Conversion of this existing residential and commercial area to
highway and park use would be inconsistent with existing zoning, but
consistent with the desire of the City of North Mankato to relocate the
isolated residences and to extend the proposed Riverview Park into the i
area. Relocation impacts on the displaced residents are included under
"Displacements".

98. Under Alternative 2A, the River Drive neighborhood would not be
significantly affected. It would, however, remain isolated by TH 169
from the remainder of North Mankato. Present problems of providing
city services to this isolated area would continue.

REDEVELOPMENT AREAS

99. The combined potential development value of redevelopment parcels
in the Mulberry and Pike-Poplar portions of the Key City Urban Renewal
and Minnesota-Poplar Street Redevelopment areas would be an estimated
$0.4 million greater under Alternative 2A than Alternative ICA. Such
development would produce a net gain of approximately $14,000 in annual
property tax revenues to the City of Mankato.

Mulberry

100. Under Alternative ICA, four businesses (two incompatible with CBD
zoning) would be displaced from the Mulberry-Plum Block. Existing
auto-bank tacilities would have to be reoriented. The Key City Renewal
Plan provided for a bridge at this location, including acquisition of
present open parcels, but not the additional acquisitions.

101. Redevelopment of parcels within the bridge access loops would
likely be limited to public use (e.g., a small landscaped park or
parking for the adjoining library). Redevelopment flexibility !or
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parcels east of Second Street would be limited by access constraints.
Holiday Inn's decision to locate on a nearby development parcel was
made in anticipation of a bridge at this location. The adjoining library
was located and designed to accommodate a bridge at this location.

102. The estimated potential development value of redevelopment parcels
not taken by a bridge is $3.0 million, with an estimated potential annual
tax gain of $70,000. Scale and visual impacts would be significant due
to the bridge structure and road fills. Special design measures would
be necessary to help mitigate such impacts, particularly on the library
(e.g., compatible bridge type and material, landscaping, pedestrian tie
to library, park development of area within loops -- the latter could
strengthen visual and functional ties to Old Town on north).

103. The Burton Hotel would remain, but access would be more difficult;
particularly pedestrian access to the CBD, which is important to elderly
tenants of the Burton. The visual setting for the Burton would also be
adversely affected by the adjoining approach roadways and ramps. See "Areas
of Controversy" and "Noise Impacts" sections for addi tiona i di scuss ion
of Potential imnacts on the Burton Hotel.

104. Under Alternative 2A, land previously acquired for bridge and ramps
would become available for commercial (CBD) development and the additional
displacement of 4 businesses would be avoided. Estimated p~otential
development value of the redevelopment parcels is $4.9 million, with an
estimated potential annual tax gain of $116,000; $1.3 million and $46,000
greater, respectively, than values for Alternative ICA.

Pike-Poplar

105. Alternative ICA would not create an immediate stimulus for develop-
ment of this area. However, it would retain the entire area for redevelop-
ment and would retain good access to the area. The estimated potential
annual tax gain from redevelopment parcels under ICA, which would be precluded
from development if Alternative 2A were chosen, is $32,000. Also, displacement
of three existing businesses and isolation of Gamble-Robinson from the
remainder of the industrial uses would be avoided.

106. Alternative 2A would provide direct access to Pike Street at Warren
Street, a positive development impetus for the Minnesota-Poplar Redevelop-
ment Area. The development value and resultant tax benefits for the
portion of this area not taken for bridge approaches would probably be
realized at an earlier date than under Alternative ICA, due to this
development stimulus. However, nearly 1.55 acres of the Redevelopment
Area would be lost because of roadway and embankments. The estimated
potential development value of this land is $1.4 million. The $32,000
annual tax benefits from development of the taken portion would not be
realized under Alternative 2A.

107. The Alternative 2A bridge and approach fills have significant scale
and height. However, the areas i-mpacted are not generally sensitive to
visual effects of this nature.
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BUSINESS DISTRICTS

Mankato CBD

108. Improved access and increased capacity from North Mankato under
either alternative should have a positive overall impact, encouraging
infill of vacant parcels, general redevelopment efforts, and an in-
crease in overall property values and taxes.

109. The predominant right-hand turn access from bridge to downtown
parking lots under Alternative lCA is a slight advantage. The pre-
dominant left-hand turn access from bridge to downtown parking lots
and potential peak period congestion in touchdown areas under
Alternative 2A would be a slight drawback. In addition, Alternative
2A would dislocate two existing CBD businesses.

Old Town

110. The location of the bridge would have no appreciable effect on
Front Street traffic volumes through the Old Town business district.
Traffic is anticipated to increase somewhat under either alternative
by the design year -- 30 percent under Alternative ICA, 20 percent
under Alternative 2A. Current and projected traffic levels under
either alternative are inconsistent with the Old Town Concept Plan
to reduce Front Street to two through-traffic lanes, but consistent
with City and State designation as a major arterial and trunk highway.
Traffic increases would be compatible with industrial and service
land uses, but incompatible with retail (specialty shops) uses.

* Alternative ICA would tend to decrease the potential spillover
* economic value of the CBD to Old Town. Old Town vehicular access

via Second Street would be limited. Design would play a crucial
role in the economic and aesthetic impact at this location. Particular
attention to design details would be needed to mitigate potential
adverse visual impacts and maintain the pedestrian tie to the CBD.

North Mankato CBD

would reinforce existing auto-oriented businesses, resulting ina

slight positive effect on property values. Depressing of the
TH 169 roadway would have a positive visual impact.

* 112. Under Alternative 2A, the loss of businesses at Range Street
and Belgrade Avenue could have a negative effect on business
activity and viability of the remaining CBD. Rerouting of traffic
would also negatively affect the generally auto-oriented businessesI on Belgrade Avenue. Alternative 2A would create uncertainty with
respect to the future of the CBD and land use plans, thereby

* potentially producing a small indirect tax loss due to a decrease
in property values.
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TRAFFIC SERVICE AND SAFETY

Convenience and Access

113. Elimination of the railroad grade crossing at the Mankato end of

the existing Main Street Bridge under either of the relocation
alternatives will eliminate traffic delays and congestion during

train passage, including frequent switching operations at the crossing.
Vehicle queues during train passage commonly extend acriss the bridge
onto the TH 169 ramps in North Mankato and into the Mankato (bh along
Main, Pike and North Front Streets. The crossing elimination will also

improve railroad operating efficiency and eliminate the need for cross-
ing guard protection, producing an estimated annual savings of $110,000
for the CNW.

114. Alternative ICA is centrally located to overall origins and
destination of bridge users, and thus requires the least overall
travel mileage. (Average annual mileage on the study system = 28.5
million vehicle miles.) It provides direct access to the Mankato CBD,
Old Town and Central Areas, and is centrally located with respect to
other destinations. Local access to blocks adjoining Second and Mulberry
Streets would be made less convenient, but not eliminated, by ramps and
the closing of Second Street.

115. In North Mankato, Alternative ICA would maintain convenient access
to the CBD and satisfactory access to other destinations. Northbound
TH 169 access to and from Monroe Avenue would be lost. Alternative ICA
would maintain traditional pedestrian ties, convenient to both CBD's, the
library and Old Town (approximate length between touchdowns = 2000'; max.
grade 4%). Pedestrian access to the vicinity of Second and Mulberry
Streets (including Burton Hotel) would be disrupted.

116. Alternative 2A would provide a less central location with respect
to overall origins and destinations of bridge users; it would require
an additional average annual travel of 1.5 million vehicle miles com-
pared to ICA (total on study system = 30.0 million). It provides
direct access to Pike Street, the Mankato CBD, and the South Central
and Hilltop South areas. It would provide less convenient access to

other destinations. Access via the bridge to and from 'I'l 169 south
would be lost.

117. In North Mankato, Alternative 2A would limit access to the CBD and
the adjoining Nicollet neighborhood. Belgrade-Range access to and
from the south on TH 169 would be lost. Traditional pedestrian links
would be altered; it would retain an adequate North Mankato-Mankato CBD
connection but would be inconvenient to the library and Old Town
(approximate length between touchdowns = 2500'; max. grade = 4.8%).
It would create an opportunity to cor. ect the bridge walkways to the
Mankato Mall via the recently constru, ted parking ramp walkways over
Pike Street near Cherry Street.
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Desi gn Elemnents -Safety

118. The maximum grades (4% Mankato side and 3.2% North Mankato side)
on Alternative ICA would be steeper than desirable (2%), but the
relatively flat horizontal curvature and adequate ramp spacing should
permit relatively safe operating conditions under signalization.

119. The radius of curvature on Alternative 2A approaching Pike Street
would be an absolute minimum for urban conditions and undesirable for
a multi-lane facility with the high volume of traffic forecasted.
The undesirability would be compounded because the curvature would
occur on intersection approach and is combined with a steep grade
(4.8%) and a dual left-turn lane. Sight distances are restricted
and stopping distances would be increased.

120. On the North Mankato side, the Alternative 2A grade (3.6%) would
be slightly steeper than under Alternative lCA. The horizontal
curvature would be flatter, but intersection angles more skewed.
The ramp terminals would be closer together, slightly reducing sight
distances -- a less safe design than Alternative ICA. It could be
particularly hazardous in poor weather.

121. Off of the bridge and its approaches, the city street standards
are fairly uniform throughout the affected areas and overall safety

conditions should be similar under either alternative.

Design Elements - Capacity

122. Under Alternative lCA, design traffic volumes (V) at all inter-
sections in the bridge touchdown area are expected to operate within
design capacity (Cd) (i.e., V/Cd 4 1.0). Capacity limitations on
Madison Avenue for the left-turn lane into southbound Broad Street
would likely result in alternative use of Second and Front Streets

-' during peak periods. The total capacity is sufficient at design
level for these left turns. Intersection modifications would be
required at Fourth and Madison Streets to better accommodate the

right turn from Fourth Street to Madison Avenue.

123. Design volumes under Alternative 2A at the Pike and Warren
Streets touchdown intersection would exceed design capacity (V/Cd
1.3) and would be at possible capacity (V/Cp = 1.0). Operation at
possible capacity would be considered very congested and would cause
traffic to divert to other routes. Short left-turn lanes at the
TH 169 interchange due to restricted ramp terminal separation would
also limit capacity. Intersection modifications to better accommo-
date the right turn from Fourth Street to Madison Avenue would be
desirable.

124. Existing deficiencies and continued traffic growth will require
future improvements to the Park Lane interchange regardless of the
Main Street bridge alternative chosen. However, traffic routed to the
Park Lane interchange to go south on TH 169 under Alternative 2A would

ti,, aggravate the capacity problem.
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System Continuity

125. Alternative ICA is compatible with the existing tr-nk highway and
arterial system. It retains TH 60 continuity through ',toiato %ith a
minor modification: the trunk highway designation must he rc;uti,: trom
the bridge via the Second-Main and Plum-Second Street loops hetlAcn 1,iiu
Street and the bridge. Second Street's current function as an access
route to the CBD from north would be severed under Alternative ICA.
(Second Street is classified as a collector street.)

126. Alternative 2A is incompatible with the trunk highway system. The
TH 60 connection through Mankato (including trunk highway designation
on the bridge) would likely be lost since access between the bridge and
TH 169/60 to the south would not be provided. Alternative 2A would re-
tain a direct principal arterial (non-trunk) connection between Pike
Street and TH 169 to the north.

Maintenance of Traffic During Construction

127. Alternative ICA would require a bypass of all traffic past the site
of the Belgrade Avenue bridge over TH 169 during construction of the new
bridge and approaches. It would require a signalized intersection
between the TH 169 bypass road and Main Street bridge traffic.
Sufficient capacity for the design hour can be provided. The esti-
mated duration of this bypass is two construction seasons. A temporary
detour of northbound off-ramp traffic during the final connection of
ramp to new bridge would also be required (estimated duration two to
four weeks). No significant effects on other streets are anticipated.

128. Alternative 2A would require a bypass of all TH 169 traffic past
the site of the new Range Street bridge over TH 169; estimated duration
two construction seasons. After opening the new river bridge, the exist-
ing TH 169 bridge over Belgrade Avenue would be widened to accommodate
the new acceleration and deceleration lanes. Four-lane, two-way traffic
would be carried over a portion of the existing bridge during this
time (estimated duration one to two construction seasons). The Center
Street off-ramp would be closed during the reconstruction of the bridge
over southbound TH 169 (estimated duration one to two construction
seasons). Pike and Warren Street traffic would be detoured via Cherry

and Front Streets during reconstruction of Pike and Warren Streets;
estimated duration one construction season.

WATER RESOURCES

129. No significant impacts upon the water quality or aquatic ecosystems
of the Minnesota River or groundwater resources of the area are antici-
pated under either alternative. Potenial water quality and aquatic life
disturbances can be minimized by carefu control of construction operations
in the river and disposal of excavated sediments at approved disposal
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sites. Special precaution will be required under Alternative lCA
for construction activities near the Mankato storm sewer outfall
where sediment samples have shown a high lead content. See the
Section 404(b)(1) Evaluation on Pages EIS-60 to EIS-69 and Technical
Report No. 6, Natural Resources.

130. Provisions for stormwater drainage from the bridge to permit
containment of toxic or hazardous material spills will be developed
during the detailed design stage. Such plans will be developed in
cooperation with the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to meet
requirements for bridge replacement certification under Section 401
of the Clean Water Act of 1977.

NOISE

131. Table E summarizes predicted design year noise levels and potential
mitigation measures for ten potential traffic noise impact areas
affected by the Main Street bridge relocation. Predicted noise levels
at the nearest receiver locations for the two detailed study alterna-
tives are compared to existing levels and to FHWA and State noise
standards. (See Table C on Page EIS-28) The number and types of
sites in each area potentially exceeding the standards are shown as
"Noise Impact Sites". Proposed abatement measures are shown,
where applicable, indicating the type and number of sites that would
be protected. These impacts and proposed mitigative measures are
tentative until final plans are developed. Each of the areas is
discussed below.

Front Street

132. State standards are currently exceeded at the 30 commercial sites
along Front Street, a major arterial. An increase of approximately

F 2-3 dBA is anticipated by the design year due to traffic growth
regardless of the alternative chosen. Federal standards would be
slightly exceeded, since the estimated current peak L level is at
the Federal standard of 75 dBA for commercial sites. Mitigative
measures are not considered practicable because of Front Street's
limited right-of-way and the need to maintain both local access and
major arterial status.

Second Street

133. Present noise levels slightly exceed both daytime and nighttime
State noise standards for 74 residential and mixed residential-
commercial sites along Second Street. The closing of Second Street
at Mulberry Street would reduce Second Street noise levels by 1-3
dBA under Alternative ICA, meeting the daytime'State standard. An increase
of 1-3 dBA due to non-bridge related traffic growth can be antici-
pated under Alternative 2A. Federal standards are met under either
alternative.
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134. At the Burton Hotel, noise levels along Second Street and on the
Mulberry side near the corner of Second Street would remain near current
levels under either alternative, as shown in Table F below. These
levels are above both Federal and State standards. Along the Mulberry
side, noise levels fall off by approximately 10 dBA near the rear corner,

* a condition that would remain under Alternative 2A. Under Alternative
ICA, by contrast, noise levels near the rear of the Burton would rise
to levels currently experienced at the front of the building, due to
the increased traffic on Mulberry Street. The recommended truck pro-
hibition on Broad and Fourth Streets would help minimize the change,
as shown, since truck traffic would enter and exit via the Second StreetJ
ramps.

TABLE F

ESTIMATED NOISE LEVELS (dBA) AT THE BURTON HOTEL
(Peak Traffic Hours)

Day Night

L L10  L s L1 Ls

Along Second Street &
Mulberry Street at the
Corner of Second Street

Existing 74 65 67 56
Alternative 2A 74 66 68 57
Alternative ICA* 72/71 65/65 65/65 57/57 I

Mulberry Street at
Rear_________________________________ Co ne

Existing 62 52 54 50
Alternative 2A 63 54 55 50
Alternative ICA* 74/68 64/62 68/66 56/ 55

*00/00 denotes with trucks/without trucks on Broad and Fourth Streets

Broad Street

135. Daytime State noise standards are currently met, but nighttime
standards are slightly exceeded at some 94 residential and mixed office-
residential sites along Broad Street, a one-way southbound minor arterial.

Without truck prohibitions, increases of 8-10 dBA daytime and 4-7 dBA
nighttime would be expected under Alternative ICA, primarily due to
truck diversion from Front Street. Increases of 3 dBA daytime and 2-4 dBA
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nighttime can be expected under Alternative 2A. Both daytime and night-
time standards would be exceeded at the 94 sites.

136. With truck prohibition to avoid diversion from Front Street, noise
levels would remain at or near current levels unde2 either alternative;
night standards would continue to be exceeded. Federal standards would
be exceeded under Alternative ICA without a truck prohibition, but met
in all other cases. City of Mankato adoption of a truck prohibition on
Broad Street is recommended regardless of the alternative chosen.

Fourth Street

137. Both daytime and nighttime State standards are currently exceeded
at some 53 residential and mixed use sites, mostly along the northwest
side of Fourth Street, a one-way, northbound minor arterial. Night-
time standards are exceeded at an additional 12 sites along the south-
east side. Without truck prohibitions, increases of 8-10 dBA daytime
and 4-6 dBA nighttime would be expected under Alternative ICA. Both
daytime and nighttime standards would be exceeded at 82 residential and
mixed use sites, with daytime standards exceeded at Washington Park.
Increases of 3-5 dBA daytime and 1-3 nighttime would occur under
Alternative 2A, with standards exceeded day and night at 65 sites, plus
daytime at Washington Park.

138. With truck prohibitions to avoid diversion from Front Street, noise
levels would be at or near current levels under either alternative.
Nighttime standards would continue to be slightly exceeded, while day-
time standards would remain slightly exceeded under Alternative ICA,
with Alternative 2A levels at the daytime standard. Federal standards
would be exceeded under Alternative lCA without a truck prohibition hut
met in all other cases. City of Mankato adoption of a truck prohibition
on Fourth Street is recommended regardless of the alternative chosen.

Main S-treet

139. State daytime standards are currently exceeded for some 10 commercial
sites along Main Street, a minor arterial. Daytime levels can be expected
to increase by approximately 2-3 dBA under either alternative due to
traffic growth. Nighttime levels should remain at or near current levels.
Federal standards are met under either alternative.

MuLbe rry Street

140. Current noise levels are within State and Federal standards. Without
a truck prohibition on Broad and Fourth Streets, increases of 12-13 dBA
daytime and 4-9 dBA nighttime can be expected under Alternative ICA,
raising levels to above both State anC Federal standards for the five
residences on Mulberry between Broad a d Fourth Streets. With the truck
prohibitions, the increases would be 5- 0 dBA daytime and 3-8 dBA night-
time, meeting Federal and State daytime standards, but exceeding State
nighttime standards for residences by I-F dBA. It is anticipated that
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the residences will be converted to office use consistent with current
zoning for the area. In such event, the State standards would not be
exceeded. Under Alternative 2A, noise levels would remain at or near
current levels.

Warren Street

141. State and Federal standards are currently exceeded at eight resi-
dential sites and two cultural buildings (daytime only) on Warren, a
one-way eastbound minor arterial. Non-bridge related traffic growth
is expected to increase design year noise levels by an estimated 1-3
dBA under Alternative ICA. Traffic increases under Alternative 2A
would increase design year noise levels by 4-5 dBA. The eight
residential uses are subject to future conversion to office use,
consistent with existing zoning and their location on an arterial
street adjoining the Central Business District.

Cedar Street

142. Noise from Tit 169 mainline and ramps to Belgrade currently exceed
State standards at one residence daytime and four residences nighttime.
Under Alternative lCA, relocation of the ramp would displace three
residences, with design year noise levels at the nearest remaining
residence at or near current levels despite increased traffic. One
residence daytime and three residences nighttime would experience
levels slightly above standard. Federal standards would continue
to be met. Under Alternative 2A, normal traffic increases by the
design year would increase noise levels by 4-9 dBA, with State
standards exceeded at seven residential sites. The Federal standard
would also be slightly exceeded. Shielding appears impracticable
under either alternative in view of the roadway profiles, local
topography and space limitations.

143. During construction of Alternative ICA, a proposed bypass road
would increase noise levels at the nearest receptor by up to 6-8 dBA,
with peak daytime Lbo = 70 dBA and peak nighttime Ll0 = 66 dBA,
exceeding State standards.

Nicol let-Range

144. Portion Adjoining TH 169/60: State standards are currently ex-
ceeded at three residences daytime and eight residences nighttime
adjoining TH 169/60. Under Alternative ICA, traffic growth would
increase design year levels by 2-3 dBA daytime and 3-4 dBA nighttime.
As a result, an estimated four additional residences daytime and
three additional residences nighttime would experience above
standard levels.
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145. Under Alternative 2A, seven of the eight sites presently above
State standards would be displaced. However, noise levels at the
nearest remaining residences would increase to levels similar to the
current nearest residences, with three residences daytime and ten
residences nighttime experiencing above standard levels. Thle remaining
six residences are located in the CBD zone and would likely be con-
verted or displaced for business use in the future.

146. Federal standards are not exceeded under either alternative.
However, during construction of Alternative 2A, a proposed bypass
road would increase noise levels at the nearest receptor by up to
15-20 dBA, with peak daytime LID = 74 dBA (above Federal standard)
and peak nighttime L10 = 69 dBA.

147. Portion Away from TH 169/60: Current Ll0 noise levels are mid-
50's daytime and mid-40's nighttime, well below State and Federal
standards. Alternative lCA would not affect these levels. Under
Alternative 2A, noise levels would increase up to 10-15 dRA daytime
and nighttime at the nearest receptor, with increases of 5-10 dBA
throughout much of the area. An estimated three residences daytime
and eight residences nighttime would experience levels above State
standards. Construction of a noise barrier to abate the anticipated
noise increases along Range Street and the southbound ramp to Lookout
Drive should be considered in the detailed design studies. However,
detailed evaluation of cost and neighborhood aesthetic considerations
along the elevated Range Street southbound ramp section could make a
noise wall impracticable.

148. Under Alternative 2A, a bypass road during construction would
produce noise levels of up to LbO = 74 day/69 night and LSO = 67
day/61 night at the nearest receptor in this area, or approximately
15 to 20 dOIA above current levels.

Other

149. Typical construction noise disturbance (e.g., from trucking of
construction materials and pile driving) can be expected in the ad-
joining areas under any of the alternatives. Such impacts can be
minimized by restricting the hours of construction activity, utilizing
the quietest equipment available, construction of temporary barriers,
and by careful attention to see that all equipment is properly muffled.

AIR QUALITY

150. The proposed improvement is not anticipated to have significant
air quality impacts and is considered consistent with the approved
State Implementation Plan (SIP).

151. The project does not require an 'idirect source assessment and
permit from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) since;
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(1) Mankato is not within a Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (SMSA);

(2) The project is a modification of an existing roadway with
a projected traffic increase of less than 10,000 vehicles
per day in the ten years following construction.

Furthermore, prior consultation with MPCA is considered as accomplished
under a MPCA Memorandum of Understanding with the Minnesota Department
of Transportation.

152. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's screening procedures in
"Guidelines for Air Quality Maintenance Planning and Analysis, Volume 9
(Revised): Evaluating Indirect Sources", September 1978, were used to
estimate peak carbon monoxide concentrations at the nearest receptors
along this project. The screening procedure "worst case" assumptions
include a one meter per second wind at a 6 angle to the roadway, a
Pasquall-Gifford stability classification of "D", and 20 percent cold
starts at an ambient temperature of 200 F.

153. Peak concentrations were estimated for the tentatively selected
plan (Alternative 1CA) at the two receptor sites nearest the inter-
section with the highest traffic volumes and volume to capacity ratio
(Front Street and Plum Street intersection). This intersection was
selected as having the greatest potential for traffic delay and
congestion and therefore the greatest potential for exceeding air
quality stand.rds (i.e., if standards are met at this "worst-case"
location, they would be met at all other locations). The estimated
1985 (year of completion) and 1995 peak one-hour and eight-hour con-
centrations, including background, are below the Federal standards of
35 ppm and 9 ppm and Minnesota standards of 30 ppm and 9 ppm, as
shown below.

1985 199S

Receptor A Receptor B Receptor A Receptor B

Peak 1-hour CO
Concentration (ppm) 1n.S 17.9 6.8 12.9

Peak 8-hour CO
Concentration (ppm) 5.1 8.0 3.6 6.0

154. In addition, a similar analysis was carried out for two nearest
receptor sites adjoining the temporary intersection of Belgrade Avenue
and the proposed TH 169 bypass road during construction (1983-1985).
Again, estimated "worst case" levels were found to fall below Federal
and State standards, as follows:
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Receptor A Receptor B

Peak 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm) 14.3 14.1

Peak 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm) 6.7 6.4

155. An analysis of the airborne lead from this project indicates no
violations of the lead standard. The airborne lead concentration at
the nearest critical receptor along the proposed project was analyzed
using a procedure based upon a 1-31-78 Mn/DOT memorandum, "Proposed
National Amibient Air Quality Standard for Lead". No violation of the
lead standard (1.50 micrograms p'r cubic meter) was indicated. The
highest concentration after completion of construction was estimated
at 0.3 micrograms per cubic meter.

PARKS

156. No publicly owned parklands would be required for street or
bridge right-of-way under Alternative ICA. However, two publicly
owned parks would be affected. Washington Park in Mankato
would be adversely affected by increased traffic on Fourth Street.
Projected traffic levels would be incompatible with the active use
of the playgrounds in this neighborhood park. Neighborhood ties
and pedestrian access to the park would also be adversely affected.
Adoption of the recommended truck prohibition on Fourth Street
would help minimize the potential safety hazard and avoid adverse
noise impacts on the park. In North Mankato, vehicular access to
the proposed Riverview Park would be shifted from River Drive, as
originally proposed, to a new entrance road from the north via
Webster Avenue and the TH 169 east frontage road. However,
elimination of the River Drive neighborhood under Alternative ICA

would allow the City to extend Riverview Park southward. The i
extension would facilitate the connection of the bikeway and
pedestrian sidewalk on the bridge with the proposed recreational
trail along the river northward through the park. Adoption of
the necessary revisions to the park plans has been withheld pending
resolution of the bridge relocation project.

157. Under Alternative 2A, a small tract proposed for park
development by the City of Mankato would be acquired for the
widening of Warren Street. Loss of the 0.2 acre tract, which is
excess street right-of-way acquired in the recent City reconstruction[
of Warren Street, is not considered significant to the overall City
park system. Two other Mankato parks would be indirectly adversely
affected under Alternative 2A. Washington Park would be subject
to increased traffic along Fourth Street, but to a lesser extent
than under A'ternative ICA, as discus ed under neighborhood impacts.
Palmer Centen ial Park, a small urban open space that contains flower
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gardens but no active recreation facilities, would be subject to minor
adverse impact from increased traffic activity along Warren and Broad
Streets adjoining the park.

HISTORIC SITES

158. As of 6 May 1981, there were no properties listed on or pending
nominations to the Natioa~al Register of Historic Places that would be
impacted by Alternative ICA. One potentially eligible property, the
M. C. Johnson Building, would be removed for right-of-way. Five
potentially eligible properties would be indirectly impacted.

159. As of 6 May 1981, one site which is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places, the Lorin Cray House, would be indirectly impacted
by Alternative 2A. Three potentially eligible properties would be
removed for right-of-way. In addition, one potentially eligible pro-
perty would be indirectly affected.

160. Under Alternative ICA, the M. C. Johnson Building (now Campbell
Apartments) would be removed for the bridge right-of-way. The Heinrich
Hotel (now Burton Hotel) at 201 North Second Street would be indirectly
affected. Its surrounding environment would be altered by the removal

of three businesses on the west side of North Second Street; by the
closure of North Second Street at Mulberry Street; and by the visual,
vehicular and pedestrian separation from the Central Business District
due to the placement and low elevation of the bridge structure at this
location. Traffic and noise levels would increase along the Mulberry
Street side of the building. The Lang House at 204 North Fourth Street,
a duplex at 127 North Broad Street, the Union School at 203 North Broad
Street, and a house at 322 Mulberry Street, all potentially eligible,
would also be indirectly affected by increased traffic and noise levels.

161. The Lorin Cray House (YWCA), a property listed on the National
Register, would be indirectly adversely impacted under Alternative 2A.
The property's surrounding environment would be altered by the removal
of the E. R. Demaray House and by the partial taking of the YWCA property
(parking area) located across Warren Street. The Cray House propertyp
would also be indirectly impacted by increased traffic and noise levels
projected for Warren and Second Streets. Alternative 2A would require
the acquisition of three potentially eligible properties for street
right-of-wdiy: the E. R. Demaray House at 614 South Second Street in
Mankato and the Stewart Building (now New Deal Cafe) at 300 Belgrade
Avenue and Peoples State Bank (now Spinner's Bar) at 301 Belgrade Avenue
in North Mankato. Gamble-Robinson at 502 Pike Street in Mankato would
be indirectly affected. The property's surrounding environment would
be altered and the property would be subject to traffic congestion due
to its location at the intersection of Pike and Warren Streets, where
the bridge would touch down.

162. Comments of the State Historic Preservation Officer will be
sought in order to formally determine National Register eligibility of
each of the affected "potentially eligible" properties.
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163. For all properties listed on or determined eligible for inclusion
on the National Register, impacts of the selected alternative will be
mitigated in accordance with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
regulations, 36 CFR Part 800.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

164. No archaeological sites are currently listed on or pending
nomination to the National Register within the proposed project
area. An archaeological survey of the proposed project area will
be conducted during 1981. All sites located during this survey
will be tested to determine their National Register eligibility.
For those sites found to be eligible for the National Register,
mitigation will be completed prior to construction in accordance
with the guideline of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Guidelines, 36 CFR Part 800. The results of this survey will be
prepared as Technical Report No. 7, "Archaeological Resources"
printed under separate cover as an appendix to the final supplement
to the EIS.
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM

165. The study has been conducted by the St. Paul District, Corps of
Engineers, with the Minnesota Department of Transportation functioning
as a cooperating agency for the THf 169/60 and Main Street bridges.
As required by guidelines of the Council on Environmental Quality, a
scoping process was conducted as a part of the ongoing coordination
and public involvement activities. A cooperative working arrangement
has been maintained with the Cities of Mankato and North Mankato.
The Chicago and North Western Transportation Company and the Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad were -ontacted with reference
to possible effects on railroad facilities and operations. Coordination
with the other involved local, State and Federal agencies was maintained
by correspondence, briefings and the project newsletter. Direct
working relationships were also maintained with private utility
companies having facilities in the project area.

166. The views of the public were actively solicited throughout the
course of the study. Individuals, groups and civic organizations,
and governmental bodies were brought into the study process through
a broadly-based public information program with regular communications
on project matters.

167. Elements of the public information program included:

a. A local public information office
b. Periodic newsletters
C. News media coverage
d. Public information meetings
e. Interviews with citizens directly afiected by

potential property acquisitions
f. City Council and staff workshops
g. Presentations to interested civic organizations

168. The overall public information program covered the entire project,
i.e., all three bridge crossings to be altered. Specific public in-
formation releases were prepared to deal with the three separate bridge
locations as appropriate. See Appendix C for details.

REQUIRED COORDINATION

169. Following completion of this draft supplement to the PEIS, the
only coordination remaining will be: the securing of necessary per-
mits from the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency and the Corps of Engineers for the construc-
tion of the bridges; and review and comment on responses to the draft
supplement, including views expressed during the public hearing.
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170. During constiuction, all of the agencies having direct colcern
with the work will have to be kept informed. A regularly scheduled
series of progress meetings to which all concerned would be invited
may prove to be most effective for this purpose.

STATEMENT RECIPIENTS

171. This Draft Supplement EIS is being sent to the following for
review and comment:

Distribution List
Federal, State and Local Agencies and Officials

United States Senators

Honorable David Durenberger
Honorable Rudy Boschwitz

United States House of Representatives

Honorable Thomas Hagedorn

Honorable Bill Frenzel

Governor of Minnesota

Honorable Albert H. Quie

Federal Agencies

United States Department of Interior
United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Field Office
United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Regional Office
Assistant Secretary for Program Policy
Acting Assistant Director, United States Geological Survey
United States Geological Survey, Conservation Division,

Area Water Power
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
Interagency Archaeological Services

United States Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration, St. Paul, Minnesota
Second Coast Guard District, St. Louis, Missouri
Federal Highway Administration, Homewood, Illinois

United States Department of Agriculture
Eastern Region Forest Serv. :e
United States Forest Servic,
Soil Conservation Service, L.iver Basin Planning Branch
Soil Conservation Service, Minnesota State Conservationist
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United States Department of Commerce
Deputy Assistant Secretary for ii-V ionmental Affairs
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Regulatory Policy
Economic Development Representative, Duluth, Minnesota
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration -

National Marine Fisheries Service

United States Department of Health and Welfare
Director of Environmental Affairs
Region V Environmental Office

United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
Region V Environmental Clearance Officer

United States Department of Energy
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Division of NEPA Affairs

United States Environmental Protection Agency
Region V Administrator

.Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Executive Director

Minnesota State Agencies

Department of Natural Resources
Office of Economic Opportunity
Department of Agriculture
Energy Agency
Minnesota State Historic Preservation Office
State Archaeologist
Environmental Quality Board
Environmental Quality Board, Citizen's Advisory Committee
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Minnesota State Planning Agency
Minnesota State Planning Agency, Intergovernmental Planning
Minnesota Department of Transportation
Minnesota Senate
Minnesota State House of Representatives
Minnesota Environmental Education Board
Minnesota Department of Economical Development
Minnesota Department of Health, Division of Environmental

Health Association
Water Resources Board, Administrative Secretary, Minnesota
Minnesota-Wisconsin Boundary Area Commission
Natural Resources and Agriculture Senate Comm
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Regional, County, Local Agencies

City of Mankato, Mayor
City of Mankato, Planning Director
City of Mankato, Director of Public Works
City of North Mankato, Mayor
City Engineer, North Mankato
Blue Earth County Engineer
Blue Earth County Board
Nicollet County Engineer
Nicollet County Board
Southern Minnesota Rivers Basin Commission
Region Nine Regional Development Commission

Libraries

Minneapolis Public Library
State Capitol Legislative Library
Hill Reference Library
University of Minnesota Library
Mankato State College Library
Minnesota Valley Regional Library, Mankato
Minnesota Valley Regional Library, North Mar.to
Colorado State University Library

Newspapers, Media

The St. Peter Herald
Mankato Free Press
Mankato State College, Mankato Reporter
Waterways Journal

Interest Groups

Friends of the Earth, Minnesota Branch
Izaak Walton League of America
Izaak Walton League, Minneapolis Chapter
Ducks Unlimited
Minnesota Environmental Control Citizens Association
Minnesota Public Interest Research Group
Sierra Club, North Star Chapter
Minnesota League of Women Voters
Soil Conservation Society of America
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc.
National Audubon Society, North Midwest Region
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National Audubon Society, North Midwest Representative
National Wildlife Federation
Minnesota Futurists Chapter of World Future

Environmental Resources
Water Resources Development Commission, River

Bend Association

Individuals and Companies

Chicago and North Western Transportation Company
Hi. Paul Friesma, Butler University
John Holden, Mankato State University
Honeymead Products Company, Mankato
James Jack, Mankato State University
Steve and Kathy Laird, Mankato
Mankato Citizens Telephone Company
Rick Van Doeren, Midwest Acoustics, Minneapolis
Midwestern Gas Transmission
Minnesota Gas Company
Northern States Power Company
Lee Watson, St. Paul, Minnesota

PUBLIC VIEWS AND REPONSES

172. Local interests and various governmental agencies provided through
public meetings, by reports, and through correspondence, their views on
the desired objectives of the project. Summarized below are the public
views expressed and the project responses.

Views Responses

a. Provide flood protection. Bridge alterations proposed
herein will complete the flood
control project thus providing
protection against the Standard
Project Flood.

b. Minimize disruption of Consideration of all alternatives
existing conditions in included thorough study of traffic
the approach areas. and physical disruptions both

during and after construction.

C. Maintain rail service on Railroad grade crossings in the
the Mankato side, but approaches are aliminated under
eliminate grade crossings. all the relocation alternatives.
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Views Responses

d. Consider pedestrian safety and These factors were examined in
access on the river crossing all studies of alternatives.
and between neighborhoods and Both detailed study alternatives
businesses in the approach include pedestrian walkways on
areas. the bridge and approaches.

e. Improve street access and Wherever possible, within the
service capabilities to the limitations imposed by the
Mankato and North Mankato authorization, the alternatives
Central Business Districts, were developed to improve access.
Old Town, Madison East Both detailed study alternatives
Shopping Center and Mankato improve overall traffic service.
State University.

f. Reduce or minimize traffic Efforts were made to select plans
in residential neighborhoods which would not aggravate present
and on North Front Street. traffic problems. IViere this was

found impracticable, appropriate
traffic controls and procedures
were considered to at least
partially mitigate the impacts.
Reduction of North Front Street
traffic is not practicable in
view of its designation as the
major north-south arterial through
the Mankato CBD.

g. Restrict property takings to The negative effects of possible
a minimum, residential and business displace-

ments were accorded thorough
investigation.

h. Minimize adverse property Careful study was made on the
value impacts. effects of the various alternatives

on property values, and where
feasible, construction features
were planned to minimize potential
adverse impact.

i. Improve and enhance business The viability of the business
districts in North Mankato districts in both cities was a
and Mankato. major concern in the study of

all the alternatives.

j. Maintain integrity of Efforts were made to avoid
neighborhoods. severance of fragments of neigh-

borhoods from present cohesive
p residential areas.
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Views Responses

k. Reduce traffic noise. A comprehensive study was made
of the existing and potential
noise sources and effects.
Remedial measures are
recommended at certain
locations where increased
traffic noise is anticipated.

1. Design project elements The highest practicable highway
for optimum capacity and design standards were applied
safety. in all studies of the alternatives.

M. Maintain continuity in In the final selection process,
the highway system. trunk highway system discon-

tinuity was identified as a
problem under Alternative 2A.
No suitable access from the
bridge for south and westbound
traffic on TH 60 could be
developed. Consequently,
continued TH 60 designation
on the bridge was found to be
unacceptable. Alternative 1CA
interrupts the continuity of
Second Street, a collector
roadway, for through movements
to the Mankato CBD from the
north.

n. Minimize traffic dis- Traffic disruptions were
ruptions during accorded detailed study in
construction, the analysis of all

alternatives.

o. Maintain Sioux Uprising The Sioux Uprising site would
historic site. be preserved under any of the

alternatives studied.

p. Give ample attention to Aesthetic factors were
aesthetic considerations identified and considered in
in planning and the development of alternative
construction. and impact assessment process.
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SECTION 404(b) (1) EVALUATION
FLOOD CONTROL, MINNESOTA RIVER, MINNESOTA

MANKATO-NORTH MANKATO-LE HILLIER
BRIDGE MODIFICATIONS

Tae following is an evaluation of the proposed construction and fill activity
in accordance with the requirements of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of
1977 (33 U.S.C. 1344).

1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This evaluation describes the proposed bridge relocations for the flood con-
trol project at Mankato-North Mankato-Le Hillier, Minnesota, with emphasis
on construction and fill activities that affect navigable waters in the pro-
ject area.

Fill activities are associated with the following project features:

Construction of replacement bridges for the Highway 169 and the Chicago
and Northwestern Railroad Bridges over the Blue Earth River, and for the
Trunk Highway 60 (Main Street) Bridge over the Minnesota River.

a. Description of the proposed discharge of dredged or fill materials.

(1) General characteristics of material - Materials to be used as fill
in the various stages of construction activities are classified as concrete, per-
vious fill, impervious fill, filter layer, and riprap. The pervious fill, con-
sisting of sands and gravels available from local pits, would be used for fill
placed under water. The impervious fill would be used for shaping the river-
bank above water. The impervious fill would be clayey material obtained from
borrow areas in the higher ground along the river valley. No organic material

will be permitted in either the pervious or impervious fill. The filter layer
and riprap would be coarse granular and quarried rock materials placed on the
finished slopes for erosion protection. Bridge reconstruction requires place-

ment of concrete bridge piers in the river. Cofferdams constructed out of steel
sheeting would be utilized to place the new bridge piers. A description of the
construction activities associated with each of the bridge relocations is pre-
sented below.

Tue following fill activities would occur at the new Trunk Highway 60 (Belgrade/Mul-
berry) Bridge over the Minnesota River:

Construction of temporary cofferdams for pier footings.

Install piling, concrete footings, and concrete shafts for piers I and 2.

Backfill with washed sand and gravel over pier footings (source of fill
from Minnesota Department of Transportation (YN/DOT) approved borrow sites).

Riprap over washed sand and gravel at piei locations to approximate elevation

748, or temporary cofferdams left in place to elevation 748.
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The following fill activities wculd occur at the Chicago and Northwesterr Trans-
portation Company Bridges and pedestrian walk over the 6lue Earth River:

Placement of abutment piling, footings, walls, and wing walls.Vl

Placement of riprap on slopes.

Construct temporary cofferdams for pier footings.

Install piling, concrete footings, and concrete shafts for all piers.

Backfill with washed sand and gravel behind abutment walls and over pier

footings (source of fill from MN/DOT approved borrow sites).

Riprap over washed sand and gravel at pier location to approximate eleva-
tion 755, or temporary cofferdams left in place to elevation 755.

The following fill activities would occur at the TH 169 and 60 Bridge over the

Blue Earth River:

Furnish and inscall abutment piling.

Remove and replace riprap on slopes.

Construct temporary cofferdams for pier footings.

Install piling, concrete footings, and concrete shafts for piers 1 and 2.

6ackfill with washed sand and gravel behind abutment walls and over pier
footings (source of fill from MN/DOT approved borrow sites).

Riprap over washed sand and gravel at pier locations to approximate eleva-
tion 755, or temporary cofferdams left in place to elevation 755.

(2) Quantity of material proposed for discharge - The approximate quan-
tities of materials involved in river construction (although not all would be placed
Oelow normal hign water mark) are as follows for each bridge relocation:

The Belgrade/Mulberry Bridge requires the following fill materials and

quantities:

Steel Sheeting - Cofferdams 250 tons
Selected Backfill - Piers 800 cubic yards

Steel H-Piling - Piers 4,800 linear feet
Concrete - Piers 2,200 cubic yards
Riprap Slope Protection - Piers 200 cubic yards

IE
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The railroad bridge modification requires Liuc tuxi. .Ji-,

and quantities:

Steel Sheeting - Cofferdams 180 tons
Selected dackfill 2,000 cubic yards

Steel H-Piling 11,200 linear feet
Concrete - Piers 2,000 cubic yards
Concrete - Abutments 400 cubic yards
Riprap Slope Protection 4,300 cubic yards

The TH 169 and 60 Bridge over the Blue Earth River requires the followii>;

fill materials and quantities:

Steel Sheeting - Cofferdams 140 tons
Selected Backfill 1,500 cubic yards

Steel H-Piling 12,000 linear feet
Concrete - Piers 1,400 cubic yards
Concrete - Abutments 700 cubic yards
Riprap Slope Protection 3,200 cubic yards

(3) Source of material - Backfill for around bridge piers would be
obtained from Minnesota Department of Transportation approved borrow sites.

Sand, gravel, and quarried rock used in the riprap and filter layer would be
obtained from local pits. Concrete would be purchased from local commercial
sources.

b. Description of the proposed disposal sites for fill material

(1) Location - Fill activities are associated with proposed project
works located between miles 109 and 104 on the Minnesota River and on the lower

1-mile reach of the Blue Earth River.

(2) Type of disposal sites - The river valley in the project area is
composed mostly of sand. Fill areas would be along the shore and, for the
bridge piers, in the river.

(3) Method of discharge - Fill will be placed with normal construction

equipment such as bulldozers and cranes equipped with buckets.

(4) When will disposal occur? - The bridge alterations are scheduled
to begin by spring 1983 and snould be completed by fall 1984.

(5) Projected life of fill sites - The life of the project is 100 years.

(6) Bathymetry - The river has been channelized and consists mostly of
a shifting sand bottom. About 10 feet deep at normal water level, the river
increases to about 30 feet for the design flood.
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2. PdYSICAL EFFECTS (40 CFR 230.4-1(a))

a. Potential destruction of wetlands - effects on (40 CFR 230.4-1(a)(1)(i-vi))

(1) Foodchain production - Because of the existing poor water quality,
the shifting sand bottom, and previous channelization work that has already de-
graded the aquatic environment, the proposed work should not have an appreciable
effect on foodchain production.

In general, the production of algae and aquatic invertebrates is inhibited in the
project area by excessive silt, which reduces light penetration and destroys the
utility of rocky substrate as invertebrate habitat.

(2) General habitat - Because the channelized river provides little
habitat value, tnere would be little effect on aquatic or terrestrial species.
Temporary effects of increased siltation during the short term of project con-
struction would be harmful to aquatic biota, especially the algae and inverte-
brates which form the fishery forage base. There should be very little long-
term impact upon river biota because the base flow characteristics will not be
modified.

(3) Nesting, spawning, rearing, and resting sites for aquatic or
land species - Essentially no nesting or spawning sites are available in the
project area. Some aquatic species such as mollusks and benthic invertebrates
would be affected by silting and direct placement of fill material. Long-term
effects on aquatic and land species would be minimal, however.

(4) Those areas set aside for aquatic environment study or sanctuaries
or refuges - Not applicable. No such areas are located within the area of pro-
ject influence.

(5) Natural drainage characteristics - The project would not alter the
natural drainage characteristics of the area.

(6) Sedimentation patterns - Sedimentation patterns are not expected to
be changed because the large ambient sediment load and the base flow character-
istics of the river channel will not be changed.

(7) Salinity distribution - No salinity parameters are applicable to
the project.

(8) Flusning characteristics - Base or flood flow characteristics of
the river channel will not be changed by the proposed fill activities.

(9) Current patterns - Base or flood flow characteristics of the river
channel will not be changed.
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(10) Wave action, erosion, or storm damage protection - Fill and rip-
rap activities associated with the project would protect the riverbank from
erosion by normal water flow and from high energy storm flows.

(11) Storage areas for storm waters and floodwaters - Fill activities
will not affect storage areas for storm waters and floodwaters.

(12) Prime natural recharge areas - Groundwater and prime natural re-
charge areas are not expected to be affected by fill activities.

b. Impact on water column (40 CFR 230.4-1(a)(2))

(1) Reduction in light transmission - Increased turbidity during

and immediately after construction would temporarily reduce light transmission.

(2) Aesthetic values - Fill activities would have little effect on the

aesthetics of the water column because of the high ambient sediment load in the
river.

(3) Direct destructive effects on nektonic and planktonic populations -

Direct destruction of these populations would be minor due to the existing poor
water quality and poor spawning habitat in the construction area. In general,
the production of algae is inhibited in the project area by excessive silt, which
reduces light penetration and destroys the utility of river habitat.

c. Covering of benthic communities (40 CFR 230.4-1(a)(3))

(1) Actual covering of benthic communities - In general, excessive silt,

which destroys the utility of the substrate as invertebrate habitat, inhibits the
production of aquatic invertebrates in the project area. Some aquatic invertebrate
populations are apparent in the project area. Those animals dwelling directly

in the path of the fill and riprap activities would be covered and thus eliminated
by project construction.

(2) Changes in community structure or function - Fill and riprap acti-
vities would cover and eliminate some benthic communities. This would be a short-
term adverse impact until "seed" organisms from similar habitats in the river could
colonize the new substrate. Riprap activity would alter the substrate from mostly
sand and silt to the riprap rock, allowing organisms which are adapted to a rock
substrate to colonize the riprap area. This new habitat would increase the diver-
sity of the number of species because of the increased surface area. Total community
function is limited by the overall poor quality of the aquatic ecosystem.

d. Other effects (40 CFR 230.4-I(a))

(1) Changes in bottom geometry and substrate composition - Riprap would
cover the existing uneven, sandy surface of the riverbank with a flat surface of
rocks with slopes of 1 vertical to 2-1/2 or 3-1/2 horizontal. Bridge piers would
cover and replace the existing surface with a concrete pier stretching from the
river bottom to above the waterline.
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(2) Water circulation - Base or flood flow characteristics of the
river channel will not be changed by the project.

(3) Salinity gradients - Not applicable.

(4) Exchange of constituents between sediments and overlying water
with alterations of biological commbunities - Fill activities would cover the
existing fine-grained sandy sediments. The new condition with the fill would
not be a probable habitat for organisms which have the ability for chemical ex-
change between constituents in the sediments and overlying water.

3. CHEMICAL - BIOLOGICAL INTERACTIVE EFFECTS (40 CFR 230.4-1(b))

a. Does the material meet the exclusion criteria?

The exclusion criteria state that dredged or fill material may be excluded from
this evaluation if it is composed predominantly of sand, gravel, or any other
naturally occurring sedimentary material with particle sizes larger than silt,
characteristic of and generally found in areas of high current or wave energy
such as streams with high bedloads or coastal areas with shifting bars and chan-
nels, or when the mater~ial proposed for discharge is taken from a site sufficiently
removed from sources of pollution to provide reasonable assurance that such mater-
ial has not been contaminated by such pollution. The fill material to be used
for this project would meet these standards. Fill material would consist of sand,
quarried rock, fieldstone, or any other naturally occurring sedimentary or glacial
material with particle sizes larger than silt, generally found in areas having
high current or wave energy. The fieldstone would be of glacial origin. The
fill material would be obtained from MN/DOT approved borrow sites. Concrete would
be obtained from commercial sources.

4. DE$CRIPTION OF SITE COMPARISON (40 CFR 230.4-1(c))

a. Total sediment analysis (40 CFR 230.4-1(c) (1))

Sediment analysis performed in the study area shows that, except for high lead
counts downstream of the Main Street Bridge, the values for heavy metals are
similar to those found in the Minnesota River and do not represent a problem.
The high lead content is due to storm sewer runoff in that area. One sample
site near the Main Street Bridge also revealed the presence of PCB's (6 ug/kg).
Any polluted sediments which are excavated will be placed in approved disposal
sites and not returned to the river. Clean sand, gravel, and other material
would be used as fill; and use of this material would present no major environ-
mental impact in regard to concentration differences of critical constituents
between the fill site and the fill material.

b. Biological community structure analysis (40 CFR 230.4-l(c) (2))

The composition of the biological community was sampled in the study area. The
insect association is generally representative of a warm water lotic environment
but is limited due to periodic siltation. The clam and fish populations in the
area are also limited. The existing water quality is rather poor, while a shift-
ing sand bottom and previous channelization work have degraded the aquatic environ-
ment. The non-aquatic nature of the fill material is unlikely to be a factor in
the biological community structure at the fill sites.
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5. REVIEW APPLICABLE WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

a. Compare constituent concentrations

The water quality of the Minnesota River study area is rather poor, with high
turbidity and bedload movement at certain times of the year. The Minnesota

* River study area (including parts of tributaries) is classified as 2B fisheries
and recreation and 3d3 industrial consumption. The constituent concentrations of

* the fill material are related to the source of the fill material. All fill mater-
ial would be clean gravel, sand, rock, or concrete.

b. Consider mixing zone

* The seepage water from the cofferdam would be pumped back into the river.
Because the seepage water would be essentially the same as the existing river
water, minor impacts are anticipated and consideration of the mixing zone is
not applicable.

c. Will fill operation be in conformance with applicable standards?

According to the criteria outlined in Minnesota State Regulations, Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency WPC 14, the project would not affect the river's
ambient quality.

6. SELECTION OF DISPOSAL SITES (40 CFR 230.5) FOR FILL MATERIAL

a. Need for the proposed activity

The bridges have to be modified to pass the design standard project flood.

b. Alternatives considered

Alternatives other than the placement of fill are rather limited. Bridge removal
with no replacement is neither acceptable nor practical; therefore, pier construc-
tion and backfilling is needed, which requires the placement of a cofferdam. The
steel sheetpile cofferdam, concrete bridge piers, riprap, and clamshell placement
of fill material are alternatives that would minimize turbidity and help reduce
future water quality impacts.

c. Objectives to be considered in discharge determination (40 CFR 230.5(a))

(1) Impacts on chemical, physical, and biological integrity of aquatic
ecosystem (40 CFR 230.5(a)(1)) - Due to their clean nature, fill activities would
not have a significant impact on the chemical, physical, or biological properties
of the aquatic ecosystem. Fill activities would not alter the temperature, flow
rate, or other physical parameters of the river. Fill activities would not have

* a significant impact on the biological integrity of the aquatic ecosystem. The run-
of f from the decks of the constructed bridges, resulting from precipitation events
or spills, would not drain directly into the *iver but would be routed to points
on land to the storm sewer system where it wo Id be possible to contain the runoff
if necessary. (A more detailed description ot this impact is presented in the
Environental Impact Statement.)
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(2) Impact on foodchain - Because of the existing poor water quality,
the shifting sand bottom, and previous channelization work that has already
degraded the aquatic environment, the proposed work should have no effect on
foodchain production. In general, excessive silt currently inhibits the pro-

- ductiin of algae and aquatic invertebrates in the project area.

(3) Impact on diversity of plant and animal species - Biological
diversity is fairly low in the fill area of the project. As a result, fill
activities are not expected to have a significant impact on plant and animal
diversity.

(4) Impact on movement into and out of feeding, spawning, breeding,
and nursery areas - Habitat in the fill area is not conducive for such acti-
vities. Fill activities are not expected to have a significant impact on
this movement.

(5) Impact on wetland areas having significant functions of water
quality maintenance - No wetland areas with this function are near the fill
activities of the project area.

(6) Impact on areas that serve to retain natural high waters or flood-
waters - So natural floodwater retaining areas of significant size are in the
project area.

(7) Methods to minimize turbidity - Construction below the normal high
water level would be accomplished during low flow periods to minimize turbidity.
Using steel sheet piles and making the cofferdams as small as possible yet still
able to provide sufficient construction work area would also reduce turbidity.
The use of clean fill material would minimize impacts on aquatic organisms and
reduce effects on water quality parameters.

(8) Methods to minimize degradation of aesthetic, recreational, and
economic values - The cofferdam would be a temporary fill activity with short-
term minor aesthetic and recreational impacts. The altered bridge piers would
have aesthetic, recreational, and economic impacts similar to the existing con-
ditions,and these would be considered minor.

(9) Threatened and endangered species - No Federal or State threatened
or endangered species would be affected by the proposed fill activities.

(10) Other measures that avoid degradation of aesthetic, recreational,
and economic values of navigable waters - The fill portions of the project would
have no significant impacts on aesthetic, recreational, or economic values of
the navigable waters.

d. Impacts on water used at proposed fill sites (40 CFR 230.5(b)(1-10))

(1) Municipal water supply intakes - The fill sites are not near any
public water supply intakes.
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(2) Shellfish - The fill sites are not in an area of shellfish
production.

(3) Fisheries - No significant fish habitat would be affected by
the fill activities.

(4) Wildlife - During construction, equipment associated with the
placement of fill would temporarily disturb some wildlife.

(3) Recreation activities - Water-related recreation activities are
not important in the project area.

(6) Threatened and endangered species - No Federal or State threat-
ened or endangered species are located in the project area.

* (7) Benthic life - In general, benthic life is inhibited in the project
area by excessive silt, which destroys the utility of the substrate as benthic
habitat. However, fill activities would cover any benthic life existing at the
fill sites. This would be a short-term adverse impact because recolonization

* would occur.

(8) Wetlands - Wetlands would not be affected by fill activities.

(9) Submersed vegetation - The fill sites do not contain a signifi-
cant population of submersed vegetation.

(10) Size of disposalsite '- The size of the disposal site would have
minor environmental impacts in the project area. In addition, the disposal sites
are the smallest possible that still provide required construction space.

(11) Coastal Zone Management programs (40 CFR 230.3(e)) - Not applicable.

e. Considerations to minimize harmful effects (40 CFR 230.5(c) (1-7))

(1) Water quality criteria - According to the criteria outlined in
Minnesota State Regulations, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency WPC 14, the
project would not affect the river's ambient quality.

(2) Alternatives to open water fill - There are no practical alter-
natives to the fill required to accomplish the bridge modifications.

(3) Physical characteristics of alternative fill sites - The flood
control project, as designed, requires modifications to the bridges. Alter-
natives are not compatible with the project.

(4) Ocean dumping - Not applicable.

(5) Covering contaminated fill material with cleaner material -All fill

material would be clean.
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(6) Methods to minimize effects of runoff from confined areas on the
aquatic environment - All fill material is clean, and no confined areas other
than the cofferdams would be utilized.

(7) Coordinate potential monitoring activities at the fill site with
EPA - Because of the clean nature of the fill material, no monitorinv tivities
are planned.

7. STATEMENT AS TO CONTAMINATION OF FILL MATERIAL IF FROM A LAND SOURCE (40 CFR
230.5(d))

The fill material would be commercially purchased and would consist of clean rock,
gravel, sand, and concrete. Minnesota Department of Transportation approved borrow
sites would be used.

8. DETERMINE MIXING ZONE

Determination of a mixing zone is not applicable. Because the discharged seep-
age water would be of the same quality as the receiving water, no significant
impacts are expected. The seepage water discharge may cause some increased
turbidity, but this impact would be minor.
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APPENDIX B

DETAILED COST ESTIMATES

Detailed estimates of project construction costs, land and right-of-way costs
based on October 1980 levels are given in Tables B-i and B-2.

TABLE B-1. DETAILED COST ESTIMATE. Alternative lCA

Total
Unit Estimated

I tern Unit Quantity Cost Costs

Federal First Costs

Roadway Items

Bridge Demolition Job Sum $331,000.00

Site Preparation

Clearing Tree 10 100.00 $ 1,000.00
Grubbing Tree 10 80.00 800.00
Building Removal Job Sum 46,200.00
Curb and Gutter Removal LF 2,900 2.25 6,530.00
Concrete Median Removal SY 100 17.20 1,720.00
Sidewalk Removal SY 2,270 3.50 7,950.00
Concrete Pavement Removal SY 24,640 4.00 98,560.00

Bituminous Pavement Removal SY 2,775 2.50 6,940.00

TOTAL SITE PREPARATION $169,700.00

Excavation CY 69,280 1.70 $117,700.00

Borrow CY 57,600 3.75 $216,000.00

Pavement, Lighting and Signing

Concrete Pavement SY 36,500 22.00 $803,000.00
Bituminous Pavement SY 18,500 9.25 171,130.00
Paved Shoulder SY 8,330 9.25 77,050.00
Sidewalk SY 1,813 23.40 42,420.00
Curb and Gutter

B612 LF 2,510 6.50 16,320.00
B624 LF 4,170 7.30 30,440.00
Ramp LF 7,980 6.50 51,870.00

Median Island SY 1,064 29.00 30,860.00

B-i



TABLE B-1. DETAILED COST ESTIMATE. Alternative ICA (Continued)

Total
Unit Estimated

Item Unit Quantity Cost Costs

Federal First Costs (Continued)

Pavement, Lighting and Signing (Cont'd)

Traffic Barrier LF 3,172 $ 39.00 $123,710.00
Lighting-Highway
Highway (2-3 lanes) Rd-Sta 125 3,000.00 375,000.00
Ramp Rd-Sta 45 1,875.00 84,380.00
Signals Job Sum 176,200.00

Marking-Highway
Highway (lane) La-Sta 251 17.50 4,390.00
Ramp La-Sta 53 17.50 930.00

Signs-Highway
Road Signs Type C Rd-Sta 300 26.00 7,800.00
Major Road Signs Type A Each 20 6,250.00 125,000.00
Overhead Signs Each 2 31,250.00 62,500.00

TOTAL PAVEMENT, LIGHTING AND SIGNING $2,183,000.00

Retaining Walls SF 19,800 $ 22.50 $ 445,500.00

Noise Abatement SF 0 10.00 0.00

Drainage

Highway-Catch Basin Rd-Sta 29 $ 1,040.00 $ 30,160.00
15" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 29 650.00 18,850.00
30" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 29 3,900.00 113,100.00

Ramp-Catch Basin Rd-Sta 28 1,040.00 29,120.00
15" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 28 2,860.00 80,080.00

Street-Catch Basin Rd-Sta 6 1,040.00 6,240.00
15" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 6 650.00 3,900.00
18" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 6 2,860.00 17,150.00

Pump Sta. Adjustment Job Sum 65,000.O0

TOTAL DRAINAGE $ 363,600.00

Sanitary Sewers

8" VCP Extra Strength LF 556 $ 28.60 $ 15,900.00
1S" VCP Extra Strength LF 542 83.20 45,100.00
Manholes Each 25 390.00 9,750.00
Adjust Manholes Each 50 65.00 3,250.00
Adjust Services Each 50 130.00 6,S00.00

TOTAL SANITARY SEWERS $ 80,500.00
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TABLE B-1. DETAILED COST ESTIMATE. Alternative ICA (Continued)

Total
Unit Estimated

Item Unit Quantity Cost Costs

Federal First Costs (Continued)

Water Systems

4" Ductile Iron Pipe LF 540 $ 14.30 $ 7,72n.00
6" Ductile Iron Pipe LF 600 26.00 15,6A.G0
8" Ductile Iron Pipe LF 390 29.90 11,660.00

10" Ductile Iron Pipe LF 124 32.50 4,030.00

TOTAL WATER SYSTEMS $ 39,000.00

Maintenance of Way

Sheet Piling SY 0 $ 10.00 $ 0.00
Bituminous Pavement SY 20,280 8.90 180,500.00
Borrow CY 59,200 3.10 183,500.00
Flagman Job Sum 87,500.00
Temporary Signing Job Sum 25,000.00
Temporary Signal Job Sum 62,500.00

TOTAL MAINTENANCE OF WAY $ 539,000.00

Miscellaneous Roadway Items $ 314,000.00

TOTAL ROADWAY ITEMS $4,799,000.00

Bridges

Roadway Grade Separations Job Sum $ 955,000.00
Highway River Structures Job Sum 5,920,000.00

TOTAL BRIDGES $6,875,000.00

TOTAL ROADWAY AND BRIDGES $11,674,000.00

Force Accounts

CNW T. Co. Track Removal LF 800 3.90 $ 3,120.00
CNW T. Co. Track Replacement LF 1,075 65.00 69,880.00
Railroad Protection During
Construction Job Sum 52,000.00

Subtotal CNW T. Co. $ 125,000.00
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TABLE B-i. DETAILED COST ESTIMATE. Alternative ICA (Continued)

Total
Unit Estimated

Item Unit Quantity Cost Costs

Federal First Costs (Continued)

Force Accounts (Cont'd)

Northern States Power Co. Job Sum $ 2,500.00
Minnesota Gas Company Job Sum 67,500.00
Mankato Citizens Telephone Job Sum 18,000.00

Subtotal Utility Relocation $ 88,000.00

TOTAL FORCE ACCOUNTS $ 213,000.00

Contingencies $ 1,750,000.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $ 13,637,000.00

Engineering and Design $ 1,208,000.00

Supervision of Construction $ 940,000.00

Land and Rights-of-Way

Easement and Fee Title Lands Job Sum $ 2,749,000.00
Relocation Costs Job Sum 300,000.00
Acquisition & Administration Each 30 6,000. 180,000.00

(30 Tracts)
Contingencies S50,000.00

TOTAL LANDS AND RIGHTS-OF-WAY $ 3,779,000.00

TOTAL FEDERAL FIRST COSTS $19,564,000.00
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TABLE B-2. DETAILED COST ESTIMATE. Alternative 2A

Total
Unit Estimated

Item Unit Quantity Cost Costs

Federal First Costs

Roadway Items

Bridge Demolition .Job Sum $ 331,000.00

Site Preparation

Clearing Tree 32 100.00 3,200.00
Grubbing Tree 32 80.00 2,560.00
Building Removal Job Sum 82,500.00
Curb and Gutter Removal LF 3,300 2.25 7,430.00
Concrete Median Removal SY 260 17.25 4,490.00
Sidewalk Removal SY 4,700 3.50 16,450.00
Concrete Pavement Removal SY 17,992 4.00 71,970.00
Bituminous Pavement Removal SY 14,000 2.50 35,000.00

TOTAL SITE PREPARATION $ 223,600.00

Excavation CY 87,143 1.70 $ 148,200.00

Borrow CY 526,400 3.75 1,974,000.00

Pavement, Lighting, and Signing

Concrete Pavement SY 49,555 22.00 1,090,210.00
Bituminous Pavement SY 10,110 9.25 93,520.00

Paved Shoulder SY 4,900 9.25 45,330.00
Ramp Shoulder SY 0 6.50 U.00
Sidewalk SY 780 23.40 18,250.00
Curb and Gutter

B612 LF 7,000 6.50 45,500.00
B624 LF 6,500 7.30 47,450.00
Ramp LF 11,000 6.50 71,500.00

Median (Island) SY 220 29.00 6,380.00
Traffic Barrier LF 1,225 39.00 47,780.00
Lighting
Highway (2-3 Lanes) Rd-Sta 90 3,000.00 270,000.00
Ramp Rd-Sta 58 1,875.00 108,750.00
Signals Job Sum 375,000.00

Marking
Highway (Lane) La-Sta 143 17.50 2,500.00
Ramp La-Sta 71 17.50 1,240.00

Signs
Road Signs Type C Rd-Sta 192 26.00 4,900.00
Major Roadsigns Type A Each 14 6,250.00 87,500.00
Overhead Each 4 31,250.00 125,000.00

TOTAL PAVEMENT, LIGHTING AND SIGNING $2,440,900.00
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TABLE B-2. DETAILED COST ESTIMATE. Alternative 2A (Continued)

Total
Unit Estimated

Item Unit Quantity Cost Costs

Federal First Costs (Continued)

Roadway Items (Cont.)

Retaining Walls SF 53,500 $ 22.50 $1,203,800.00

Noise Abatement SF 9,000 10.00 90,000.00

Drainage

Highway-Catch Basin Rd-Sta 14 1,040.00 $ 14,600.00
15" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 14 650.00 9,100.00
30" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 14 3,900.00 54,600.00

Ramp-Catch Basin Rd-Sta 50 1,040.00 52,000.00
15" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 50 2,860.00 143,000.00

Street-Catch Basin Rd-Sta 20 1,040.00 20,800.00
15" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 20 650.00 13,000.00
18" RCP CL V Rd-Sta 20 2,860.00 57,200.00

Pump Station Adjustment Job Sum 0.00

TOTAL DRAINAGE $ 364,300.00

Sanitary Sewers

8" VCP Extra Strength LF 560 28.60 $ 16,000.00
15" VCP Extra Strength LF 543 83.20 45,200.00
Manholes Each 25 390.00 9,750.00
Adjust Manholes Each 50 65.00 3,250.00
Adjust Services Each 50 130.00 6,500.00

TOTAL SANITARY SEWERS $ 80,700.00

Water Systems

4" Ductile Iron Pipe LF 548 14.30 $ 7,840.00
6" Ductile Iron Pipe LF 600 26.00 15,600.00
8" Ductile Iron Pipe LF 390 29.90 11,660.00
10" Ductile Iron Pipe LF 120 32.50 3,900.00

TOTAL WATER SYSTEMS $ 39,000.00

Maintenance of Way

Sheet Piling SF 0 10.00 $ 0.00
Bituminous Pavement SY 1,800 8.90 16,020.00
Borrow CY 50,950 3.10 157,980.00
Flagman Job Sum 87,500.00
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TABLE B-2. DETAILED COST ESTIMATE. Alternative 2A (Continued)

Total
Unit Estimated

Item Unit Quantity Cost Costs

Federal First Costs (Continued)

Roadway Items (Cont.)

Maintenance of Way (Cont.)

Temporary Signing Job Sum $ 25,000.00
Temporary Signal Job Sum 0.00

TOTAL MAINTENANCE OF WAY $ 286,500.00

Miscellaneous Roadway Items 503,000.00

TOTAL ROADWAY ITEMS $7,685,000.00

Bridges

Roadway Grade Separations Job Sum $ 462,000.00
Highway River Structures Job Sum 7,250,000.00

TOTAL BRIDGES $7,712,000.00

TOTAL ROADWAY AND BRIDGES $15,397,000.00

Force Accounts

CNW T. Co. Track Removal LF 1170 3.90 $ 4,600.00
CNW T. Co. Track Replacement LF 650 65.00 42,300.00
Railroad Protection During
Construction Job Sum 41,600.00

Subtotal CNW T. Co. $ 88,500.00

Northern States Power Co. Job Sum 32,500.00
Minnesota Gas Company Job Sum 95,000.00
Mankato Citizens Telephone Job Sum 15,000.00

Subtotal Utility Relocation $ 142,500.00

TOTAL FORCE ACCOUNTS $ 231,000.00

Contingencies $2,309,000.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $17,937,000.00

B-7
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TABLE B-2. DETAILED COST ESTIMATE. Alternative 2A (Continued)

Total
Unit Estimated

Item Unit Quantity Cost Costs

Federal First Costs (Continued)

Engineering and Design $ 1,594,000.00

Supervision of Construction $ 1,240,000.00

Lands and Rights-of-Way

Easement and Fee Title Lands Job Sum $ 2,599,000.00
Relocation Costs Job Sum 694,000.00
Acquisition and Administration Each 56 $6,000 336,000.00
Contingencies 520,000.00

TOTAL LANDS AND RIGHTS-OF-WAY $ 4,149,000.00

TOTAL FEDERAL FIRST COSTS $24,920,000.00
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APPENDIX C

PUBLIC VIEWS AND RESPONSES

INTRODUCTION

C.1 The views of the public were actively solicited throughout the
study. Individuals, groups, civic organizations, and governmental agencies
were brought into the study process through a broadly based public
information program.

C.2 Specific elements of the program included:

a. Information office
b. Pc,:iodic newsletters
c. News media coverage
d. Public information meetings
e. Interviews with citizens directly affected by potential

property acquisitions
f. Presentations to interested civic organizations
g. Workshops for City Councils, and other city government,

Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT), and Corps
of Engineers (COE) staff.

C.3 The overall public information program covered the entire project, i.e.,
the three separate bri-dge locations. This appendix covers in detail the
Main Street bridge over the Minnesota River between Mankato and North Mankato,
and a general description of the overall public participation process of the
entire study.

C.4 Interagency coordination was accomplished through written corres-
pondence and briefings. This procedure established a cooperative working
relationship between the several public and private agencies haveing direct
responsibilities in the study area. Copies of correspondence exchanged
are included in the communication section below.

PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAM

Information Office

C.S A public information office was maintained at 209 South Second Street,
Room 208, Northwestern Office Building, Mankato for a period of 44 weeks
from September 1978 through July 1979. It will be opened again during the
month in which the public hearing is held.
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C.6 This office was staffed with a full time secretary and a part-time
information officer. The information officer, in addition to answering
questions directed to the office, attended civic meetings and made
presentations to various boards and committees; was interviewed by
newspapers, radio and TV; provided news releases; and participated in
the public information meetings. The log of his meetings and news media
contacts is given on Table C-i.

C.7 Current and up-to-date plans were available at the office for
public use. The office also distributed the newsletters and maintained
a mailing list. It also logged in all project related phone calls and
visits, which included 87 telephone calls and 158 office visits. The
most frequent inquiries were made by individuals who were directly
affected. The log of these inquiries is on file at the Corps of
Engineers, St. Paul District Office.

TABLE C-1

LOG OF MEETING AND NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS

BRIDGE RELOCATION INFORMAION CENTER

October 1978 Ti me

10 Blue Earth County Board Meeting 9:00 a.m.
Mankato City Council Meeting 7:00 p.m.
South Bend Township Board Meeting 8:00 p.m.

13 Coffee Break Program KEYC-TV 9:15 a.m.

16 North Mankato City Council Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Taped conversation with KEEZ-FM radio

for next day broadcast (17th)

19 Discussion with reporter of Mankato -

Free Press
Calls from Free Press on traffic study

23 Nicollet County Board Meeting 9:00 a.m.

November

1 City of Mankato Personnel Meeting 9:00 a.m.

6 South Bend Township Board Meeting 8:00 p.m.

13 Tape recording by KEEZ-FM radio -

14 Tape recoring by KYSM-AM radio -

15 Public Information Meeting
(Regional Library)--

C- 3
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November (Cont'd) Time

16 Reporter from Mankato Free Press --

30 Reporter for KEYC-TV- taped

December

6 Meeting with Nh/DOT (Mankato)

18 Meeting with Mn/DOT (St. Paul) -

January 1979

2 Interview with KEYC-TV for broadcast

later day programs

3 Informational Meeting (Roosevelt School) --

4 Reporter for KYSM-AM radio - taped

15 Free Press Reporter

19 Mankato Chamber of Commerce Transportation
Committee Meeting

22 Reporter for KEEZ-FM radio - taped

24 Informational meeting (North Mankato
Jr. High)

29 Consultant Wetmore explaining Main Street
alternatives to dinner meeting of
combined city councils of Mankato
and North Mankato

February

13 Meeting at Corps Office in St. Paul

14 Meeting of Mn/DOT (Mankato)

16 Chamber of Commerce Transportation
Committee Meeting

28 Presentation to Exchange Club (Century
Club, North Mankato) 12:00 noon

C-4
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March Time

16 Chamber of Commerce Transportation --

Committee Meeting

Aplri

4 Consultant presentation at Regional Law
Enforcement Center (Mankato) attended
by staff personnel from Corps, Mn/DOT
central and district offices, Cities
of Mankato and North Mankato, FHWA, CNW,
and Honeymead Company.

18 Reporter from KEEZ-FM radio - taped

20 Chamber of Commerce Transportation
Committee Meeting

May

6 Radio stations calling about Saturday's
meeting with the City Councilors

24 KEYC-TV program - On Air Live 9:30 a.m.

25 Chamber of Commerce Transportation 10-12 a.m.
Committee Meeting

30 Informational Meeting (Roosevelt School) -

31 Informational Meeting (West High)

June

15 Chamber of Commerce Transportation 10-12 a.m.
Committee Meeting

18 Kiwanis Club noon meeting

* July

20 Chamber of Commerce Transportation 10-12 a.m.
Committee Meeting
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News letters

C.8 Four project newsletters were mailed to approximately 2,100
individuals, organizations and agencies. Approximately 100
additional copies were distributed and made available at the information
office, public libraries, and city halls. The first newsletter
was mailed in November 1978, the second in December 1978, and the
third in May 1979. The fourth was sent in November 1979. All were
mailed or distributed at least one week in advance of the public
information meeting dates. Copies of each newsletter are included
in the Communications section below.

Media Coverage

C.9 In addition to the 10 radio and TV events in which the information
officer participated, extensive coverage was given the project by the
Mankato Free Press. The majority of this coverage, however,
centered on the controversial Main Street bridge. Copies of these
articles are included under Communications below. A list of area-wide
news media is given in Table C-2.

Public Information Meetings

C.10 Three public information meetings were held. Approximately
85 persons attended the first meeting, which was held on 15 November
1978, at the Minnesota Valley Regional Library,' Mankato. At this
meeting, the project goals and objectives were presented along with
background information leading up to the project study. The
scope of work to be performed was provided regarding the flood
protection project requiring major alterations of existing conditions
at the bridge sites. The initial concerns and attitudes of those

* attending were heard and recorded. The dominant concern of this
meeting had to do with the location and site of the Main Street Bridge
replacement, and the corridor width to be studied at the TH 169/60

* site over the Blue Earth River. Concern was expressed about traffic
impacts, property acquisitions, severence of 'lecond Street, whether
the bridge should be raised, pedestrian traffic, and loss of
pedestrian access to each city, cost sharing, and whether a decision
had already been made on the location of a new Main Street bridge
crossing.

C.11 The second meeting pertaining to the Main Street bridge was
held on 24 January 1979 at North Mankato Junior High School. About
80 people attended this meeting at which time all the alternatives
that had been developed to date were presented and comments on each
of the alternatives were heard and recorded. Concern was expressed
regarding changes in street patterns, the effect on the proposed
riverfront park in North Mankato, property acquisition and relocation
costs, traffic congestion at Pike an- Warren Streets, construction costs,
construction detours, pedestrian acce.s over the river, property
acquisitions and the responsibility for final decisions.
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* "TABLE C-2. NEWS MEDIA

Blue Earth County Nicollet County

MANAKTO FREE PRESS KYSM AM-FM RADIO
418 South Sccond Street 1807 Lee Boulevard
Mankato, MN 56001 North Mankato, MN 56001

(625-4458) (345-4673)

KEEZ-FM RADIO KEYC-TV
227 East Main 1570 Lookout Drive
Mankato, M1N 56001 North Mankato, MN 56001

(345-4646) (387-7905)

KTOE RADIO ST. PETER HERALD
Highway #14 East - P.O. Box 1420 311 South Minnesota Avenue
Mankato, MN 56001 St. Peter, MN 56082

(345-4537) (931-4520)

MSU REPORTER KRBI RADIO
Box 38 - Student Union 1031 Grace Street
Manakato State University St. Peter, MN 56082
Mankato, MN 56001 (931-3220)

(389- 1776)

C.12 The third meeting, attended by about 250 people, was held at
Mankato West High School, on 31 May 1979. At the time of this
meeting the proposed alternatives had been narrowed to two (ICA and
2A). These were presented in detail along with summaries of
alternative impacts. The concerns voiced at this meeting involved
essentially all of the significant issues identified and evaluated
by the staffs of the City Councils, Mn/DOT, Corps of Engineers and
the Consultant. Attendies suggested that more information be included
in the newsletters and that models be built to aid and assist in
visualizing the impacts. Copies of the transcripts of these meetings
are on file in the Corps of Engineers, St. Paul District Office
and copies of the infcrmation handouts for the 15 November 1978
and 24 January 1979 meetings are given under Communications below.
Additional copies of the third newsletter were available at the
31 May Q79 meeting.

C
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Interviews with Citizens Directly Affected by Potential Property
Acquisitions

C.13 In conjunction with the evaluation of social impacts, relocations,
and right-of-way costs, the owner or renter of every property affected
by a potential property acquisition was contacted either in person or
by telephone. This process afforded the opportunity to inform these
people about the project and to hear their concerns directly and
individually. A few, particularly owners of commercial property, were
interviewed several times during the course of the study.

Presentations to Interested Civic Organizations

C.14 The information officer made presentations to the Mankato Chamber
of Commerce Transportation Committee, the Exchange Club, and the Kiwanis
Club as indicated in the log of his contacts.

Workshops

C.15 Two workshops were held, one on 26 April 1979 and the other on
S May 1979, both in North Mankato. Representatives of the Mankato and
North Mankato City Councils, City staffs, the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, and the Corps of Engineers participated. These workshops
were programed to encourage the participants to compare and evaluate,
issue by issue, the impacts of the two selected Alternatives 1CA and
2A. These had previously been selected as the two most desirable
plans. A total of 22 persons attended these meetings.

I NTERAGENCY COORDINATION

C.16 The Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT), the cities of
Mankato and North Mankato, the Minnesota Historical Society and the
Chicago and North Western Transportation Company (CNW) were contributors
and participants to this study. In conjunction with Mn/DOT's participation,
the Federal Highway Administration (FAWA) also participated as observer
and advisor on FHWA responsibilities. Coordination with other agencies
are described below.

State and Federal Agencies

C.17 All State and Federal agencies having an interest in the project
were contacted early in the study by letter with a request to designate
a liaison person. Those designated and copies of replies received are
included under Communications below.
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C. 18 On 13 February 1979, the Consul tants' study team aind the
Corps staff presented two briefings to State and Federal agencies
on project progress, project setting, environmental concerns, and
the Stage 2 alternatives being considered for study. Dluring these
briefings, no State or Federal representative expressed any concern
beyond those presented by the consultant. Agencies represented at
these briefings are listed in Table C-3. In addition to these
direct contacts, all agencies were kept informed with the periodic
newsletters.

TABLE C-3

ATTENDANCE AT STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCY BRIEFINGS
13 February 1979

Minnesota

Department of Transportat ion, ighways
Department of Transportation, Railroad Operations
Pollution Control Agency
Department of Agriculture
Water Resources Board
Department of Economic Development
Department of Health

United States

Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Interior, Geological Survey
Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Seri-ice
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration
Department of Housing and Urban Development

Counties and South Bend Township

C.19 The boards of Blue Earth and Nicollet Counties and South Bend
Township (Le Hillier) were kept informed of the study through the
periodic newsletter and through presentations to the boards by the
project information officer. Because of the sensitive location of
the new Blue Earth Count), Regional Library at Main and North
Front Streets in Mankato, the Blue Earth County Board of Commissioners
studied the alternatives and passed an early resolution favoring
the bridge location connecting Belgrade Avenue and Mulberry Street
as recommended in the 1974 Bridge Location Study Report, see
paragraph 1O.a, Prior Studies and Report, DM-8.

4--
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Others

C.20 All of the private utility companies in the area were informed of
the project and also particiapted in providing information on their plant
and in estimating the costs of adjustements. The companies contacted were:

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. Minnegasco
215 E. Hickory 2400 N. Front Street
Mankato, MN 56001 Mankato, MN 56001

Northern States Power Co. Interstate Power Company
2nd and Lime Streets Amboy, MN 56010
Mankato, MN 56001

Mid-Communications, Inc. Minnesota C.A.T.V., Inc.
221 E. Hickory 228 S. Front Street
Mankato, MN 56001 Mankato, MN 56001

Mankato Citizens Telephone Co.
221 E. Hickory Street
Mankato, MN 56001

CO*MENTS AND RESPONSES

C.21 Copies of comments received and responses thereto are given under
Communications section below.

COMMUNICATIONS

C.22 Copies of newsletters, correspondence exchanges, news clippings, and
a list of State and Federal agencies contacted follows.
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So. we're beeting up to a lull. officialdom for alleged foot- woulaso do*--- ll a ote"--a f eo
blown controversy over the ret., dragging in proculing Morth- the suh ant~* Road -mceeofsai
es ino of the Main Street side nigttof-way, for the Set- Ot e n Of M ianktche ad.a
Brindge Then's siony here. grade itberry location. Now flins Is the number of lovely A down-hlome remjns. of an
when it niudhave-25 years gears sad wants Brooklyn to Gap in t e b i v

Had ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g thjelcm? enbl akaosma~ysil . . wortht Presesvng. A good two- thsa space lost week, It, unee
*agpo- the qutotmn today would move post-haste and prepare anliterw wod m

B eaaei etter than that. upwind Bangs-Warren streert - ~ ' insr scored witls equal Inistraisn by I
there'd be soquestion. since the path. lione'smol nstance whene Ken E. Borg .... '' l spird sup rie.ntelnd ofthe

snwould have beewn in place littl brother Is" every reason r etdper tendn othe Snts
and Mankato would have to be wary of big brother's n@fe a*tI P*Mt plitey HYoupta itsso

*planned its downtown renewal whins. I'm in the north bak'sdionfrlsewaofntemo
areod it ie egairMl ourt, will always have the railroad Street. Noy Illethen, 239 these getai at on fIrtlse wnt lo ieto
bonty Mite husbe 0 Irdima!Inch$ tg Wicks and Blvd.. istakuing not chances on chmicals wot ould etr a

Iplated fur at les oryas Asltl tr~n ePuo mcepn nS eg ra inrgls aslaf ell muat wtol efi
wst" tnoua obletsnsuntil As ee wlahr#allingh eter s e110ithe ~ hwrtes:Ansbna crepng Usi~ 61111 t veraA M nd al t o ucar mbe o weed s oazg"to". sOelfaata pat that present (wos home hodaly

die itymangertkeesltta htla-elgade Stret panMUS pa Th re' Iluse hme hot the area, IS hardy oniqe. The current one Application I wanted Ito get
still an t bohard championing bigsieMah aam ve mw tefdalvema across the valleo-ed4. I con- reml is point Is Noseda, Vn.. the spreading lob done right
m te Frono-11ain site for the new tegoh~etieterca booigarpacmtl e lder the slough a valuable wet- AD to MUNakate1 Keseeha's Ice NOW I went to a Mankato.
library. assuring everybody far Seyas a e mee aa aeSret brdg ha lands and iaque in the& middle ams oaded by a anelags store. It may have been a goosd

*that the& off-on rbimp.. oe.. would ike this loeation P*e- flaod cat= tert aa. To of the city Itlls beauty in iself sadg know assetiaa. itbadberen choice. Ithought -the piecew s
wousld net be visually or pitys. served.Sheerdesperrodon~eaaa' refied iIt memo doiag up 00 and oftene water and feed for leased by the IKeaesa Iret crowded. enid I waited perhai.,

ealdermental Yes. fsunnel- peralise of another sart, w0 welle seto. Ulbe. %aw bridge the birds and other wsldbtde in lisekeq Assocliao igead Is. 15 miotes before I could ask asn
tag traffic onto Broad and Sec- doublt. Embherm ealWish.pill MM stposathe railroad lnesh the hillsides and Hassmusns Elari, bet the lame is expir employee for what I had in
ond streets. would be a heath Ave., are lMe song to for "asky's sae. alt the Woods nearby I certaisyagres le ad the Iellty is on the mind hte told whod bad-'ju.t
tiallengabutdiatcoullt been- speak op. -We dealaned am te*a'emaia Iesem that lltotsisien Road meadk imt M@Le.Tkoeswat aeM.e what Iwste-it wanea till

geee ou'Several hods. bridlge." their esai. "we low firsaiaa Ihes =l sa- provIng but to try to drain IhNteaa's II INU aMMr el tor tier. and also would contral
seerm either relicated or built bave three goo bridges saw. aitetd iags.... man 1Wrwlaidw0 keep it dirinsid It "in l@NeM ehaatyBoardlIs (kill?) dandelios. brad-leaded
in the arm a initim.n tully Teno Sreet9 Betdge can be 0 would not only damage the dawsrtgtlsesi Its pwarm weeds. crabgrass 41 go the im.

aaeowhtmight lie ahead. made lew-Issew. We laond tha Aaother caltroveny. thi em slough, bet would prov very on- to t t eetlratso Maskate preadst bed also recummend
war I inO own. a rieli. se at o1 the day afeBhufhremrety is- pens. tos& asayers know woea gaverameats' shilly. It for thercotral of lodes) AndI

rated bridge farther south Ned n h osg on WaI N, Ba Ther woe mopleron the need- 'at have Il at- lgelre 2155 e so I brought 0 hame And de
swold be the last prwIort an the fered sad made sale. The of passv at it athis spae lat ways p~ rd sloughe based ansl.a e.Teprle e reed the fine ptl- apply at
hal I'd wast booninesdisint , sipe soblis lte followd the week. And. witerea I wanl rare Wes ihSho A @and too. twsIfsiaan abt o lt the SECONDmwt.we

11001 bere is that. only a yew arte will be mapped so, aadi tis ae aeIs ter dentilt aresaend the coos mona te. 1*011on p t Re Met wasasng wetc I ie
aop. Maakaioofflclala were jab. whicilmndvrh ewtmsget rs oe tyleUru h sldIt mu I aiemo a. eaaetletahp have better lock ieso I Os" I
aft~ she# rib posrra Maaheils Dw. Vm wen James Avenue to Plassa m afrad a estlamo read weheat beeayetem L=eaa

of Oalle 01 cpy.C-44
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Testing John Cros.ht
Dr. Henry Quade, left, an MW~t bllglel. N what e~iect nirsrctlon of a new bridge mitt
graudele student Kevin King, etudy eemwiples hev on the aquertic e nrn"en He mocat, a
container whichhoeebeenInlthe Minn e r lean of 16 revsarchers who are Connytilo data
for 42 deye. It will Indicate ased life that elf eta on the Impact bridge conestructiona woujo hae"
-tem Ouade isaeleo efudiiasi the campoeftion of on pleoL animal en marine lie,

4--tur.ane AW 2f1179 IME eFWEPAM MANKATO Il., i'rcoEP S.U0AJ

Keep bridge In same location
Peopl haive argued that the Belgrade Mulberry mile for the pro-od g will hurt the Washington Park neighborhiood which

ia true out few reaize that the Range-Warren site will hurt and I\ meYbe -mm a lrtge rea of Noirth Mtark.. in the Nirotlet Avenueend .ag .tetae Bridge o l uligin order to build the bridge ond necessary ramps, ytu will have Isw uddestroybulig
to remove about 40-50 homes and relocated their residents, most of I otl r N~ V i ol ,ra rn~leed'hwhore enjoy the quiet neighborhoods In that area. The bridge at mod.-hni 'If an 1 - 1 i e -vt- l h o if the 'f . -'St."'Range-Warren will bring all Of the traffir going to and from North hridg, iso, tti li , I~t L~ 11 0 at' at the .- tMankato hiltRop down Nicoijet Avenue instead of wirer Rel- h ali..r- vo -o il. .1r,111 71t o-.,ei otto-v the -u11 of T"girade 71is will make thia entirely residential area a nol. hype. 'a" l t OIi l 01n-1 hi- -,,J.4 ol.1i'- affect tttvraloftetaffir preaentiy using Beflorodo Avenueoooo II'II of 001111 01' tot. I-he rtteldarIng Nicollet and Range residentilly. the Range- In av lime of gowingv m~t ot o ,- Pvv- Ilf~ can lhitIlWarren bridge could financially hurt the businesaes otn Blgrade devttol, l-ilding-v o vttt , To ft-. , 1-.I0 lhtit .1f10001Svenue that depend on the traffic for customers It will leave I ate nothling 0t. pt v i O. p~ lt ritrot s1.- "rals Ilo traces ouch as the Century Club off hy thenmselves while people repair,. lvi. 1u-o f A n.- librar) and a Now chance tv gel elirrillaoff down Range two blocks; away Prop~le to rome tn the housing de% elopmett lot the elderly rthy tof~fects on either site are going to be negative for some people mantel Hlospital Pr~owl,

of nwhere their homes or bualne Lre, located IItithedo I htw av n.ht-igl o o elc h
10 Pc.I think the Mulberryflalgrade vite Is overall the better, trMy~ oinion It- thaton hae ne. filiidb 11 14 boorie. thneput hy pck' dont knm eiher r no I mssedsomeningIn teroiled atThird Avenue (in Front Street for Pasarcsrt to that arearessa, but whatever happened to rebuilding the bridge In the and. when that c ompled Ir, r-o 'h hdlop ares The hntger*aelocation at Main and Belgrade' Thin site would present the at the sooth end rt ootSre 't~t~ arcea~thletnNo"rt,t
CE-amlnlmel nega1tive effects en either of the river cities It would kalo onr trot, N

t
-- h Itoobolo to Mlanhll , cot to the Maenhato#iage no residential area, and woudid continue to help Mall Bloth of hoe voutes )1,t lei, OrsitOen9 'itildings on there"eta by thell-yearold MissDada. It certainlyaseems as ifthis and oouid prottde a helw,terdr~ I", oge-,in flow rI trr.-teca"e If this is true, it Is disappointing that a man of Esau's I don't betheP tnI we, thet p~eople. in to. neighbhtood nhould

osesese wit] definitely outweigh the damage that will rome out have to heat the borvien of tuu~o planning hi he Pits or ltda tInn
PE he the tw siesNor should wr have to pa) tunes to allpfvrt the C-r of Unsioeersist people on Mankamo's council moat realizte that tke people ofonytha heeryohuhnettath 0 .ortlfntettorth Mankato. a separate rity, are also going to use and be af also at oaur eatuenve

etad by this new bridge Thjere most be a complete realzs ofzod eueoabridge will affect North bMankato's slowly flourishing don1 114 N' Fourth Stn scomperison to Mankato's already egtabliaed oe NrI-
Pilankato also has some of the nicest residential area, between the

twctle, cod If would he a crime to spoil either these neighbor-
"a r or owflosm.arilme that t'm sure neitherthe people of
urctritour city coutncil wUl alt still for

Pirins Eggersdorfer
73111 Nirollef Ave
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Bassett: no easy tradeoff
in siting of new bridge

By ROBERT L. GIROUAIWD
Free Prens Esecuative EditorIs
Marikao, City Mansager Bill,

Bassett had three losid and cleer
message. tor members of ia
ULs-ls Park Cttis'rs' Asasort-
ation concerned afoot tse poai-

hility of the neo 
5

stnkaouWNortsi
Mlankato bridge s comin
across Use Meta H)I Rier and f

tlt: te c4Lna'lti ambers of
ci ty hall were

feelting Public poelicy is essen-
tially a choice in behalif of a
lesser e% i!. becau&s- otly Project
of magnitude is bound to ad -

interests

--The fate c;f a f,,rne-Warien
bridge sitinhl - tht- current lont O4Wssot, 719 S. Broad, rainss a qustionl at an iitatolo'e
choice of the ('fly of Mankato - Mesting bhtwt city offcial "el ti~s Uncofin Park Cifisesa MAso-
is inestris'ahly bond Di what clatioto-4 mfttn hald to discus eflantfvee twoe fsstIng of thse
hapteos tii Swtltan Road at tU htaco9to tobd. BtAttepho
least as tar as Use Lincolnr Park w lalktNotMnaobrd. HPAtnupho

area tneighborhood is involsesd eeta are effected. the Print wse, coined lint Bassett saida
-And Where were you PikellrottaAJaines attirtis t;ese-yniiltstees

people lv spn-ah up, when tie fise would become more alit rc sent -A it: atl sou
SOsitis e beltway) was success- tine an inner-bell route, ,i Ittu it!,t. - neiirwed that in
fully' -ss' %e .ootdn I fI. drscer-ps'eferetice. nd -col I isc t -- DeiF o' for
haninig all af these pihlents, nrieesaty alleniate enio rte shintrc '..'asto:5 were
now, it or had a nosthern traffic on Pleasant and (turn c pete, Isers rin een oily
b-eltway - streets, through Use beant of the one cts:- o tit that

After some spirited en- Lincoln Park neighborhosod nnoso
changes and inqioies, David But Stolizorss Hood orrce -Now ,crIc -at i r askiing
Noatse, 216 I-ollon St , president more became an issue in Use-en fi-r Stliznat Rood to be cart-
af the incinP ,rik CiliaeoshAo- asng debate, leadingBasset so lsliedftesir'-saoetacluc rat-
anciationt. sild din association finally say 'What you mrecrlty it- on fleasrt and elsewhere
would nest 'areh hoose to en- arguintg as that the War ir ut oheme ecm yo- last year,
dorse or not etotoi sr the Range- Street project, coupled witllie co -ne of )toi a-n group
Warren bridge proposal, Stoltzmsan Road compleion, it, spike xii agairisi Stoltan

Citty Engineer Ken Soffert bothersome. ao go a-ibth soy o~g tot0 trafftc nfow didn't
went ones the three hndgc-sit- berry OK. let's talk about that o .art t5 -nptetion' If
Ing poss liittits -- Belgrade- instead, but then there's tess Stoctttma ot(ail is completled.
Msulbercy, ffighway ISs-Mad,- reason for UUsiarrurcular neigh- what are yin go ing to hane 11
son Ace . sod Range-Warren, bethood to voice concerns. Isw ttititnnws Road is built with allt
esplainung wish the use of die- case Malherry woulid havec the other fenroosa which
grams Use conic, in dollars and little or no effect on the Lincoln bridge site *bprefereble'
in househoild sor boniness reloca- Park area." A few noic's in'tbe sadience
lions, of eash 1ossihiitty and Some disagreed, pointing ot <tr i t'-'tfiet. soimblerly
Use benefits , r drawbacks of that Pleasant and Clark would We Is-ri knco, - or Tist's
ech pcsothitiy. lO9-badioa Stilt get heavy se, all else cono wbatI were here to try end find
Ace being shown tu be the least sidereal. "So let's go bark t oallt
satisfactory. snd the most 're- Stoltzman Road, lirts." Bassett 'Well' Bassett concluded.
dandant in that it would be too said. admtondshing Usat there 'opponents squsaed Use scuffs-
close to Use access now as ad- wan '-no clear isaae of tradeoff' ern betln .- I thati swbalk'a
able by way -I Tirds Ave to In the whole situation ha;ppetting subh Stfit'man Road
HighwaBy A4 Accidents at Use intersetion - pectnlce too u and me aren't

Hosneser. thre cittzena' group of Pleaaant With Byron Street being beard -

wa s more cotnrerned about Use
immerdiate traffic impsact on its
own neigboshost. and If was
clear that even among the 30
members sIf the aiSsuoaiofn Who
showed ap foe the onformaftonal
hewring with Bassett aid Sof-
Lent sesntiments were divided on
the suhject of htolttman Road.
Some want it to remain as is.
Ie, iist-pgraded. with, per-

hapa. a buffer ztore of cal-dc'
saces aroand thetr neighborhood
and in Wess Mankatostodiscour
age throuagh bridge traffic, sod
olters amnting to see Stoltoitwn

apgrasded whether to two suar-
fared wsms or taste, to shunt
eental Pike Street-to-Jans
Aoe traffic away from their
netghborhood

Basstit and Saffers bath or-F
gas's that once Use Print Street-

asJ Like ;itceet-tensian pmsi-
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Yes, Katos, we need bridge
Bly Steal St. Aalhsay br1ige ad shave $IS million to

matr oeta egbrodFrsiay. b4 119-15 and bridges over the Minnstdivipuanand he epens ofand Blue Earth rivers). Tell thesiting a new Mai Stweet Brldge U.S Teasury Department toThe so-build uptills apply the mtosey toward the fed.Alter all, the chrreat 1931. wall simply could be plugged at be done would be to tither sand- eral budget deficit and the cove.vintage structure is no slae end the bridge in the event of high bag" or fill the gap in the dike munity get an award for uilne'cement dream But you can water an the Minnesota threat- caused by the bridge on both tift fgingsnake it across (albeit slowly enig the Mlankato area. "ide of the river with clay "if in the% evn o. bridge clue-during rush bouts, df you can 'There's a couple of holes in time permitted Once you get isge commuters would be askedstill afford to drive) without too t design." said Captain Bob water that high, you're sot talk- to Pass Over the flver at High.much tear of landfing in the - Campbell of the U.S. Army ing about a large hydrostatic
drink, coaps of Engineers field office pressure." - e BRfIDG&Thve exsting 2 5 rolls of flood in Nsrth Mtankat. -What would Simple, huh? Don't build the (Please terai Is Page 17)

'Bridge
(Comelpagd tramPe .51 ;I The maximum probable

way 14, or another crossing, flood-that's where you'd nd
Not so last, Campbell and the Noah's Are.")

ether engineers say, b Has there ever been consid-
-What happens though.' h eratlon of not replacing the

said. ",u you leave the bridge in bridges tat Main Street and the
place the Statistical protection twln-llghway 180 bridges over
thawe flooed wall provides the Blue Earth River)?
drops from protection against Penniman said thete has
yars to one that would occur efit analysis. Extrapolating
ever too years. The bridge over a 100-year period, analysis
deck lo lower than our levee." estNION! dt damasge that A WaIn effect te engineers say wete flood would cause to the
the bridge lite would have a comnmunity. "You spread that
gemming effect on the water, aginst the up-(Fon Cost" of
because it's lower than the fined building the bridge. Peaimia
wall. ase because of t huge sald
suporea that stand in the *a- Several years ago, when the
Msr. They mna trege end other dike project was approved, the
debris that rush down the, river benefit-to-cost ratio Was esti-
during ahigh~low period. That mated at 1.11. sine that time
clogsthe channelandfos'ceswa- the total cost of the project hea
Mer pressure up and, poseibly, Jumped by about 36 t peat--
over the bah. 0 million-tn $75.9 million.

"'That structure would ceate Penniman said the benefit now
such adorn that a flood of that in about 1.4/11
magitude tosid wash out that The Corp' Policy in -asseig
beidge." asserted Tom Wet- the efficacy Of a Project, Pe"Na'
more. aa eainer with Ed- man concluded, is, In terms Of
wards na = I...y l am- at o investment, anytime You can
thes firms pertlelpating in a $I acheve a 14-t1 ratio or better,
million bridge reation ,rj Build it."
ect loe several area osae. Two bridge slite are In the
",The existiag fHoodwere running to replace le Main
wouldn't be adequate with that Street Bridge--with a decision
bridge acting sa adam. It'shlus due probabl Within a year.
ane tanable with the kind of They are a Belgrade Avenue in
riead psetecto they wao to North Mfankato to Mulberry
p1rovide" Street In Mankato span 00d a

A now bridge would be dt- bridge from Range Street insigaed " awoetdheproblem, the North Mankato to Warren
say-stret in Manhate.

* Pnama. St. Paul- While the engineers setdy the
based Copsprjetmanage bard date and loIsfitics of each,
let the ahaoste. saId th sentiment is genrally sptill

WIIIIIV~ ~jroeeten. would be affected. Masatoaleffl
redls and neighborhood gripp

pord ad bidgs rplaedt are mahing the case for thellWar-
pr ct a mmety agaInst ran Street touchdow. while

th Boaed no year flood, that prooal is leao in Neet
"-It's the worst that could realia. Mankato because ef Anticipated!
Ueffe cnr."* he said alghborbood ad Utrfc pa-

rivers a eon et he at y- levi dispwtieaa.
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Corps action freezes Mankato flood project
by JON M. THAVID the fvso a" his w ~hal takig tracts where bids have already tepoc.it canceled the *d- ton pace this winter sed mar,

Pa,. Press tal Wor edleSa ugt eaei be received. vets Intsthis w0-k- funds than =agcIe
A Relay umatetels sd frteerigvs lsato The action dos nam affect Trasn for anl mawe Tf' makau ee h beaa

a" Construcetion carom th Ws affct prjcsnainie projects already under .u.. said Roerit Penuatman. he said, a uuglemheatal soppri
depetioen by tha U S. Army Tiel eateu sste contract Corps Project manager fair the pruatimms Sill westo this yeer
Corps ual Eagim it pansing a Carps is rs'efue at adverser in Mankato, the frez ou- overall Mankato geod control Congrss. goi with the cufrot
teutporasy, bat to umbai's ow asnew conafroction proj daly affects only a small piece project. is "a shorstage of leads cnrsinl bdacsln
(saod contes rolet aSa. is re ton np a .id of the fieed contes program for dong all the work" m d.hade.'edsbu

""We 0ap he f~E~ alreedy-dvartised projects. along Pleasaxil Street. The PenuIman explained today that the appration will be

impact statement on local
bridge plans again delayed,

ByJON IA. TKAVIS the impact statemetnt us ar hstMr of IO The
Fre Press "tl Silso r elae lates *uWe-us delay, aC

A drft esvltietaitalimpet ONE3 oF the Corp%' recoin- cording to the Corps, le a re"ul
st asnesi a n proposala mendistionus will he a new cross- of new guldIMe imposed o

frthree aw bridges Is Man- Ie oction for the Mtain Street the prafasfscrpos
bats has oce again heett de- 01ridg.1,'v had the way an
loyed. at a spohes-a for thue Residents on bothsade, of the FIS is written" said David

u~s Asopcopsof giear Mnnsot Rve hav ibe do- Miller. a sociologist for the
in Si, Paid now says it will he bating due merits of the two op- Corps fEguwn n district

faf My oreatly Juohe" before lions for the crossingo-flel' coordinof oteipc

the document is publihed. grade Avenue to Mulberry statement. rheipc

'lbs impact statemns is the 1treeto Rang Str toWr- THlE NEW guidelines,

met te i te on Iocs of ra tetfrsvrlyears. adopted at the end of last year,
detesoising t nig ~e. pub-' A year ago, the Corps was mean flhe cis will com oua as

ic heOarins e n the recont- planning to have the draft EIS
moddsites will be held a ready by September of HIM,. The Sow IMPACT

amait after the first version of date was moved back to Jani- tPlaae tNo is Pae 2)

(Continued free sae 1) be studlied by the C'orps tf ore 0 July tUB-A psublic bear-
three supplements to an origi- the Planning Rcpor -. which Ing, or hearings-will be held in
sal studyX isn 1s971,for a Man- will include the draft f'JS-is Muankato on thle recommends.
halo flood control project published lions for crosing sites. The! Irs.

The three separate doeu- 'Ilebridge relocationsIinclud - Vian fmthearings wull
meets. Miller said, will treat le g eltbway IGO tuoun-brudge be Inclu-ed an final EIS
each biridde insdividualtly and san adtacen railroad bridge Various other slate agencies
make it easier for citizens to re- over due BlE arth Riveni are will also begin a okay review
spend t!o the Statement. patoWh Cisf million of the draft statement to make

'We've ~ ~ ~ = Ilt haeeoi- fudcnrlpoect fop the sure that an imparts, ranging
tuons of contracts with ite rchi- lankets ares from enviroamtital to eco
tectural and engineering firms PAlUtI AIWITIER post- nomic. have been adequately
involved'" Miller sald, '"and ponementMiller gavethis time- studied
that has cassed part of the table for the "rid projects 0 September 131-A final en-

deay' hefimust. 
t dya 0 June tUB.-T Corps w Ill vicronentail impact statement

noise, traff ic, land use an lssue a planig report, and It will he filed.
bridge design,. as weil as social. will incltude .draft environmen 0 Fail 1510-The documpat (is
economic atnd bkioifsl effects t8l impc statement on era-. scheduled to be approved, and
of the proposed sites tnsfrthe three bridges Pr- the Corps will he making its do-

Mitler repucted tha the con fesdb Idelterostuve, will ciuon on locations. Design stud-
tractors were towetuuning in he inlue Inte report, which lee for and hearings on the we
tir report on tepree o - will he made ale for pub- lecled sites will be held during

5a ons Thai thsmle wl i snuaunde fall aNd Winter.
0 1961 to 1063II-After sp.

Wrov t ofste design studies.
rigtofway acquiition and

preparation of construction
0p0!ai; theostuctin wigl be.
ine 'hs tuad coeetuuctiosi, is

tatairly cheuled hor 3906l.
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- BelgrademMulberry bridge urged
Pam ramoe l Wstsw armyalrflc h rtma- Msanpeetinh . min- onrnrnendetleaIsee te main ia

SUtree is the preene WIeatnaaufra.watadK- Northnaand wdim . the rami, Davim Mxlar off eeersh
Our a Maino Stee fidey-tyle a haehaa t the d"W"w manhta eanCssdiatddn aeardrnabro. saki I Dlpleam at. Theplacement in a c&OW986"at re9W h-urdMe eei martial buslanees district Wiles. "Adi Iw.d..te RageWese tiln weputt to the u S Amey Cep t ae lbe. al lMnhet. At the Urn SlNt, the Mipss tr1i .M he = =hme Ien M==as hri a uSzgeme. In recerneseede She Sa& savs. It wIa advaiaeily ~Use ta hearig Praoa." PWWi m. mady 3o an S Um-*The roeeauseandake sa. de gf ety ctlt er the Watingsot Park owllmar- hearintsan Waltroatilres lek The 2elgda.Mdhenyteatiso." ut she ruedet hut a-N egei eti S u hood nd daee deveu~mo are selidmied a~e raleege at trolgmeddslaeuy
retars toth I cea mamaty the, COtp tlsta. tral- p- In lthe luatediete Mal- the draft 518. probhl abJly heusee ad = ee hulsesof the Mulberry erosagov a .*hsesa d mighbot, Berry Street 4111~ area (M muet pow$t ad Campar- 0 Tvdie srine ad adely.iAsse Street to Warrein S tret a Ine to ct iMea with- leinm. She o e i ak the Mal- The Mulberry lans. the re-Proposal. A ~~WW3RVheld assmmedt Woay we She e bu hrry crauleg auperior to tha Pro, sasSeedm awThe report is p&a of th week- brailge. the cupat, eeys. o ernin ttata recommorndatlme. tiaggWarm aftarooeato Snalrelacrnad cumemig papers I* be tied by the ehad ltac rhues ayg they w uld a tshe edditiat t the major impact whia pak ggaeya cpirCort o digft aneel eaoand elegebaummdt Cae a ImW OtWdes :ttgtlettereet lsstdit tedre.Te gaWrImpart statement 1S for new A* M Wr tr it n1 later Meas. "It's premature to say ltheeee lai~ar qwsa te, Uisk. an the ether Iseed.

aid rounilt isow mareall
travelt. along with reduced

WA dfTha report"aweeespeciallycalt-
-. u ofa at te ttanie-Waraie k

-sop It daatwould be too atep. it
\\ iKstiee. with tao utf a Crve.

- Combined! with that, dues lt-~~h4 looks am the Mahato sie
- -)Iwould makathe bridge "paatire-It .a T laity basaistow to inclement.

r D~ecame traffc would *%coew-2. ~design cepaity. the reea can-~ -- 3 ~ ~ ~ -- cladee the masee-Warren
7- bride taui b--vary

Sea DRttGIR
noam Irst Page In

Ihesse"eed Ite PageSr)sbsatg

ke Kam uler wmd
7 he mug

qhAd = O~ Itet Staooea wast a

Pswe~eet. but It waul sow
eeA djeamee

Setpdeac aes Ie the "

do uta bed maeeht e. - atn NWr
maam ano ye e du l

in" lothinsghhsdo Au bu e~ e e~ge~ mt
Ste~ stdy haw tht idee - agm to suma j M as

resell Streert ad Osed MW *l - u t UKe ~iu
Sreet _P-M "M aag"M summ

111a ieit Avame Iaph. oin &Mnot -ogb fis a*&
hee t I~ih eahta S. ig m a mm umbirr *inicusi ag Plmneftth te doOb ide dtpeas OFere atS thepo WSW be ftt 11111110 SI so -. -e -_m w

beus. ambe with urnw _i coa
esa.heavy wte~ am it ale ul -~ i rae .% Pt~lo -ws aisay cee in itge htpeete ih

a .*;= = aeladam $WhAtedver radr W the pal Seah
obtg 71ke1S AbrAwm11. by dd talm dlase in te0~ehstaw T0 A je-areeIouritimndaW~d~uI.PU WISI -e~ve~ mat - stgm~pgeAvemme, weuld Basat nlhaaee am amrnnh Sb e plort a
popetyveeet"pebWese aMre. Whilbeaon@ uIse dontown~t he* helm d ld 6 ar so

loans w5Ek a n thel M ienhs~ a t m W. o h - ISO awvieps distritu th a ot saysb uZlso hrh 'a .e m sanlbr e e r -~ ae ah e he WIF berr oor areao ha s a s ael Set , maye. rie . utt batgSahttsemgegty vee " sema aneaa t OewaiPS5Oe eqSC t m6 ahtiae fel hv aersh bdse am IledTheeteglliehlaate~v m raaetspn t ad Thet l~the S erdot ghrr gs d eg s eo a enot. wasthr
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Bridge delay worthwhile
ItrurtLlir vi aI r.,|;iicn-rtrit t,- lhb. Main Slrrrvt (it , .ii.li,,h~ i,, ii i.lirI4 ,iib "I'fl .iii

br.dg vi t-lci tillsan . 1 irth ltI, Inli - t , . ., t-11, 1 0 I.. , , 1 1'. i-" 1 l ,
it nt t r,"tr . ,1 .. -p line hn ( ' -t I n t- I N1 , .1 n' j.,W , 1, t O,

olbr glisri ll Ult Otl) iti|lni i t tfrif li itil, WJ. -i . ,, liti, . ii, , ,

b, fu. tting .. h t l0-t I -1 hih t Ti l 1 in . 'o h h" :", .li i iotint

wlul i lll, t f i i rili- 4hh tin .il i i . I .lini h, i-l, l ii i..1al. If .It ., a ) P . Mll . it .th ., t sslly irk t I -,lill h,! *' h lt h vmg l\ *i. . 1,

:I h Z .yn p, of tnb n V b- .I .....'s

I'll 1, i-~a ll. ,,, In,", 1.11114l I ' l ) u~ I1. , ll tl , , dl,,.v s ntlh I! p --

of.d~ Sqt 'I98I n'

bridge ~~ 1 workn ManSretbig
of .h the 11i o thee~ toa11,.,raleid n iviti l Ce S ++|ftettied lIhlml {~llli.tll.I l~ ' ni t . M,w' ,trt' t i rid + wll+Vl i ., lO i li eithrte ot

-!d[ tlalt"a t- htt wli , 1 1 we 'Jr, "tr- t /rtd tl|* a' or

flit epai. lvn iiti vi elli'Illh~'*'{i ih'lIr ,, ljl f ti,on n t it.. .... I' o te t hell M's rtOll l ioia tier bn

m i i t i i I t1 fndi l hr., ' . i r-uck, 'i th eTt Wrti.t l h

I . lhe ua ofj ii. '~ i r Ilt IrolIittietlt M onb ati I I.,l . I ia t.~d coo to. repalhired h e h irg ait ot

In fl., pht t ihN, i r WIt i mI1,ti r e .Itiirr t

P FREE AtT
S-PRESS EPRS

Main Streetbridge work main Street bridge

planned to close for two weeks
Rellom. thii Main %ifroelearal"Mi-ll cllln) l ng am chotfled~ 7t h.- MIl Streetl bridge# .111 h-l toi uiM eithe r the Nortlh

to th-111i i IW= lecl' , tIx'h% r i it lll two weeksll Star bridgto~ Park [Am~l or

(bm .repill p i, pri ir i i t inning M idy , so the the w i Ri ver bridge
WelU hi th bis wee~lk, w,-r, d, three. tollil Ir.4d tcks onl the1 mH Trunktliglhwa 14

I.,i)., hoesluse of d eIrsilnn Mankaltuxr onhe ll repairedl T~hr (Chlagol and~ North

hiii r M ,ai l li . accIring to and 11%. .iu ii reWhiac-i W eir r r n" l0al ton Co

htirr Milller i( NIl i M ill -i, Siireflk It e bridge - i1 be wi~ng 'he r lroad

I, ll.i Inten tl N uir ti t OO r .tl l I r -main open for ln f anti lling in new
|ai 0i l i f N Wlt h fi io s itlu r itilaiii t, i l ing to

the rp, uair taile n t,, 1 t hi l ted Tratth
t  

onlor ll a nkalo Ilmn olhd 1),iogbe r ty ri ls r -

rak thai wil O i . u1 l th e ('m N.rib Man i will tr [,r the v,,rapsan

intl t . cu i roll

S-S

.l ... as will t i l osted rx:r Ii,
-ll hlrt 

-.- 

I t r p , W .WI||~~~~d Il,|'
I 

iv mmllag I ffic~l
Tl '. 'l/l Ch ,aind Morb iii-i1

he1 ri.lpwlrs Miller lidl Ih-, rait
iMdl ilile the, i)rlll , s ,
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STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCY CONTACTS
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STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCY CONTACTS

Letter and project map sent to the following:

United Stated

Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
Department of the Interior, National Park Service
Department of the Interior, Heritage Conservation and Recreation

Service
Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Water Resources
Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration
Department of Transportation, Federal Railroad Administration
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Environmental Protection Agency
Water Resources Council, Upper Mississippi River Basin Comission
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transit Administration
Department of Transportation, Coast Guard

Minnesota

Department of Transportation
Department of Natural Resources
Department of Agriculture
Department of Economic Development
Department of Public Safety
Department of Public Service
Department of Health
Historical Society
Pollution Control Agency
Water Resources Board
State Planning Agency
Environmental Quality Board
Energy Agency
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APPENDIX D

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

1. Standard Project Flood (SPFI: The highest water surface resulting
from the most severe possible flood that can reasonably occur under the
most severe hydrological and climatic conditions.

2. Design Memorandum No. S - Part I (Location Study) and Draft
Supplement II to the Final Environmental Impact Statement consists of
three volumes: One volume for the TH 169/6(0 over the Blue Earth River,
one for the Chicago and North Western Transportation Company (CNW)
bridge over the Blue Earth River, and one for the TH 60 (Main Street)
bridge over the Minnesota River.

3. Freeboard: The difference in elevation between the highest water
surface and top of flood barrier; or in the case of a bridge -- the
lowest member of the bridge should clear the design flood stage
(usually by three feet) or the highest water surface, for the passage
of ice and debris.

4. dBA: A unit for measuring the volume of a sound. Sound is
measured in units of decibels (db) or more commonly in units of dBA.
The "A" weighted scale, found to compare well with human reaction to
sound and noise annoyances. An LIO represents the noise measurement
that is exceeded 10% of the time; LS0 -- 50% of the time.

5. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA): A U.S. Census
statistical area comprised of a county containing a city of 50,000
or more, plus any contiguous socially and economically related
counties. The concept of an SMSA is to present census-related
statistical data.

6. Pasquall-Gifford Stability Classification (SC): A measure of the
hydrostatic equilibrium of the atmosphere. Stability can be classi-
fied into groups denoted by letters of the alphabet. Class D refers
to neutral conditions, A-C to unstable, and E-F to stable. Pollutant
dispersion is increasingly greater as the stability decreases (i.e.,
from F toward A).

{:
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING ST. PAUL., MN 55155

Office of Commissioner 6)2-296-3000
November 6, 1980

Colonel William Badger, District Engineer
St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers
1135 U. S. Post Office & Castom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

In reply refer to: 317
Mankato-North Mankato Flood Control Project
Replacing the Main Street (T. H. 60) Bridge
over the Minnesota River between Mankato
and North Mankato. Review of Alternates ICA and IDA
S. P. 0701-08 & 5212-05

Dear Colonel Badger:

At a meeting of Corps of Engineers, Edwards & Kelcey, Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and Minnesota Department of Transportation
(Mn/DOT) personnel, alternate IDA, replacement of the Main Street
(T.H. 60) bridge over the Minnesota River, was reviewed. At the
meeting, both FHWA and Mn/DOT personnel expressed concern about the
steep grades and turning movements on steep grades for alternate IDA
(4.60% for IDA vs. 3,20% for alternate ICA at the intersection of
northbound T.H. 169 ramps and 4.64% for IDA vs. 4.00% for ICA on
approach to Mulberry Street and Second Street) and the design year
level of service provided by alternate IDA at the intersection of
Belgrade Avenue and T.H. 169 southbound ramps (level "D" for IDA and
level "C" for ICA). The Corps of Engineers asked us to define our
policy on steep grades and level of service and address ER 1180-1-1
(Corps of Engineers), which states in part, that "the State should be
required to show, at the very least, that the higher design criteria
have been or are being maintained on comparable roads."

We have reviewed our primary design guidelines, which are the Mn/DOT
design manuals and the American Association of State Highway and
Transp~ortation officials, formerly American Association of State

Highway Officials, publications "A Policy on Design of Urban Highways
and Arterial Streets", 1973, and "A Policy of Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets" review draft #2, December 1979. We feel that
4.60% and 4.64% grades of alternate IDA are excessive and do not meet
the design guidelines for urban design with a large number of turning
movements. The 3.20% and 4.00% grades of alternate ICA are steep, but
we find them to be acceptable for this location.

The Mn/DOT road design manual guidelines for vertical alignment,
"maximum grades" is as follows:

1. Maxitnum grade controls for various design speeds for two-lane main
highways are shown in Table A 5-291.221. Secondary highways may
be about 2 percent steeper. The desired maximum for freeways and
expressways is 3 percent.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPENDIX E, P. E-I
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2. Use of maximum grades is not considered to be standard practice.
They may be used only in extreme cases and must be fully justified
in writing to the Road Design Engineer.

A copy of Table A-5-291.221 is attached as exhibit "A".

"A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets", review draft
#2, December 1979, copyright 1979, by the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials, indicates that every
atemnpt should be made to design and build as flat of grade as
possible. Several excerpts from draft #2 are attached as exhibit "B*
to this letter.

The Mn/DOT and AASHTO manuals provide the guidelines for the design
engineer. They will give the engineer the necessary flexibility to
provide the best possible design using the parameters of each given
situation. The need for good engineering judgement in the design of a
roadway is indicated by (a) the foreward to the Mn/DOT Road Design
Manual which states:

The manual is not designed as, nor does it establish, a
legal standard. it is published solely for the infor-

mation and guidance of Highway Department employees,
and is not intended to be used as a substitute for

and (b) the preface to "A Policy on Design of Urban Highways and
Arterial Streets", AASHO, 1973, which states:

Design policies such as this present working control
and design values that have been judged to be proper
for national application. in some cases they necesarily
are presented as "minimum" values; in other instances,
higher "desirable" values also are given. It is to be
emphasized that "good" design will not necessarily
result from direct use of the policy values. To form a
segment of highway that will be truly efficient and
safe in operation, be well fitted to the terrain and
other site controls and be acceptably amendable to the
community environment it must be a carefully tailor-
made design for the unique set of conditions along that
segment. Also it must e a consistent part of a con-
siderable length of highway, without noticeable
variation. Such designs are not always attained by
putting together certain sets of "book" values pro-
nounced to be suitable. While all designs should
satisfy the minimum values, they should be made to
values as high as commensurate with conditions. Values I
at or near the minimums should be used in design only
where the use of higher values will result in excessive

APPENDIX E, P. E-2
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cost or otherwise unacceptable conditions. In deter-
mination of all geometric features, including right-
of-way, a generous factor of safety should be employed
and unquestioned adequacy should be the criterion.
Highways being provided today must be planned and
designed for future, not the present., traffic volumes
and operating norms. Under urban conditions, the abi-
lity to fully predict future traffic volumes has been
at best uncomfortable, which further suggests use of
good factors above minimum. With a design approach
that broadly reflects these features, non-routine but
thoughtful application of the contents of this Policy
will resul.t in high quality transportation and com-
munity service for many years ahead.

The Minnesota Department of Transportation has attempted to provide
the best level of service and the flattest grades in the Mankato area.
There are two highway crossings of the Minnesota River in Mankato, in
addition to the Main Street bridge. We also have reviewed the ver-
tical alignment of forty bridges in the Mankato area.

T.H. 169 and 60 cross the Minnesota River and railroad tracks south-
westerly (upstream) of the Main Street bridge. The bridge has a 1.35
percent grade. The southerly approach has a flatter 0.10 percent
grade and the northerly approach has a 0.05 percent downgrade for the
northbound through traffic and a short section of 5.0% upgrade for the
through southbound traffic. The vertical alignment is controlled by
the clearance over the railroad tracks, the river, and the roadway
interchanges at both ends of the bridge.

T.H. 14 crosses the Minnesota River northerly (downstream) of the Main
Street Bridge. The bridge has a 1.61 percent grade. The westerly
approach is controlled by a 4.14 percent grade as it traverses down
the high bluff, then a 1.03 percent grade at the intersection of T.H.
169 just west of the bridge. The 1.61 percent grade of the easterly
approach is controlled by the clearance over the railroad and an eight
foot deep cut through the rock outcropping.

The forty bridges that are on the trunk highway system, carrying either
highway or local traffic and are within fifteen miles of Mankato were
checked for vertical alignment (See exhibit D for location of bridges).
Of the forty bridges, only one bridge had a grade steeper than 4 per-
cent. That one bridge is located on T.H. 99 at the southwest edge of
St. Peter and carries highway traffic over the railroad. The bridge was
built in 1948 and vertical alignment was controlled by the steep hill
(Minnesota River valley bluff) and the railroad tracks. When designed,
T.H. 99 entered St. Peter without a stop condition. Since then, T.H.
169 has been re-routed and an at-grade interchange was placed at the
base of the hill. T.H. 99 is a low volume, local user road.

APPENDIX E, P. E-3
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The design level of service used by Mn/DOT is described in the book "A

Poiyon Design Urban Highways and Arterial Streets", 1973, American
ssociation of State Highway Officials, on page 27. The guide for
selection of design levels of service indicates a level of service of
"C" for all urban and suburban areas, except signalized intersections
on principal arterials which should be level "B". See attached exhi-
bit -C-, table A-5. The design level of service is based on the 20
year projected traffic analysis. Edwards and Kelcey, Inc. report 1
dated July 3, 1980, indicates that alternate IDA would operate at a
"C" level of service until 1995 and at "D"n from then until 2006 at
which time it would fall into the "E" level, while alternate lCA pro-
vides a level of service "C" until 2006 and level "D" until 2016.
Mn/DOT finds alternate IDA unacceptable since it does not meet our
guidelines for level of service in the year of 2000.

Weather conditions in the Mankato area are such that bridges and
interchanges become very slippery due to frost, rain, sleet, ice, and
snow from October to April. Although Mn/DOT maintenance forces can
control these slippery conditions most of the time with de-icing
chemicals, the people of Minnesota and the State Legislators have been
very critical of the amount of chemicals used by Mn/DOT on roads and
bridges. Every effort is being made to reduce the amount of chemicals
used.

Based on design guidelines, past engineering design practices, sound
engineering judgement, and a detailed analysis as presented in the
preceeding paragraphs, Mn/DOT finds the alternate lDA design concept
unacceptable and we recommend the design and construction of the
alternate lCA design concept. We consider the construction of
Alternate ICA to be a sound investment of federal funds that will
return dividends to the taxpayers in future years.

This design has been reviewed with the Federal Highway Administration
and they concur with our recommendations. A copy of this letter is
being forwarded to them for their formal review and comment.

Sincerely,

Richard P. Braun[
Commissioner

cc:

William Lake, Federal Highway Administration

APPENDIX E, P. E-4



MAR. 15, 1971 ROAD DESIGN MANUAL 5291.220

5-291.220 VERTICAL ALINEMENT b. 1.ixin~m (,des

5-291.221 GRADES 1. Maximumn qraoh contros, for various design speeds for
t two-lane main hiqhways ae ,hown in Table A 5-291.221.

A. General Secondary highways ir:y N! about 2 perce.,t steeper. The
(k-s}red} n~dinmut fort Ii 'a,,y .nal fxp,( ns1 L.,ways is 3 ,pecct.

A gradeline ia reference line used to establish vlevations

in the construction of roadways. Ii is controlled mainly by 2. Use ot inaximum grades is not considered to be stan-
topography, type of highway, sight distance, soils condi- dard practice. They may be used only in extreme cases
tions, drainage, aesthetics and requirements of the affected and must be fully juwtified in writing to the Road Design
communitias. Engineer.

C. Mirnium Grades
The relation of grades and their lengths to design speed

is an important consideration in the design of highways. Flat g.rades on paverment ',-iihut curbs are not objection-
The effect of grades on truck speeds is much more pro- able, since the transverse .lope on the pavement crown has
nounced than that on speeds for passenger cars. Charts minimum dcwn.radeof % anc) the shouldcr slopes From A%
showing the deceleration and acceleration of trucks on to -6%. On curbed pavements the minimum cross slope is us
grades are shown in Fig. B & C 5 291.273. These charts uvlly 0.5 percent; however, in urban areas minimum cross
serve as a valuable design guide in evaluating the effect of slopes as flat as 0.25% nay have to be used to meet existing
,,cks on traffic operations for a given set of profile condi- features. Wherever possible, qraoes should be sufficiently

tions. For instance, a truck beginning a 6 percent grade at steep to prevent ponding of water along the gutters.
30 mph will be traveling about 8 mph at the end of a 1000
foot long climb.

MAXIMUM GRADES

Type f Design Speed, mph

Topogaphy 30 40 50 60 65 70 75 80

Flat 6% 5% 4% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3-%
Rolling 7% 6% 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%
Mountainous 9% 8% 7% 6% 6% 5%

Table A 5-291.221

D. Critical Lengths of Grade b. The critical length of a +5% grade approached by a
700 foot length of a +2% qrade is 625 feet. The chart shows

I. Th4 above term is uspd to indicate the maximum that 700 feet of a 42% grade results in a speed reduction of
length of ascending grade upon which a truck can operate, about 3 mph. The chart further shows that the remaining al-
without an unreasonable reduction in speed. If this length is lowable speed reduction, 15 mph less 3 or 12 mph, will be
exceeded a truck climbing lane should be considered. See made on 625 feet of 5% grade.
5-291.273.

c. Where an upgrade is approached by a downgrade,
2. Critical lenqt1-- of trade for uis in design may be oh. trucks often increase speed in order to make the climb on

tanedl from "ii ta 5 2.22t. For ordinaryrl~sig'i purposes the uprir ,vati higher speed, A spe.d incr.-.ase of 5 mph can
the 15 mph-speed-reduction curve should be used. be considered for moderate downgrdes to 10 mph for .teep-

er downgrades. On this basis,. the permissable truck speed
3. If descending grades are sufficient to cause trucks to reduction becomes 20 or 25 mph. For example, where there

gear down, their low speeds on a road may be hazardous and is a moderate length of 4 percent downgrade in advance of a
a truck lane should be considered. 6-percent upgrade, a permissable speed reduction of 20 mph

can be assumed. For this case the critical length of the 6-per-
4. Examples cent grade is about 800 feet.

a. Determine the critical length of grade having a level
approach gada to a 4 percent grade using Fig. A 5-291.221.EXHIBIT ""
Direct reading on the 15-mph line where it Intersects the 4-
percent horizontal line shows the critical length to be I100
fet. APPENDIX E, P. E-5
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EXHIBIT "B"

ExcerptB from

"A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets"

draft #2

December 1979

Copy right 1979 by the American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials

APKRDI 2, P. E-6 -1



From chapter III - Elements of Design. Part referring to vehicLe
-operating characteristics on grades. "Passener Cars ...... Studies
show that operation of a 3-peroent upgrade, compared with that on the
level, has only a slight effect on passenger car free speeds under
uncongested conditions. On steeper grade; thn, _-per-ds, dpcros.
progressively with an increase in the ascending gr; Je. On downgrades,
passenger car speeds generally are slightly highcr than on level sec-
tions but local conditions govern."

"Trucks. The effect of grades on truck speeds is ,msch rriore pronounced
than on speeds of passenger cars. Average speed ot truoks on level
sections of highway approximates the average speed of passenger cars.
Trucks show an increase in speed on downgrados up to about 5 percent
and a decrease in speed on upgrades of about 7 percent or more, as
compared to operation on the level. On upgral.es the maximum speed
that can be maintained by a truck is dependent primarily upon the
length and steepness of the grade and the weight/horsepower ratio,
-hich is the gross vehicle weight divided by the engine horsepower.
Other variables that affect the average speed over the entire length
of grade are the entering speed, wind resistance, and skill of the
operator. The latter two cause only minor variations in the average
speed."

".... The truck is able to accelerate to a speed of 25 mph (40 km/h) or
-iore only on grades of 3.5 percent or less. These total data serve as
a valuable guide for design in alpraising the effect of trucks on
traffic operation for a given set of profile conditions."

"Site c-,:,ditions generally established aline-ment and grade Limitations
on intersecting roads. It is often possible to modify the alinement
and grades, however, and thereby improve traffic conditions and reduce
hazards, particularly on rural highways.

"The gradients of intersecting highways should be as flat as practical
on those sections that are to be used for storage space for stopped
vehicles, sometimes referred to as storage platforms. Most vehicles
with either manual or automatic shifts must have the brakes applied to
stand still while the motors are running unless they are stopped on a
gradient flatter than 1 percent."

"The calculated stopping and accelerating distances for passenger cars
on grades of 3 percent differ little from the distances at the level.
Grades steeper than 3 percent require correction of the serveral
design factors ot produce conditions equivalent to those on level
highw.ys-. Most vehicle ope ',tors atr linable to judge the increase or
decrease in stopping or accelerating distance that is necesasary
because of steep grades. Their normal deductions and reactions thus
may be in error at a critical time. Accordingly, grades in excess of
3 percent should be avoided on intersecting highways. Where con-
ditions make such design unduly expensive, grades should not exceed
about 6 percent, with a corresponding adjustment in design factors."(ii

B-2
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From Chapter VII - Arterial Roads, and Streets. Discussion on grades,
"The grades selected for an urban arterial may have a significant
effect on its operational characteristics. Steep grades affect truck
speeds And overall capacity. On arterials having large numbers of
trucks and operating near capacity, grao flatter than those in rural
sections should be considered to avoid undesirable reductions in
speeds. Steep grades also result in operational problems at
intersections, particularly during adverse weather conditions. For
these reasons it is desirable to provide the flattest grades possible,
while providing minimum gradients as required to insure adequate
longitudinal drainage in curb sections."

From Chapter IX - At-Grade Intersections. Excerpts from aprt on alin--
ment and profiles.

"Intersections are points of conflict between vehicles, pedestrians,
and facilities and hence are potentially hazardous. The alinement and
1rade of the intersecting roads, therefore, should permit drivers to
discern and perform readily the maneuvers necessary to pass through
the intersection safely and with a minimum of interference between
vehicles. To these ends the alinement should be as straight and the
gradients as low as practical. The sight distance should be equal to
of greater than the minimum values for specific intersection
conditions, as derived and discussed later. If it is not, drivers
having difficulty in discerning the actlions of other vehicles, in
reading and discerning the message of traffic control devices, and in
controlling their vehicles."

Excerpt from part on Effect of Vertical Profiles

"'The differences in stopping distances on various grades at intersec-
tions are the same as those given in chapter III in the section
"Effect of Grade on Stopping Sight Distance --Wet Conditions." The
differences indicate that grades up to 3 percent have little effect on
stopping sight distances, and grades up to 6 percent may be ignored if
greast precision is not desired. Grades on an intersection leg should
be limited to 3 percent unless the sight distances are considerably in
excess of the minimums for stopping on a level grade, in which case
the grades shuld not be greater than 6 percent.

Prom qhapter X - Grade Separations and Interchanges. Excerpt from
Over versus Under

"A detailed study should be made at each proposed highway grade
separation to determine whether the main road nhould be carried over
or under the structuare. Often the choice is dictated by featuressouch
as topography or highway classification. It may be necessary to make
several nearly complete preliminary layout plans before a decision
regarding the most desirable general plan can be reached. Some state-
ments of over-versus-under preference follow, but such general guides
should be subordinated to detailed studies of the separation as a
whole.

B- 3
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At any one si te the i,,-overn- , condi tio '! as to wiic K roae be
carried over asizilly, fll rT.) one r . The
influence of tocsl ..... v o n-rait , .osely
fitted to it, ( ) th: r. tr , ,. . t,
and (3) tne aligni nt . r,, r . , .- ; rre suf-
ficiently i'lportalnt to sublrlin'toth ; n ) ssibly,
to adopt an irrtnge,-'_nt contrary t,, t, toooraphy.

As a rule, a design that best fit the x int i nfo >ahy is the most
pleasing and eonnoualcaL to co'OiV t,'Vio 4[. !, n "n, his factor
becomes the first contsideraidiou i[ J . V a I u.tne-7h ptir tc
this is the case where a major ro:t] is pred-:mr-ant in
design to overweigh topogrnp,:ic an "r o .... -, . .. Where
topography does not govern, tn jo : n t: o, of int
topography, it may be neoa. to ;.. ,n .ry Factor, and the
following additional points of ge"ner trt one to be
examined:

I For the most part designer- ", lb,- tl nleed for economy,
which is obtained by de-4igs f tt , , o togoz.phy,,not
only alrng the interseotinn .r,, . ;hole of the
area to be use! 4n rvips .n ,it isr., cesCary to
consider altern~e,-i in the ,. .. : ."wolfe to decide
the over-vornus-. n ue: •

2. There is certain traffic wn;rn,-; 'va "  of a tndercross'in
highway. As a driver approaches, te -recture looms ahcad,
makes obvioiis the ipper l,.vl cpo.- ! ,1 nd nlven "dvano
warning of likely inter; . ,.n i level topography
where the overpass hith'a, W a I-oss over a highway at
normal ground level, there r "q- , Oninc advantage.
Where an undercrossing hihw1-dg)aS- at hori-
zon level, this alvantage i , mi:-,

3. Through traffic ig, given esthetic proforenc by a layout in which
the more important road is the overpqas:. A wide overlock is
possible from the structure and itsi -pproaches, civing drivers a
minimum feeling of restriction.

4. Where turning traffic is significant, the ramp profiles are best
fitted when the major road is at "t. lo.- lovel. The ramp gra-
des then assist turning veh .i.es to -cei,,r:te as they leave the
major highway and to accelerate an they approach it, rather than
the reverse. In addition, on di.'to-t,v' t u the ramn
terminal is vi-Oible to dri' .r :,s o t',v o . -" -,2 . hihw-ty.

5. In rolling topography or in rugged terrain, majur road
overcrossings may be attainable only by a forced alinement and
rolling gradeline. Where there otherwise is no pronounced advan-
tage to the selection of either an underpass or an overpass, the
type that provides the better sight dirntance on the major road
(desirably safe passing distance if the road is two-lane) snould
be preferred.

B-4
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6. An overpass offers the best possibility for stage construction,
both on the highway and the structure, with minimum impairment of
the original investment. The initial development of only part of
th6 ultimate width is a complete structure and roadway in itself.
By lateral extension of both or construction of a separate struc-
ture and roadway for a divided highway, the ultimate development
is reached without loss of the initial facility.

7. Troublesome drainage problems may be reduced by carrying the
major highway over without altering the prade of the crossroad.
In some cases the drainage problem alonc may be sufficient reason
for choosing to carry the major hiphway over rather than under
the crossroad.

8. Where topography control is secondary, the cost of bridges and
approaches may determine whether the major roadway underpasses or
overpasses the minor facility. A cost analysis that takes into
account the bridge type, span lenght, roadway cross section,
angle of skew, soil conditions, and cost of approaches will
determine which of the two intersecting roadways should be placed
on structure.

%. An underpass may be more advantageous where the major road can be
built close to the existing ground, with continuous gradient, and
with no pronounced grade changes. Where the widths of the roads
are greatly different, the quality of earthwork makes this
asrrangment more economical. Because the minor road usually is
built to lower standards than the major road, grades on it may be
steeper and sight distances shorter, with resultant economy in
grading volume and pavement area on the shorter length of road to
be rebuilt above the general level of the surrounding country.

10. Frequently, the choice of an underpass at a particular location
is determined not by conditions at that location but by the
design of the highway as a whole. Grade separations near urban
areas constructed as parts of a depressed expressway, or as one
raised above the general level of adjoining streets, are good
examples of cases where decisions regarding individual grade
separations are subordinated to the general development.

11. Where a new highway crosses an existing route carrying a large
volume of traffic, an overcrossing by the new highway causes less
disturbance to the existing route and a detour is usuplly not
required.

12. The overcrossing structure has no limitation as to vertical
clearance, which is an advantage in the case of oversized loads
requiring special permits.

13. Desirably, the roadway carrying the highest traffic volume should
have the fewest number of bridges for better rideability and t
fewer conflicts when repair and reconstruction are necessary.

B-5
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Exc~erpt fromn Approaclhes to the ~3ritr-~nmnProt--ie, and C~ross
Se - t ion.

"The gerieral cont,-ols for hoi:na air vertical alinement and,1 thneir
combination aF7tae ir cnapt,:r T IT, mtoull - d h(red to "1 o.sel y
In partionlar, any r 2iativ-ely sn -arp hori zontal or vertical carle-
should be avoided. HrorizontLal curvature thiat be~sat or near a pro'-
nounced crest or sag should be avoided. The gradients on intersecting
roads at an interchange should be kept to a minifiun and in no case
should they roxceed the maximums eatali ihed for !Pen-hicbv-uy
conditions. Gradients that iiay slow dc,;n cmcrilveiiicle2 or that
may be difficult to nerotiate when icy r hould b5: avcidel. deduct ion
oCf vehicle speeds by long upgrades enec-rage pa--sing, whi<' ,is harir-
dous in the vicinity of ra;np teriuinal. Slow-moving t'nrouwh vehicles
also erncoir-age aibrupt cuttinr in by velhirnles leaving and enteringL the
highway."
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Summaiy- highway Design 27

highviay being less than ideal include Lines and shoulders of subshndarL
wvidth, steep gradcs, low design speed, substanaid intersections, scbstatidati
11mp terminals arid shoit weaing s-ctions.

Traffic Factors
Traffic factors that should be taken into consideration iii relating tiallic

volume to operating conditions are commercial vehicles and flhctations it,
traffic volume (Peak Ilour Factor). Allowance should ich nmde for thes,..
variables in accordance with the tfighway Capacity llanual.

Levels of Service (p. 306;

The Hifhway Capacity Manal expresses operating conditions in terms CS
the following levels of service: A-free flow, with low volumes and hi.;'
speeds, B-stable flow, but speeds beginning to be restricted by traft,
conditions, C-in stable flow zone but most drivers restricted in freedom ta
select their own speed, D-approaches unstable flow; drivers have little
freedom to maneuver, E-flow is unstable, may be short stoppages, F- force.
flow at low speeds, usually queues from a downstreamn reshiction.

Limiting values for these levels of service are expressed in terms c.f
operating speeds and volume-to-capacity ratios (V/C), or in the case cA
intersections at grade, in terms of load factors. The rel:ationship, betwee.n
highway type and locations, and the level of service appropriate for design :.
summarized in table A-5. The highest feasible level of service should La
sought. In heavily developed sections of metropolitan areas, conditions mav
force the us,; :c;i of sei " fceeways.

Table A-5
GUIDE FOR SELEC7ION OF

DESIGN LEVELS OF SERVICE

Ref. tale G-5, p. 303

Type of area and approptiatp -

Highway Type level of service

Urban and Suburban Rural

Freeway
Through Lanes C B
Ramp Terminals C B
Weaving on irain lanes C
Weaving on C-D roads C U

Other Arterials•" Main Roadways C B
Weaving Sections C B

Signalized Intersections
Principal arterials n A
Othtcr Arterials C II
LucA & dasj & tts C C

EXHIBIT "C"
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

REGION 5

Suite 490, Metro Square Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

December 12, 1980
I" EtSPLY "wFER Y@.

Mr. William W. Badger
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer
Department of the Army
St. Paul District
Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office &
Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Mr. Badger:

We have reviewed your November 18, 1980 letter and the attached November 6,
1980 letter from Commissioner Braun regarding bridge grades and we offer the
following commnents and background information on Federal Highway Administra-
tion (FHWA) policy.

The standards, specifications, policies, guides and references that are ac-
ceptable to FHWA in the geometric and structural design and traffic control
features of highways are outlined in the Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual
(FHPM) 6-2-1-1. The policies and guidelines published by the American Associ-
ation of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and by the Minn-
esota Department of Transportation (MI/DOT) together with our FHPM provide the
primary policies and guidelines that we use in reviewing the design of a project.
These policies and guidelines generally list both desirable and minimum standards.
We have traditionally encouraged the use of desirable standards and rarely do
we grant any exceptions to the minimum standards. It is stated in FHPM 6-2-1-1
that any determination to approve a project design that does not conform to
the minimum criteria can be made only after due consideration is given to all
project conditions including the maximum service and safety benefits for the
dollar invested.

Your letter specifically asked for our view~s on the reduced dollars and improved
traffic considerations attributed to alternate IDA when compared to alternate
ICA. Since neither your letter or the attached letter from Commilssioner Braun
addressed alternative costs it is difficult to be specific in regard to cost.
However, the exerpt from "A Policy on Design of Urban Highways and Arterial
Streets", MASHTO, 1973 given on page 2 of Commissioner Braun's letter and the
above mentioned section of FHPM 6-2-1-1 adequately addresses FHWA's philosophy
on project alternative costs. Although it appears the initial cost of alternate
ICA may be mo~re than alternate IDA, we concur with 144/DOT that alternate lCA

-More-
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would provide for both a safer facility and a facility that would serve the
needs of the travelling public for a longer period of time.

The second part of your question implies that alternate IDA is better from
a traffic standpoint than alternate ICA. This is not true. As indicated
in Comissioner Braun's letter, alternate ICA provides for the AASHTO recom-
mended level of service for the design year of this project while alternate
IDA would not. This alone makes alternate IDA an undesirable choice.

In sumary, we find that the MN/DOT, through information presented in
Commissioner Braun's November 6, 1980 letter has adequately presented
justification in support of building alternate ICA and we would approve
this request under our normal Federal-aid highway funding authority.

Sincerely yours,

William R. Lake
Division Administrator
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